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1

Edward II and the Tactics of Kingship*
Carolyn P. Schriber
Rhodes College

E

dward II (1307-1327) succeeded to the throne of England at a
crucial time. In 1307 England was at war with Scotland and faced
threats of further trouble in Wales and Gascony. In addition his
father had left him a debt-ridden country in which the barons were
beginning to recognize their potential for governmental control through
financial blackmail. The country's finances were overextended, but the
baronage and clergy had been resisting royal demands for increased taxation.
If Edward II were to continue his father's policies and pursue the war in
Scotland, as the barons wished, he would be forced to give in to unrelated
baronial demands in exchange for military financing. If, instead, he followed
his natural inclinations toward a policy of peace, he would encourage further
baronial opposition. 1
Edward II seems to have lacked the personal magnetism and strength
of character that had served his father well. As T. F. Tout points out:
Chroniclers do not often all agree, but their agreement is
absolutely wonderful in dealing with the character of Edward
'A shorter version of this paper, entitled "All the King's Horses and Goblets and
Jewels," was presented at the annual conference of the Rocky Mountain Medieval and
Renaissance Association at Breckenridge, Colorado, April 1991.
'Studies of Edward II's reign include Mark C. Buck, Politics, Finance and the Church
in the Reign ofEdward II (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983); Natalie Fryde,
The Tyranny and Fall of Edward II, r32r-r326 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1979); M. H. Keen, England in the Later Middle Ages: A Political History (London:
Methuen, 1973); and J. S. Hamilton, Piers Gaveston, Earl of Cornwall, IJOJ-IJI2: Politics
and Patronage in the R eign ofEdward II (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1988).
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of Carnarvon. They all present the same general picture of that
strong, handsome, weak-willed and frivolous king who cared
neither for battles nor tournaments, neither politics nor business,
and had no other wish than to amuse himself. 2

Other historians have been no less harsh in their judgments. William Stubbs
dismisses Edward as having "no kingly pride or sense of duty, no industry
or shame or piety."3 In a more recent study, May McKisack describes him
as "a weakling and a fool." 4 Yet Edward II ruled England for twenty years
without bringing permanent disaster upon the country. Until the final
debacle of his deposition, he fended off repeated attacks on his royal prerogative. He was particularly successful during the early years of his reign in
deflecting attempts by his barons to assume control of administrative
functions of his government. Historians often blame the barons' failure,
however, on baronial weakness and divisiveness rather than on Edward's
political skill.5 The king does not receive enough credit for his ability to
avoid potentially disastrous confrontations.
Edward employed several methods to control his recalcitrant nobility.
The chronicler known as the Monk of Malmesbury notes that Edward
often used gifts, promises, and blandishments to bend the more powerful
barons to his will. "The English," he comments, "flatter when they see
their strength is insufficient for the task." 6 He notes that on other occasions "the king's whole endeavour was to drag out the business, in order
to wear down the barons with their labours and expenses."7 Most important,
Edward had behind him the long tradition of his father's strong monarchy.
The prerogatives of kingship-to administer justice; to delegate authority
in the administration of the kingdom; to hold wardships, escheats, and
advowsons; to grant franchises and liberties; to regulate currency and claim
tallages, purveyances, preemptions, prisages, and maltolts-had been
well-defined and tested by the beginning of the fourteenth century.
Edward appealed to that tradition more effectively than scholars generally

1
T. F. Tout, The Place of the Reign ofEdward II in English History, 2d ed. rev., Hilda
Johnstone (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1914), 9.
JWilliam Stubbs, The Constitutional History ofEngland in its Origin and Development,
4th ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1880), 2:340.
•May McK.isack, The Fourteenth Century, r3orr399, vol. 5 of The Oxford History of
England, ed. Sir George Clark (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959), xvii-xviii.
SJames Conway Davies, The Baronial Opposition to Edward II- Its Character and Policy:
A Study in Administrative History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1918), chap. 9,
passim.
6 Vita Edwardi Secundi, by so-called Monk of Malmesbury, trans. N. Denholm-Young
(London: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1957), 6.
7Vita, 38.
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assume. 8 By deliberate procrastination, by compromise, and by appeals to
constitutional precedents, he was able at least to dull the edge of the
sword that threatened him.
In the traditional coronation oath recorded by Henry de Bracton, a
king was expected to guarantee peace to the church, "forbid rapacity"
within the kingdom by preserving the laws of his predecessors, and dispense
justice with "equity and mercy." 9 The oath administered to Edward II,
however, contained four clauses instead of the usual three. It reads:
Will you grant and keep and by your oath confirm to the
people of England the laws and customs given to them by your
predecessors, the just and god-fearing ancient kings of England,
and especially the laws, customs, and liberties granted to the
clergy and people by the glorious king, the sainted Edward,
your predecessor? ...
. . . Will you in all your judgements, so far as in you lies,
preserve to God and Holy Church, and to the people and clergy,
entire peace and concord before God? ...
. . . Will you, so far as in you lies, cause justice to be rendered
rightly, impartially, and wisely, in compassion and in truth? ...
. . . Do you grant to be held and observed the just laws and
customs that the community of your realm shall determine,
and will you, so far as in you lies, defend and strengthen them
to the honour of God?
10

The first three stipulations correspond neatly to the traditional promises
made by previous kings of England; the fourth, because of its apparent
innovations, has been the topic of much historiographic controversy. n

8
See the lengthy discussion of these royal prerogatives in Davies, The Baronial
Opposition, 2-12, in which Davies asserts that "the personal rights the king had obtained as
a legacy from the Anglo-Saxon kingship, the tenurial rights from the Norman kings, and
the judicial rights developed by the Angevins."
9 Henry de Bracton, Bracton on the Laws and Customs ifEngland, trans. Samuel E. Thorne,
ed. George E. Woodbine, 4 vols. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968), 2:304.
1
° Cited in B. Wilkinson, Politics and the Constitution, IJ07-IJ99, vol. 2 of
Constitutional History ofMedieval England, I2I6-IJ99 (London: Longmans, Green and Co.,
1952), ro7-8. The oath is also recorded in Sources of English Constitutional History: A
Selection ofDocuments .from A.D. 600 to the Interregnum, ed. and trans . Carl Stephenson
and Frederick George Marcham, rev. ed., 2 vols. (New York: Harper & Row, 1972) 1:192.
11
The leading participants in the controversy include H. G. Richardson, "The
English Coronation Oath," Speculum 24 (1949): 44-75; Joseph R. Strayer, "The Statute of
York and the Community of the Realm," American Historical R eview 47.1 (1941): 1-22;
Robert S. Hoyt, "The Coronation Oath of 1308," English Histo rical Review 71 (1956) :
353-83; and B. Wilkinson, "The Coronation Oath of Edward II," in Historical Essays in
Honour ofJames Tait, ed. J. G. Edwards, V. H. Galbraith, and E. F. Jacob (Manchester:
Printed for the Subscribers, 1933), 405-16; "The Coronation Oath of Edward II and the
Statute of York," Speculum 19 (1944): 445-69.
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Debates have frequently centered on the meaning of the phrase
"community of your realm." Although there is a strong temptation to
infer that the fourth clause of the oath implied acceptance of knights
and burgesses as an integral part of the parliamentary process, little
evidence exists to validate that inference. Despite the example of the
model parliaments of 1295 and 1296, no fixed rules had yet been established to determine who would be summoned. J. E. A. Jolliffe has
described the parliaments of Edward I as "a colloquium between the
Parliament of Council and certain magnates and representatives of
communities, selected, and differently selected, from time to time
according to the king's convenience and his judgment of what was
convenient for the realm." 12 While the roles both of magnates and of
commons were clarified somewhat by the end of Edward II's reign, it
would be anachronistic to assume that the phrase "community of your
realm" had any precise definition in 1308. The barons who heard the new
king take his oath undoubtedly believed themselves to be the representatives of that community and in fact often referred to themselves as such. '3
Most historians now agree that the "community of your realm" actually
referred only to the council in parliament with the presence of at least the
earls and barons. '4
A more pertinent question concerns the reasons behind the addition of
a fourth clause. The description of Edward's coronation in theAnnales Paulini
suggests that when the barons threatened to delay his coronation Edward
promised to give them a free hand in the next parliament.'5 For that reason,
B. Wilkinson has interpreted the additional clause as a revolutionary concession and a major constitutional event, for it apparently bound the king
to agree to whatever his barons might decree. 16 H. G. Richardson agrees
that the clause had both retrospective and prospective implications because
it bound Edward not only to observe the charters granted by his predecessors but also to accept "the council of his magnates."'7Joseph R. Strayer,
however, argues that the oath applied only to statute laws that had been

12
] . E. A. Jolliffe, The Constitutional History of Medieval England,from the English
Settlement to r485, 4th ed. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1961), 350.
1
JFor examples of contemporaneous documents in which the magnates represented
and spoke for the "community," see Strayer, "Statute ofYork," 13-14.
' 4 Richardson, "English Coronation Oath," 65.
'5Wilkinson, Constitutional History ofMedieval England: I2r6-r399, 3 vols. (London:
Longmans, Green, 1948-1958), 2:ro9; reprinted from Anna/es Paulini, in Chronicles of
Edward I and Edward II (R.S.), ed. William Stubbs (London: Longman & Co., 1882),
1:259-63.
16
Wilkinson, Constitutional History ofMedieval England, I2r6-r399, 2:rr.
'7Richardson, "English Coronation Oath," 75.
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properly made. 18 Whatever the original intent of this restricting clause,
Edward II used it to his own advantage.
Many problems of interpretation could be more easily resolved if
there were only one version of the oath instead of two. The translation
cited above was made from the French version of the oath as it appeared
at the end of the Liber Rega/is of Edward II :
Sire, graunte vous a tenir et garder les leys et les custumes droitureles les quids la communaute de vostre roiaume aura esleu,
et les defendrez et afforcerez al honour de Dieu, a vostre
poer?' 9

While almost all historians agree Edward actually took the oath in this
French form, a parallel Latin text-the version included in the
Coronation Roll-gives a different slant to the meaning and effect of the
oath:
Concedis justas leges et consuetudines esse tenendas, et
promittis per te eas esse protegendas, et ad honorem Dei corroborandas, quas vulgus elegerit, secundum vires tuas? 20

The exact wording of the Latin version is important. The crucial fourth
clause specified "just" laws (justas leges), leaving the king free to ignore
any laws or customs he viewed as unjust. Further, the Latin gerundive
construction-"ought to be upheld ... and defended ... and strengthened"-fell short of an oath to do so. The barons might not have noticed
the grammatical subtleties added to the Latin version of their straightforward French oath, but those who chose to defend Edward's prerogative
were able to use the Latin version to the monarch's advantage.
The parliament summoned to meet at Westminster in April 1308
produced another check on Edward's personal monarchy. The barons
objected to the influence of Edward's only real friend, court favorite, and
backstairs adviser-Piers Gaveston.2' Their resentment of Gaveston had

18

Strayer, "Statute of York," 20 .
Documents ofEnglish Constitutional History, z30 1 z485, ed. S. B. Chrimes and
A. L. Brown (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1961) , 4-5; reprinted from Foedera,
Conventiones, Litterae, ed. E. T. Rymer (London: N .p., 1816-1818), II.i.33.
20
Select Documents, ed. Chrimes and Brown, 4; reprinted from Rymer, Foedera,
II.i.36: Do you grant that just laws and customs ought to be upheld, and do you promise
that those things that the commonality has determined ought to be defended by you, and
strengthened to the honor of God, in so far as you are able? [Translation mine.]
21
For the nature of the relationship between Edward II and G aveston, see John
Boswell, Christianity, Social Tolerance, and Homosexuality: Gay People in Western Europe
from the Beginning of the Christian Era to the Fourteenth Century (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1980).
' 9 Select
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steadily increased after Edward had awarded him the earldom of
Cornwall, a title usually reserved for members of the royal family. In the
April 1308 parliament, the barons hoped to force Gaveston's exile. They
justified their demand for his removal by proclaiming a new principle:
their loyalty was to the crown, not to the man who wore it. Further, they
maintained that if the king did not behave rationally in his duties, their
loyalty to the crown compelled them to correct him:
Homagium et sacramentum ligiantiae potius sunt et vehementius
ligant ratione coronae quam personae regis .... uncle, si rex
aliquo casu erga statum coronae rationabiliter non se gerit, ligii
sui per sacramentum factum coronae regem reducere et coronae
statum emendare juste obligantur. 22

Thus the barons attempted to disassociate their patriotic loyalty from their
feudal obligations to the king, believing that Edward's oath to uphold
future laws passed by the community of his realm made it possible for
them to dictate his behavior. In effect, the barons were using the coronation
oath to strengthen their own positions. Their distinction between crown and
individual, however, was based on a false premise. As Ernst H. Kantorowicz
has explained:
The barons may have wished to express a distinction between
the king as King and the king as a private person; but what
they actually did was to set the king as King-and not only his
private person-over against the corporate Crown, and thus,
for the sake of the Crown, they were ready to throw overboard
even the king as King.23

Edward simply ignored their demands.
The culmination of these first baronial attempts to curtail Edward's
royal power came in 13rn with the appointment of twenty-one ordainers,
who were to be responsible for reforming the royal household and the
government of the realm. Representing the prelates were the archbishop
of Canterbury and the bishops of Chichester, Llandaff, London, Norwich,
St. David's, and Salisbury. The earls included Arundel, Gloucester,
"This passage appears in Select Documents, ed. Chrimes and Brown, 5; reprinted from
Gesta Edwardi de Carnarvan, Auctore Canonico Bridlingtoniensi, Cum Continuatione ad
A .D. IJ77, ed. from manuscripts by William Stubbs in Chronicles ofthe Reigns ofEdward I
and Edward II (London: Longman & Co., 1883), 2:33-34: Homage and the oath of fealty
are more powerfully and strongly bound by reason of the crown than by the person of the
king.... Whence, if the king does not conduct himself reasonably in any matter pertaining
to the state of the crown, his liege lords, through the sacred oath sworn to the crown, are
justly obligated to correct the king and repair the state of the crown. [Translation mine.]
23 Ernst H. Kantorowicz, The King 's Two Bodies: A Study in Mediaeval Political
Theology (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957), 365-66.
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Hereford, Lancaster, Lincoln, Pembroke, Richmond, and Warwick. The
remaining places went to lesser barons-Hugh de Courtney, Hugh de
Veer, John de Grey, Robert fitz Roger, William le Marshal, and William
Martin. According to the Monk ofMalmesbury, the barons took a united
stand:
Unless the king granted their demands they would not have
him for king, nor keep the fealty that they had sworn to him,
especially since he himself had not kept the oath which he had
taken at his coronation; since in law and common sense there
is this reservation, that with the breaker of faith faith may be
broken. 24

In r3n this group published its ordinances, a list of rules by which
England was to be governed. The Ordinances of r3rr restricted the king's
right to make changes in coinage, to grant charters of liberty, to make
judicial appointments, to impose taxes, and to declare war. All the income
of the kingdom was to pass through the hands of the Exchequer.
Additionally, all unfit and foreign officials were to be removed and
replaced by qualified Englishmen; all new appointments, whether in
England, Gascony, Scotland, or Ireland, were to be made with the assent
of a parliament, and parliament itself was not to be restricted in its meeting. To the barons, however, the most important clause was the one that
permanently banished Piers Gaveston from the land.
Edward protested that "he was not bound to give his consent to
these, since from their terms of reference all things touching the king's
sovereignty had been excluded." 25 However, when the barons assembled,
armed, to hold a parliament at Westminster on r6 August r3rr, Edward had
no choice but to accept the ordinances. It appeared that the barons had
succeeded in tying his hands and transferring the powers of government
from the crown to themselves. But there was more fight in the king than
his feudal nobility had anticipated. Gaveston left the country, but in the
spring of the next year he returned by order of the king. Edward argued
that Gaveston had been banished contrary to the very laws Edward had
promised to uphold at his coronation; it was, therefore, the king's sworn
responsibility to rescind the exile. As McKisack has pointed out, "It was not
only the barons who could play at the game of manipulating the coronation
oath to suit their own purposes." 26

'

4

Vita,

25The

IO.

complete text of the Ordinances may be found in n89-r327, ed. Harry Rothwell,
vol. 3 of English Historical D ocuments (New York: Oxford University Press, 1975), 527-39.
26
McKisack, Fourteenth Century, 23.
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King and barons confronted one another in a state of civil war.
Edward and Gaveston fled toward the north, hoping to gain support; the
baronial forces, led by Thomas of Lancaster, the king's cousin, gave chase.
On 4 May 1312, Edward and Gaveston narrowly avoided capture at
Newcastle, but all the war horses, crown jewels, and other gifts Edward
had given to Gaveston fell into the hands of the barons. Gaveston himself
was captured at Scarborough on 19 May, and, despite a promise of safeconduct and a fair trial, he was beheaded at Black.low on 19 June. The
king was grief stricken by the loss of his court favorite. He had been
unable to muster popular support, and a fortune that had once been at his
disposal was now in the hands of his enemies. Yet Edward was still king
and retained a reservoir of royal prerogative.
By September reinforcements arrived. The pope sent two legates
(Arnold, cardinal of St. Priscia, and Arnold, bishop of Poi tiers) to settle the
dispute between the king and his barons. From France came Louis, count
ofEvreux, and two legal experts, Raymond Suberani and Lord William of
Newcastle, bringing to Edward the support of the French king, Philip IV
(1285- 1314). At the beginning of negotiations, the barons refused to
promise support for the war in Scotland until Edward reaffirmed his
acceptance of the Ordinances of 1311. The French clerics announced their
opinion that the ordinances clearly violated Edward's coronation oaths
because they required the king to rescind ancient customs and laws he had
sworn to uphold. For the next three months, Edward kept the parliament
in session, distributed letters of safe-conduct to the rebel barons, and by
tedious negotiations gradually wore away the opposition.
On 20 December, a tentative agreement was reached-one favorable
to Edward. Unfortunately for Edward's historical reputation, the text of
this agreement has been neither well circulated nor fully analyzed,
although versions of the final treaty were included in Anna/es Londoniensis
and Rymer's Foedera. 7 A close reading of the text reveals that the peace
settlement greatly strengthened Edward's royal prerogatives.
At first glance the agreement seems to contain major concessions from
Edward. The rebel barons were assured they would never be "accused or
challenged because of the seizure, detention, or death of Piers Gaveston."
Nor on account of that death were they ever to be "captured, imprisoned,
2

' 7A manuscript containing a substantially complete account of the negotiations, written
by the papal legates, is preserved as Vatican, Instrumenta Miscellanea, No. 5947. This
document was subsequently published under the title, Edward II, the L ords Ordainers, and
Piers Gaveston's]ewels and Horses (r3n-ry3), ed. R. A. Roberts, vol. 15 of Camden Miscellany
(London: Officers of the Society, 1929). For my translation of the text of the treaty, pp. 17-21,
see Appendix A.
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obstructed, molested, or troubled, nor taken to trial" by the king or by
anyone else. At the same time, the king relinquished all complaints against
the barons concerning the affairs of Gaveston, dating from the time of
Edward's marriage, which occurred before his coronation. Furthermore,
the king agreed to have this forgiveness enacted in parliament and published throughout the kingdom.
Edward also conceded in the matter of disputed land claims pressed
by individual rebellious barons. He agreed to appoint an independent
commission of judges to look into the accusations of Griffin de la Pole
and Fulk of Lestrange and promised to make full restoration if the
commission found he had taken their lands illegally. Also, the goods of
Henry Percy were to be restored to him without question. Finally, he
granted to all citizens and foreigners the right of safe passage throughout
the kingdom.
Though Edward yielded on these points, the concessions of the barons
were even more sweeping. They were to come to him "with great humility
on bended knees" to profess their obedience and seek his forgiveness. In
return for the king's forgiveness, the barons promised to extend amnesty
to all Gaveston's supporters, using almost exactly the same phraseology
that was to appear in their own pardons. The barons agreed never again to
come to a parliament armed-as they had in 13n-to enforce their will
upon a reluctant king. In addition, they granted the king financial backing
for the war in Scotland. ·
To ease Edward's financial distress, the barons also agreed to return
to him all the horses and goblets and jewels confiscated from Gaveston; they
even promised payment for any horses that might have died. A surviving
inventory gives us an idea of the scope of this royal treasure.28 Grouped
into 189 lots were 717 individual items: gold jewelry, silver goblets and
plate, rubies, diamonds, emeralds, and such esoteric oddities as sterling
silver pear forks and a lion's skin belt. The worth of the entire treasure can
be only approximated. 2 9 For n7 of the listings, the inventory gives a value
(in pounds sterling or livres tournois) or a weight (in silver or gold). I have
converted Troy weigjhts to values expressed in pounds sterling and estimated

28
This inventory was originally printed in Foedera, II.i.203-5. An English translation
appears in Hamilton, Piers Gaveston, n9-2729J. R. Maddicott, Thomas ofLancaster, r3orr322: A Study in the Reign ofEdward II
(Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1970), 131-32, estimates the listed values, horses
excluded, at "just over £1,550 sterling," with the 41 war horses valued between "£60 and £80
apiece." More recently, J. S. Hamilton, "Piers Gaveston and the Royal Treasure," Albion
23 (Summer, 1991): 204, assigns a minimum valuation of £1998 16s 7d; he has not, however,
attempted to convert weights to value.
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the worth of some unvalued items.3° The resultant figures show that one
portion of Piers Gaveston's horses and jewels carried a price tag well in
excess of £5500 sterling, and that amount does not take into account 143
precious stones or approximately 500 other items whose descriptions defy
valuation.
Perhaps even more crucial to Edward's position were the statements
the agreement did not include. From the time of Gaveston's return, Edward
had maintained that the Ordinances of 13rr were illegally constituted
because he had approved them under duress and because enforcing them
would violate his coronation oath. If his position were correct, Gaveston
had been legally restored to his earldom and his precipitous beheading in
the middle of the night without benefit of trial was murder. Edward based
his stand on his rights as king: "Ifl may use my royal prerogative as other
kings do, may I not recall to my peace by the royal power a man exiled for
any reason whatever?"3' The barons insisted that the ordinances were still_in
effect. If so, Gaveston had been a traitor, clearly in violation of the law of
the land and deserving of whatever treatment he received. "It is therefore
evident that the King's peace granted to that traitor was not valid," they
averred, "because the king granted that peace against ordinances, which by
his own mere will he cannot annul."J 2 The barons' insistence on Edward's
reaffirmation of the Ordinances of 13rr had been designed to justify their
actions. Yet in the final agreement, there was no indication Gaveston was to
be regarded as a traitor. Because there was no mention of the ordinances,
the offer-and acceptance-of a pardon could be interpreted only as an
admission of baronial guilt in the matter of Gaveston's murder.
Further evidence that this agreement worked almost wholly in
Edward's favor may be found by tracing its implementation. Although the
exchange was somewhat delayed, Gaveston's jewels were returned to Edward
on 23 February 1313 and the horses were restored in March. A parliament,
originally called for 18 March 1313, did not meet until September. The date
was changed several times to accommodate Edward, who found convenient
reasons to make two trips to France while the controversy continued. 33
3°For the complete list of those items for which a value can be established, see
Appendix B. Most of the calculations are based on internal evidence, which shows that
gold items were valued at 9.4 times their weight and gold-plated silver items were valued
at 3 times their weight. I have assumed, as did Hamilton, "Royal Treasure," 203 n. 12, that
silver weights and values were roughly equivalent. Christopher Dyer's Standards ofLiving
in the Later Middle Ages: Social Change in England, c. I200-r520 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 72, provides selling prices for horses of various qualities.
31 Vita, 33.
3'Vita, 35.
33Vita, 38- 39.
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Although the barons persisted in their endeavors to change the wording
of the pardons they were to receive, the phrasing of the pardons granted
on 14 October was virtually the same as that recorded in the original
agreement.3 4 The independent commission set up to consider land claims
may have been fair, but certainly not speedy. Settlement of those claims was
not effected until 1330 under Edward III, and in the intervening period
the king continued to collect the revenues from the disputed properties.
In every important item under discussion, Edward's will prevailed.
Historians who have examined the results of this treaty seem
uniformly surprised that the settlement should have been so much to
Edward's advantage. R. A. Edwards, who edited the Vatican manuscript
of the treaty, suspects that the two nuncios leaned toward the king's
side of the dispute, while Tout credits the birth of an heir to the throne on
13 November 1312 with temporarily restoring Edward to the favor of his
people.JS Thomas Lancaster's biographer asserts:
It is difficult to explain how Edward was able to secure such
good terms or why the barons had conceded so much . . .. It is
probable that the mediators had put strong moral pressure on
H ereford and his fellows ... and that the baronial negotiators
lacked the strength, and perhaps the will, to resist.36

These all may be valid explanations, but they ignore one important factorthe strength inherent in kingship.
In the middle of the thirteenth century, Henry de Bracton had set out
an explanation of the legal rights of kingship. He distinguished between
two types of laws that affected the king. On the one hand were leges-which pertained to the executive, administrative, and judicial functions of
government. In these areas the king had absolute authority to promulgate
the law and enforce it as he saw fit. On the other hand were consuetudines-immemorial customs and natural law-which the king was bound to
observe in his own person. The validity of the distinction had been tested
in the baronial wars of Simon de Montford and had been affirmed by the
Dictum of Kenilworth:
We declare and provide that the most serene lord prince
Henry, illustrious king of England, shall have, fully receive,
and freely exercise his dominion, authority, and royal power
Maddicott, Thomas ifLancaster, 147 n. 6.
Jl"Piers G aveston's Jewels and H orses," viii; T . F. Tout, The History ifEngland: From
the A ccession efH en ry III to the D eath efEdward III, I2I6-r377, vol. 3 of The Political H istory
ifE ngland, ed. William Hunt and Reginald L. Poole, 12 vols. (London: Longmans, Green,
1920), 253.
J6M addicott, Thomas ifL ancaster, 139.
34
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without impediment or contradiction of any one, whereby,
contrary to the approved rights and laws and the long established customs of the kingdom, the regal dignity might be
offended.37

Legally, then, the barons of 1313 had no more right to interfere in the administration of government than had the barons of 1266. The king still held what
Bracton had described as "all the rights belonging to the crown and the
secular power and the material sword pertaining to the governance of the
realm."3 8 When the barons began to infringe upon the executive power of
the king, they exceeded their legal rights, for, as Bracton had asserted,
there was no private person or public power competent to judge the acts or
leges of a king. "The king has no equal within his realm," Bracton had stated.
"No one may presume to question his acts, much less contravene them."39
Here, then, can be found an explanation of the peace settlement of
1313. Edward II did not attempt to place himself above consuetudines, and
the concessions he made reflected that attitude. He granted forgiveness
to the rebel barons because it was his privilege "to protect or to punish." 40
He granted safe conduct to all in his kingdom, for he had sworn to "forbid
rapacity to his subjects of all degrees." 41 He agreed to have an independent
commission look into disputed land claims, for the property of men fell
under the heading of ancient rights and customs.
The concessions of the barons, however, involved leges rather than
consuetudines. The barons agreed to come before the king on bended
knees in recognition of the principle that "the king has no equal." They
accepted their pardons without mention of the Ordinances of 13n,
thereby acknowledging that within his realm no one may question the
acts of the king. They granted financing for the Scottish war and agreed they
would never again come to a parliament in arms. They returned to the
king his personal treasure, thus granting the inviolability of the royal fisc.
Underlying each baronial concession was the realization that the monarchy
was virtually unassailable under the law. By the very coronation oath
forced on Edward by his barons, he retained sole right to pass judgment
on the justice of a law and to decide whether a new law ought, or ought
not, to be observed.
37 Sources, ed. and trans. Stephenson and Marcham, 1:149, quoting from William Stubbs,
ed., Select Charters and Other Illustrations ofEnglish Constitutional History from the Earliest
Times to the Reign ofEdward the First, 9th ed., rev. by H . W . C. Davis (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1913), 407-11.
8
J Bracton, Laws and Customs, 2:166.
J9 Bracton, Laws and Customs, 2:33.
40Bracton, Laws and Customs, 2:298.
41
Bracton, Laws and Customs, 2:304.
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Though Edward II was ultimately an unsatisfactory king, his position
on the throne gave him a certain advantage over any opposition. By virtue
of his kingship, he was able to enlist the aid of the pope and of the king of
France. Through shrewd manipulation of those barons who harbored
doubts about the legality of Gaveston's execution, he was able to break the
united front of the baronial faction. By effectively employing delaying
tactics, stubbornness, and flattery, the king weakened assaults upon his
position. By emphasizing a precise interpretation of the coronation oath,
he protected the royal prerogative. And, finally, by reclaiming all the
king's horses and goblets and jewels, he restored a measure of financial
stability to his treasury. To Edward's credit, he preserved, at least for a
time, the legal position that a king has no equal and no superior.

Appendix A:
The Text of the Agreement
Vatican, lnstrumenta Miscellanea, n. 5947, ff 14-15
This is the peace agreement that, on account of certain hostilities and
disagreements held by the king against the earls of Lancaster, Hereford,
and Warwick, and certain other barons and other great men of his kingdom,
has been made and agreed upon out of certain true causes, in the presence
of the reverend fathers in Christ, Arnold, by the grace of God called holy
cardinal of St. Priscia, and Arnold, bishop of Poi tiers, sent to England on
behalf of the pope; and in the presence of Master Louis of France, the
count of Evreux; and the lord earls of Gloucester and Richmond at the
order of Earl Hereford; Lord Robert Clifford, Lord John Botetourt, s~nt
to London with sufficient authority for making and agreeing upon terms,
through them rather than through the words of the earls of Lancaster and
Warwick; and by the lord earl of Pembroke, Lord Hugh Despenser, and
Lord Nicholas de Segrave, deputized by the king to hear the terms of the
agreement and to carry them back to the king himself in the manner
which follows.
In the first place, the said earls and barons will come into the presence
of the king in his own great court at Westminster and, with great humility
on bended knees, they are to profess their obedience to him, and to swear,
if he wishes, that that which they have done, about which they understand
the king to hold himself in evil contention against them, they did not do in
contempt of him, and they are to ask him humbly what will relieve his insult
and his rancor toward them, and what will restore them to his own good
favor, and they are to return to him everything that was taken at Newcastleon -Tyne, or elsewhere, at the slaying of Master Piers Gaveston, by
whosesoever good orders they were, namely all the jewels and all the
horses that are still alive, and whatever other things there are, in the villa
of St. Albans on the coming feast day of St. Hilarius [13 January]. And if
any of the horses has died, they will repay at said place and time the price
and value of such horses that are not able to be found, and the king ought
to send to that place on the said day representatives to receive the aforesaid items with sufficient authority for the giving ofletters of the king's quitclaim for that which they receive.
Also, let it be known that it has been discussed and agreed upon
concerning the next parliament, that it ought to be held on the third
Sunday of Lent [18 March 1313] at Westminster, that at the beginning of
the said parliament a security ought to be offered for the safety of the said
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counts and barons, their followers, their managers, and their accomplices
in the manner that follows:
"Edward, to all, etc. ... Let the people know that according to certain
and appropriate occasions in our parliament at Westminster on such a
day and such a year, it has been provided and guaranteed by us and by the
archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, barons, and commons of our
realm, assembled there at our order, unanimously assenting and agreeing,
that no one, of whatsoever position or condition he is, shall at some future
time be accused or challenged because of the seizure, detention, or death of
Piers Gaveston, or on account of that same death be captured, imprisoned,
obstructed, molested, or troubled, nor taken to trial by us or others, at our
suit or the suit of another, wherever it might be, in our court or elsewhere.
And we wish that the guaranteeing and affirming of this matter be firm
and unchanging in every small degree, and whithersoever they be, it be
held and observed forever, and that it be recorded in our chancellery, our
high court, the court of common pleas, and in our exchequer. And about
this, let there be published an open letter under our own seal. And let it be
ordered through all of our country's courts to be proclaimed, published,
held, and firmly observed forever; and all those who wish to have letters
patent concerning the aforesaid may come to the chancellor and they may
have them and pay nothing. In testimony, etc."
This safe-conduct, it is allowed, seems sufficient enough to the
aforesaid three negotiators for the said earls and barons, as important as it
was for them; yet in so far as the proctors of the said earls of Lancaster
and Warwick did not dare to agree until more should have been said
about the aforementioned earls, and after it has been discussed with
them, they are to write back in brief to the aforementioned cardinal and
bishop and to the earls of Gloucester and Richmond and to make known
their wishes in these matters. And further, it has been agreed that the
king ought to remove and discharge from the said counts and barons and
their followers, agents, and accomplices all rancors, insults, and angers,
actions, obligations, quarrels, and arising accusations about the affair of
Lord Piers Gaveston, of whatever manner they may be, from the time
he married his dearest wife Isabella, queen of England, whether it be in
reference to the capture, detention, or death of the said Piers, or the hostile
entrance into villa or camp, or about the blockading or transporting of
weapons, or the seizing of important people or allies, whoever they may
be, or in any other way touching or having reference to a person and to a
deed that happened to the said Lord Piers Gaveston.
Also, they agreed well that if the said pledge was pleasing to the said
earls and barons, and they did not wish to come in their own persons to
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parliament, that they might send proctors with sufficient power to receive
and agree to the said pledge for them, and along with this, with sufficient
power to accept the pledge that ought to be made in said parliament
regarding the adherents and harborers of the Lord Piers Gaveston.
Which pledge is drawn up and agreed to in the manner that follows:
"It must be guaranteed that no one, of whatsoever status or condition he may be, at any time in the future may be challenged, captured
or imprisoned, hindered, molested, or troubled, nor brought to trial by
us or by any other, at our suit or the suit of any other, in our court or
another, concerning the occasion of the return of said Piers to England,
nor on account of his troops, supporters, adherents, advisors, or harborers, or on account of having done business with him or for him, through
writing or otherwise, nor on the occasion of making a stay in his company or in his service at any past time. And similarly the said negotiators
ought to report this to the said earls and barons and let their wishes be
known."
Also, the said negotiators are to agree that in the next parliament
there should be made a provision by the king and by the common assembly
of prelates, earls and barons, that in all agreed-upon parliaments and other
assemblies that are held from now on in the kingdom of England forever,
each shall come without all force and without weapons, well and peacefully to the honor of the king and to the peace of him and his kingdom.
And the three said negotiators promise that they will impose as great a
penalty as they are able on the said earls of Lancaster and Warwick, so
that the said agents who come to parliament for the aforementioned pledge
of safety have the authority to consent and agree to the said provisions in
parliament. And it seems good to them that this be done.
And it is well understood that in the said parliament there should
not be any other business than the said pledges and the said provision,
that no one may come with weapons while the said compliance is being
made, which having been accomplished, the other business of the said
parliament will be handled if there is a reason.
Also, the said negotiators truly promise that, the said reconciliation
having been effected, when they shall be in parliament with their peers,
that they will impose as great a tax burden as possible for that which the
king may have from his whole kingdom for the purpose of supporting his
war in Scotland.
Also, in view of the fact that the three negotiators have complained
about it, that after having given surety to him and his adherents, the king
seized in his own hands many goods and lands that Lord Griffin de la Pole
was in possession of at the time of the said surety, as he has said.
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It pleases the king that two judges not under suspicion be sent from
his side to a place for learning the truth about this, and if they discover that
the said Lord Griffin has been dispossessed of any lands after the surety
given to the earl of Lancaster, they shall repossess him, and this having been
done, they will call together the parties, and their arguments having
been heard, they shall pass a short ruling for them concerning the disagreedupon matters through such legal form as seems proper. And further, if the
said Lord Griffin wishes to complain about any other grievances, forces,
and violences, which deeds were done before the time of the surety, the
judges will hear him and pass judgment for him. And about that which
the Master Fulk of Lestrange is complaining, that a grievance has been
done to him arid that he was dispossessed after the said surety, the said
judges, having called together the people of the king and the Lord Fulk
and having heard their arguments, shall make a judgment for them as has
been said before. Because the judges will be there to make their decisions
after the twentieth day after Christmas [14 January 1313].
Also, it pleases the king that the goods of Lord Henry Percy that were
captured by his own hand shall be completely restored to him through
pledges at the next parliament.
Also, it has been agreed, and accepted by the king, that all people of
England and from other places who were not in the war against the king,
shall be able to go in safety and security through the whole aforementioned
kingdom in the safe-conduct and protection of the king, doing justice and
receiving justice and doing all kinds of business in such a way that does not
deal with force or weapons, and the said safe-conduct and said protection
shall last until the next feast of Pentecost (3 June 1313], and concerning
this they shall be given a letter under the great seal of the king to the earls
and barons for them and their adherents.
The collection of this document was made and read in the year 1312,
on the Wednesday before Christmas (20 December], in the chamber of
the lord cardinal at London, in the presence of the said lord cardinal,
and the bishop of Poi tiers, bishop of Worcester, the earl of Pembroke,
Lord John Cromwell; masters Gerard de Cortona and Richard Tibotot;
the clerks of the king of France, Raymond Suberani and Lord William of
Newcastle; a knight, Master Roger of Norfolk; masters John ofWalwayn
and Michael de Meldon.
And in testimony to the aforesaid, one part of the said agreement
remains in the possession of the king's representatives and the other part
is handed over to the aforesaid masters John and Michael to be taken to
the said earls and barons.

AppendixB:
Partial Valuation of Piers Gaveston's Treasure
(Weights and measures expressed in pounds carried to the fourth decimal place; e.g., r.5250 =£r.r.s.6d.)

Item
Gold-plated silver goblet
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp
Gold clasp

Gold Weight
6.9150
.33
.0583
.2165
.2425
.1291
.6541
.o375
.1416
r.5
.025
.0416
.0958

Silver Weight

Stated Value

Estimated Value

27.66
13.2
.548
5.0
5.0
2.0
IO.O

·35 25
r.33
30.0
.375
.625
.9005

.l

.l

.0083
.0083
.0166
.o333
.0166
.0291
.0208

.125
.078
.156
·3 13
.156
.2735
.1955

Item
Gold buckle w/ 18 jewels
Gold clasp w/ 9 jewels
Gold buckle w/ jewels
Gold buckle w/ 13 jewels
Gold buckle w/ gemstones
Gold buckle
Old gold buckle
Gold cross
Staff
Staff w/ ro jewels
Great ruby set in gold
Silver chest and belt
Silk belt w/ pearls
Lion's skin belt
Gold enamelled dragon
Gold cup w/ cover, tripod
Gold cup and cover
2 gold cups
Gold cup w/ jewels
Gold salt cellar
Gold goblet
Gold cup
12 gold spoons, silver box
15 gold spoons, silver box
Gold jewelled crown

Gold Weight

Silver Weight

Stated Value

.2750

Estimated Value
2.585

32.0
20.0
13.0

I::,
;:i

.:,..

s.
u75

5·
~

~
~'--i
4.5

10.0
166.6666

I.OS

1.083

30.94
28.1201
19.1901
16.8401
36.8151
8.3801
12.533
24.675
25.202
10.7302

15-33 2
.55
66.66

"'
~
:::i.

2.64
6.6
63.0
1000.0

3.2916
2·9915
2.0415
1.7915
3.9165
.8915
1.3333
2.625

~
~
~

10.0

4.5

t?:i
I::,

IO.O

.125
.1875

tv

0

~

>-B.·

Item

Silver chaplet
Silver pot
Silver ship, gold oars
Gold-plated silver pot
Gold-plated silver goblet
Enamelled silver pot
Crystal goblet, silver base
2 silver salt cellars
3 silver plates
Silver goblet w/ gold cover
Gold-plated silver cup
Gold-plated silver pot
Silver cup
Silver cup
Silver cup
Silver cup
Silver cup
Silver cup, 2 salt cellars
6 silver spoons
Silver pot
Gold-plated silver censor
Silver ship
Silver pot
Silver pot
Silver pot

Gold Weight

Silver Weight

Stated Value

Estimated Value

.6
6.7915
7.8333
6.325
2.69
2.5
1.32
2.0
4.0
.5415
4.75
2-5415
2.1666
1.4
1.5
2.3625
2.3333
4.3
·35
1.95
2·95
.9166
4.0
3.3333
3.5

6.7915
7.8333
19.0
8.07
7.5
1.32
2.0
4.0
1.6245
14.25
6.3537
2.1666
1.4
1.5
2.3625
2.3333
4.3
·35
1.95
8.85
.9166
4.0
3.3333
3.5

Q
<:l

~
~

~
V":)

s.
~
"'....
....tv

Item
Silver pot
Silver pot
Silver pot
Silver pot
Silver plate
2 silver basins
Gold-plated silver basins
9 silver dishes
2 silver plates
100 silver shields
48 silver saucers
30 silver saucers
17 silver goblets
2 silver basins
20 silver goblets
36 silver spoons
Silver pot
Scrap silver
Silver pot
Silver pot
Silver pot
Silver pot
Silver pot
Silver and gold belt
Pearl belt

Gold Weight

Silver Weight

Stated Value

3.5958
6.9165
3.25
3- 25
2.0
9- 25
25.0
26.6666
3.9166
126.7583
16.2833
9.75
11.2833
4.0
13.2
2.3333
2-75
1.3
6.583
4.6666
4.833
3.3
2.64
2.15

Estimated Value
3.5958
6.9165
3.25
3- 25
2.0
9.25
25.0
26.6666
3.9166
126.7583
16.2833
9.75
11.2833
4.0
13.2
2-3333
2·75
1.3
6.583
4.6666
4.833
3.3
2.64
2.15

.5
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Item
Silver chaplet
Cross w/ silver chain
2 silver basins
Silver cup
Silver pot
Silver cup
2 silver washbasins
2 silver pots
Silver cup
3 silver shields
35 silver saucers
21 silver goblets
Silver pot
Silver cup
18 silver spoons
Silver salt cellar
41 war horses
1 palfrey
9 pack horses
12 cart horses
Total

Gold Weight

Silver Weight

Stated Value

Estimated Value

.3333
.166
7- 25
1.35
2.5583
2.0583
4.475
r.6666
1.3333
28.2416
10.4
10.0833
2.6
r.6666
.9
.8

7- 25
1.35
2.5583
2.0583
4.475
r.6666
1.3333
28.2416
10.4
10.0833
2.6
r.6666
.9
.8
3280.0
10.0
9.0
12.0
1553- 0 491

3971.9551
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The Mystic as Pilgrim:
Margery Kempe and the Tradition of
Nonfictional Travel Narrative
James P. Heifers
Grand Canyon University

M

argery Kempe, fifteenth-century pilgrim and female mystic,
stirred up controversy in her own day and continues to do so
in the present. This controversy, then and now, centers on both
Margery's spiritual life and its social expression. While she was alive, her
contemporaries disagreed over the validity of her mystical experience and
the way that experience manifested itself; now this conflict continues in
contemporary critical debates over the nature of her literary and spiritual
significance. The Book ofMargery Kempe has heretofore been analyzed as
autobiography, mystical treatise, devotional manual, and feminist tract.
Clarissa Atkinson, for instance, sees the book as the first English autobiography in the vernacular, a view echoed and modified by many literary
critics.' Literary historians who stress the religious context of her writing
'Clarissa W. Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim: The Book and the World ofMargery Kempe
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1983), 18, characterizes Margery's Book as autobiography. Denise Despres, along with Atkinson, details Margery's links to the tradition of
affective meditation (Denise Despres, "Franciscan Spirituality: Margery Kempe and
Visual Meditiation," Mystics Quarterly 11.1 [1984]: 12-18), while a number of writers compare the Book to mystical treatises by Julian of Norwich and, more fruitfully, to continental
mystics and saints. John A. Erskine, "Margery Kempe and Her Models: The Role of
Authorial Voice," Mystics Quarterly 15.2 (1989): 75-85, connects the Book to both mystical
treatises and saints' lives, models that the text explicitly invokes. Hope Phyllis Weissman
looks from a feminist perspective at Margery's connections to the saint's life in her
"Margery Kempe in Jerusalem: Hysterica Compassio in the Late Middle Ages," Acts of
Interpretation: The Text in Its Contexts 700-r600, Essays on Medieval and Renaissance
Literature in Honor ofE. Talbot Donaldson, ed. Mary J. Carruthers and Elizabeth D. Kirk
(Norman, Okla.: Pilgrim Books, 1982). Anthony Goodman, "The Piety ofJohn Brunham's
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characterize it as either devotional manual or mystical treatise (often
judging it to be failed or lacking in some way). 2 Feminist analyses frequently
focus on the way Margery uses religious traditions to validate the individualistic social role she creates for herself against patriarchal religious
structures)
Scholars of travel and pilgrimage narratives, however, tend to discount
her work because, as Donald R. Howard says, "There is not in her book a
scintilla of traveller's curiosity."4 In later discussions, Howard emphasizes
the role of description in travel narrative and notes that Margery pays scant
attention to this usually important ingredient of the genre: "A few authors
were so wrapped up in their own experience that they told little at all about
what they saw. The hysterical Margery Kempe made everything the occasion or setting of her persecution."5 This statement also points out further
problems some commentators have with Margery's narrative: it presents a
character most moderns would consider neurotic, perhaps even psychotic.

Daughter, of Lynn," in Medieval Women, ed. Derek Baker (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1978),
347-58, treats both the problem of authorship and the apparent underlying motivations for
Margery's writing, motivations that call into question the Book's classification as saint's life
or mystical treatise. Drew E. Hinderer, "On Rehabilitating Margery Kempe," Studia Mystica
5.3 (Fall 1982): 27-43, analyzes The Book ofMargery Kempe using the ideal standards of the
mystical treatise and finds it wanting. Several studies emphasize the historical value of
the work as its most important feature . Stephen Medcalf, "Inner and Outer" in The Later
Middle Ages, ed. Stephen Medcalf, (London: Methuen, 1981), 108-71, asserting that Margery
"wrote in imitation of saints' lives," says that she did not intend to write an autobiography.
Robert Karl Stone, Middle English Prose Style: Margery Kempe and Julian ofNorwich (The
Hague: Mouton, 1970), characterizes Margery's goal as "instruction."
2
John C. Hirsh, The Revelations ofMargery Kempe: Paramystical Practices in Late
Medieval England (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1989), prefers to see Margery's book as a devotional
treatise, calling her pious practices "paramystical" to distinguish them from, apparently,
mysticism proper. This paramystical denomination to describe practices "on the boundary
between mysticism and devotion" implicitly assumes the via negativa as an ideal model of
mystical experience. Atkinson, Despres, Maureen Fries, and Sarah Beckwith, on the other
hand, refer to Kempe's visions as "mystic," assuming in their turn the model of affective
meditation (Maureen Fries, "Margery Kempe," in An Introduction to the Medieval Mystics of
Europe, ed. Paul E. Szarmach [Albany: State University of New York Press, 1984), 217-35;
Sarah Beckwith, "A Very Material Mysticism: The Medieval Mysticism of Margery Kempe,"
in Medieval Literature: Criticism, Ideology and History, ed. David Aers [Brighton (Sussex):
Harvester Press, 1986], 34-57). My usage of the word mystic to describe Margery and her
visions follows Atkinson and the others.
JBeckwith sees Margery as "jointly concerned with the construction of femininity and
subjectivity" (34) . She connects Margery with the continental tradition of female mystics
(36) . Karma Lochrie, "The Book of Margery Kempe: the Marginal Woman's Qyest for
Literary Authority," Journal ofMedieval and Renaissance Studies 16.1 (1986): 33-55, analyzes
the way Margery Kempe deconstructs, then reconstructs, biblical and patristic criticisms
of female spirituality to validate her personal claim to special calling.
4 Donald R. Howard, Writers and Pilgrims: M edieval Pilgrimage Narratives and Their
Posterity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), 35.
5Howard, Writers and Pilgrims, 91.
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The two diagnoses scholars most often suggest are hysteria (Margery's
"gift of tears") and paranoia (her frequent references to persecution). There
is little doubt that Margery's narrative hardly fits into the kind of intellectual development the studies of Donald Howard and Christian Zacher
chronicle-the rise of protohumanism in the fifteenth century, an intellectual outlook associated with the sin of curiositas, which is exemplified by
such travel narratives as that of Sir John Mandeville, in which concrete and
particular description becomes a more important quality of the narrative,
and the relation of wonders an important facet of the entertainment.
Atkinson places The Book ofMargery Kempe in another tradition of travel
narrative, a tradition Atkinson connects with older pilgrimage narratives
and guides. 6
But Margery's narrative actually bridges a gap between the medieval
allegorical tradition of pilgrimage narratives and the newer, humanist,
curiosity-centered tradition of the Renaissance. Margery presents herself
as mystic and pilgrim, but she also presents herself as the narrator at the
center of the journey, as do the humanistic travelers of the late Middle
Ages and Renaissance. Her spiritual concerns and their expression, however,
link her with the older, medieval traditions. At least part of her importance
in the history of travel narratives lies in the way her vocations as mystic and
pilgrim intimately relate, and the way she uses and modifies conventions
of and attitudes toward pilgrimage to validate her own behavior.

The Medieval Context
Ideally, pilgrimage was a religious journey, a quest for pardon or
blessing through the disciplines of devotion and veneration. It became
important in the medieval church: first, because of the pre-Reformation
idea that works, in conjunction with faith, could accrue heavenly merit; and
second, because the sacramental system stressed the importance of the
physical adjuncts to spiritual events, as in the doctrine of transubstantiation.
In a way analogous to the importance of bread and wine in communion,
the physical locations and relics of spiritually crucial events could confer
grace and pardon.
6Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 53. Since Margery's narrative has been connected to so
many genres of religious writing, one hesitates to add another strand to perhaps an
overdetermined web of influence; the Book mentions no pilgrim narrators or guides by
name, as it does female mystics and their writings. On the other hand, narratives and guides
were widely available in England, and their information easily would have been known to
Margery's amanuenses and spiritual advisors. Margery herself would have been exposed
firsthand to the cult of the holy places in many ways. So one might talk more fruitfully
about the structural and content similarities between Margery's Book and other narratives
of journeys rather than trace an ambiguous line of influence.
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The connection between personal spirituality and the devotion of
pilgrimage is in theory a direct one. Though many who write about pilgrimage narratives stress that pilgrimage is "the distinctly medieval form
of travel which ideally had a religious focus and symbolic value,"7 they give
less attention to the fact that by the beginning of the eleventh century this
symbolic value had become subordinate to the concrete goal of pardon.
Although a generalized feeling that sacred sites and relics conferred grace
and sometimes healing had obtained in Christianity for centuries, a direct
relationship between pardon and travel to the holy places was not made
until Pope Urban II issued the first plenary indulgences to support the
First Crusade in 1095.8 lndulgences thus became part of the sacrament of
penance: one also had to confess one's sins and be absolved from guilt, but
indulgence relieved the punishment (in either this life or the next) that
formed the third part of the sacrament. The theory behind indulgences
stemmed also from the cult of the saints-the idea that saints and martyrs
had righteousness to spare, not to mention the superabundance of Christ's
righteousness. This excess of righteousness attributed to the holy dead
could, through the church's authority to bind and loose, be transferred to
the penitent. 9 Although not exclusively connected with the visitation of
holy sites, indulgences became associated with the veneration of saintly
relics, a practice that developed in late antiquity. Holy sites that had been
inhabited by the historical saints and martyrs had significance analogous
to that of relics.
Howard divides pilgrimage literature into three classes: logs, guides,
and narrations.10 Logs have little relevance for us here, since they are primarily a set of dated entries with lists of information, although the more
detailed logs begin to touch on the symbolic importance of the pilgrim's
journey. Guides, however, are what Howard calls "an omnium-gatherum
of pilgrimage information . ... They are practical aids for the traveller and
pilgrim: they give an itinerary and name the places to be seen. In most
there is no sense of the author's self, and no anecdotes or narrative."" In
this general definition, one aspect must be emphasized. Howard says that
pilgrimage guides "name the places to be seen." This they do, but they
also do something more-they outline for the pilgrim the rich religious
symbolism associated with each place.
7Christian K. Zacher, Curiosity and Pilgrimage: The Literature of Discovery in
Fourteenth-Century England (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), 16.
8
Donald J. Hall, English Mediaeval Pilgrimage (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1965), 1-13.
9Hall, English Mediaeval Pilgrimage, 13.
10
Howard, Writers and Pilgrims, 18.
"Howard, Writers and Pilgrims, 21, 25.
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Narratives, Howard's third classification, name a specific pilgrim
upon whose experiences the writing is based; they also give advice, as do the
guides, but the advice is in the context of the pilgrim's personal experience.
Again as the guides, narratives "name the places to be seen," but they also
sometimes record the author's personal impressions of the shrine and
order the places according to the author's itinerary. Especially in the last
two types of pilgrimage literature, a distinct allegorized image of the journey
develops, an image whose structural constraints inform most travel writing
until the Renaissance. For Howard, the historically specific image of the
journey and the narrator's interaction with that image are the defining
characteristics of the subgenre he designates as "pilgrimage narrative."
The images in pilgrimage narratives and guides rely on centuries of
accreted symbolism associated with the journey itself or with particular
shrines a pilgrim could visit or read about. In fact, the iconography of the
journey and of the specific shrines and other locales pilgrims visited was
so widely disseminated that even named narrators relied on this common
fund of symbolic associations in their descriptions of shrines. Thus, rather
than describe panoramic vistas, narrators draw attention to specific holy
sites, elaborating their depiction by associations with biblical history and
miraculous events. Specific places-churches, monasteries, shrines- are
described in terms of their allegorical associations, and sometimes in
terms of their relics, but the reader receives almost no immediate descriptive
detail of the site.13 It is difficult, as well, to get any real cartographic picture
of the surrounding landscape from these descriptions. 14 This is perhaps to
be expected in pilgrimage narratives and guides, because they focus on the
symbolic importance of specific shrines and because the geographical information they provide seems designed more to promote spiritual edification
and aesthetic enjoyment than to give the pilgrim practical information.
One more general aspect of the institution of pilgrimage deserves
comment: some tension existed between the ideal and the real, between
piety and concupiscence. Although narratives and guides stress the ideal
nature of the pilgrim's journey, the actual pilgrim no doubt felt some
ambivalence. Medieval pilgrimage was between the sacred and secular,
the holy and profane. The ideal of pilgrimage was, of course, a holy one-a
12

" Howard, Writers and Pilgrims, 6, 27ff.
13 Stylistically, all guides and narrations tend to idealize some aspects of the journey,
although at times irony is allowed to play on other topics. In these writings, as in all other
kinds of medieval travel writing, one senses little relationship between a part of the landscape
and the larger geographical whole.
14The cartography of the period shows that medieval mapmakers were more interested in graphically representing a theological system than they were in representing
actual geographical relationships. The same can be said of medieval pilgrimage writing.
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person obtained merit by undertaking a sacred journey. Yet the reality of
pilgrimage was often quite different; the availability of plenary indulgence
through the visiting of shrines encouraged, according to contemporaneous
commentators and some narrators themselves, lewd behavior with little fear
of consequences-behavior that would not have been tolerated at home.
In addition to this frankly immoral motive, pilgrimage became associated
with another, more philosophical vice, that of curiositas.
At the end of his discussion of a late medieval English guidebook to
the Holy Land, Howard mentions the general medieval ambivalence
toward curiosity. ''All this," he says, "is curiositas-the traveller's interest
in what he sees and the reader's in what he hears. But it is exactly this
'curiosity' that led pilgrims astray and put the pilgrimage in bad repute." 15
However, the information Howard cites from the guidebook seems quite
useful to the prospective pilgrim-information on money and exchange
rates, names and descriptions of Holy Land shrines and indulgences, and
warnings against various forms of robbery. Perhaps this concentration on
the physical details of the journey blinded the pilgrim to the journey's
spiritual significance. In any case, Zacher tells us that by the fourteenth
century, the practice of pilgrimage and the vice of curiositas had become
closely allied in contemporary minds. 16 Pilgrimage narratives, therefore,
like the institution of pilgrimage itself, walk an uncertain path between
sin and virtue.
At the same time as we see the secularization of pilgrimage, we also
find a movement underway to interiorize and spiritualize this institution.
The crusaders had brought back their practice of the Way of the Cross, or
as it is more commonly known today, the Stations of the Cross. This
familiar exercise of Christian piety, at first called "the little Jerusalem,"
developed as a "pious imitation of the pilgrims who travelled to the Holy
Land to visit the places hallowed by Christ's sufferings."'? The Stations of
the Cross commemorate important events surrounding the crucifixion of
Christ, events associated with extant shrines in Jerusalem. The Jerusalem
pilgrim would visit each of these sites to pray and meditate on the events
of the Passion. Upon completing the round of these holy places, the pilgrim would be granted a plenary indulgence. The returning crusaders
introduced a symbolic version of this pilgrimage in which the Stations of
the Cross were set up in European churches as emblems of the sites
themselves. The person who could not make a physical pilgrimage to the
Holy Land could now perform the same acts of devotion as the Jerusalem
'lHoward, Writers and Pilgrims, 23.
Curiosity and Pilgrimage, 4.
' 7N ew Catholic Encyclopedia, 17 vols. (New York: M cGraw- Hill, 1967- 79), 14:832.
16 Z acher,
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pilgrim and receive the same indulgence. Thus in Christian pilgrimage,
the point where concrete reality ends and symbolism begins becomes
more and more difficult to determine. The process comes full circle when
a symbolic pilgrimage can produce actual spiritual rewards. As time
passed, medieval culture focused less and less on physical location and
more and more on the individual's interior meditations and intentions. By
the beginning of the fifteenth century in England, the individual, internal
spiritual experience had gained substantial importance.
Pilgrimage as a journey had a specific concentration on the shrine as
a goal. All hardships involved in getting to the sacred site are given sketchy
treatment compared to the lengthy descriptions of the shrines, descriptions
that tend to organize themselves around specific focuses of narrative interest.
Two of the most important are intimately related: biblical history and the
miraculous. An excerpt from the narrative of Saewulf, an eleventh-century
English pilgrim to Jerusalem, illustrates the way a medieval writer used
the first of these to describe the pilgrims' visit to Mount Calvary:
Afterwards you go up to Mount Calvary, where formerly the
patriarch Abraham built an altar, and at the command of God
was ready to sacrifice to Him his own son. In the same place,
afterwards, the Son of God, whom [Isaac] prefigured, was sacrificed to God the Father as the victim for the redemption of
the world. The rock of that same mountain is a witness of our
Lord's Passion, being rent greatly close to the hole in which
the Cross of our Lord was fixed, because it could not bear
without rending the slaying of its Creator, as we read in the
Passion: "And the rocks were rent." Underneath is the place
which is called Golgotha, where Adam is said to have been
raised from the dead by the stream of our Lord's blood falling
upon him, as we read in our Lord's Passion: "And many bodies
of the saints that slept arose."18
This description ties together the Jewish heritage of the Old Testament
and the Christian tradition of the New, implying the typological nature of
Old Testament events. It also exemplifies the geographical compression
that takes place in the tradition of Holy Land shrines. The spot to which
Abraham goes to sacrifice Isaac is the same as that on which Christ's crucifixion takes place. Perhaps the incipient allegory of the two events makes
it natural for tradition to place them in the same physical location. Here

18

Saewulf, "An Account of the Pilgrimage of Saewulf to Jerusalem and the Holy Land,"
trans. R. Rev. the Lord Bishop of Clifton, in The L ibrary of the Palestine Pilgrims Text
Society (r896; reprint, N ew York: AMS Press, r971), 4:rr (accounts numbered separately in
volume).
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(as in many other pilgrimage narratives and guides), literary interpretation
affects geographical interpretation; particular sites become especially
important through a series of historical and traditional accretions. The
pilgrim thus sees the landscape as a series of discrete significant spots,
instead of as a panoramic scene.
Saewulf's description also emphasizes miracles, an emphasis he buttresses with references to Scripture. It may be believable that a mountain
cracked from the horror of Christ's crucifixion because Matthew 27=51
mentions that rocks were rent during that event. With the second miracleAdam's being raised by the blood of Christ falling on him-we see not
only scriptural proof but also geographical compression and allegorical
overtones . The site of Adam's burial becomes Golgotha, and Adam's
physical resurrection through the blood of Christ allegorically parallels
the spiritual rebirth of the human race through His blood.
Accounts of miracles make up a large part of both personal narratives
and guides, even from the beginning of the English tradition. Two major
kinds of miraculous occurrences dominating these narratives and guides
are important to this discussion. The first has some association with a
biblical event or personality. Whether mentioned in Scripture or not, this
kind of miracle is specifically appropriate to the event or person associated
with it. Like the web of allegorical significances associated with shrines of
pilgrimage, it gives the individual pilgrim a concrete connection to the historical events that undergird his or her faith. Pilgrims who see the cracked
mountain upon which Christ was crucified have before them a tangible
element of this central event of the Christian faith, in much the same
manner that communicants have Christ's body and blood in the elements
of earthly bread and wine during the Sacrament of the Eucharist. Thus,
the veneration of pilgrims for specific historical sites is almost sacramental.
This sacramental experience is based upon the outward manifestation of
miracle. This is, perhaps, why medieval pilgrims were so ready to accept
stories of miracles and why they compressed many kinds of religious significance into a particular location: these locations (whether historically
actual or not) performed a sacramental function through their special
power to produce spiritual results.
The stress on individual experience supplemented an alreadyaccepted narrative stance in pilgrimage writing-the idealization of the
pilgrim narrator. It also led to the emphasizing of a second kind of miraculous occurrence in these narratives. Seeing pilgrimage as a sacrament of
penance and pardon in a system within which works counted toward
salvation opened the possibility that the ideal pilgrim was especially
pleasing to God. One could combine this attitude toward pilgrimage with
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the idea of God's providential leading of a chosen people-chosen
because they did the works that pleased him. The pilgrimage narratives
(as opposed to guides) constantly refer to providence in several different
ways. The concentration on providence was complicated by the sufferings
and hardships of the pilgrimage journey. Yet the evident paradox had a
solution in hardships suffered by God's chosen people throughout history.
In fact, historically speaking, the most holy of the chosen must suffer the
most hardship, and perhaps even martyrdom, for the cause of Christ.
Therefore, the presence of hardship and persecution did not necessarily
imply that one was not the chosen and loved child of God, but perhaps quite
the opposite. The second kind of miracle is closely connected to the personality of the pilgrim, as well as to the structure of religious autobiography
that is a part of personal pilgrimage narratives. Margery Kempe's narrative,
as we will see, contains important instances of this type.
But the idea of providence also includes the possibility of providential
deliverance. Here again, a contradiction arises, since the best of human
beings is unworthy of salvation. Yet divine providence protects against
this unworthiness: the pilgrim is performing an act especially pleasing to
God, no matter how unworthy the human being may be. God protects
those who do his will. The pilgrim persona mediates this inherent contradiction by expressing everything in the traditional theological terms of
devotion. Such mediating expressions become a generic expectation. All the
thematic details of this persona-the expression of the correct theological
point of view, the glorification of the miraculous, the emphasis on God's
providence, and even the focus on the personal unworthiness of the narrator
for salvation-together make up the idealized picture of the Christian
pilgrim. This construction of the ideal pilgrim as narrative persona helps
negate the charge of curiositas that might have been incurred through
narrative description.
Such characterization as occurs in both the early and the later pilgrimage narratives and guides is similarly limited by the view of pilgrimage
as the ideal journey, a model and emblem of the spiritual journey of the
godly life, and the concomitant idealization of the pilgrim. The pilgrim is
the one who observes the religious significance of the places visited; the
pilgrim also receives the spiritual credit accruing from this act of devotion.
Rarely do pilgrimage narrators acknowledge aspects of the pilgrim's journey
that do not have spiritual significance. Instead they focus on providential
deliverances or happenings, holy thoughts or conversations, and persecutions. Thus, most pilgrim narrators portray themselves as ideal, devout
travelers, analogous to the ideal examples of behavior found in the narratives
of saints' lives. In early pilgrimage narratives, however, the blatant element
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of the miraculous does not often occur in descriptions of providential
deliverance. Not until Margery Kempe's account will the reader be confronted with evidently supernatural deliverance.
Margery Kempe's Use ofTradition

The traditional elements of pilgrimage narrative just described are
used and modified by Margery Kempe. The allegory of the holy places
provided a structure of religious significance to Margery's descriptions of
Jerusalem and Rome, while the sacramental significance of the holy places
provided the impetus for the meditative descriptions of personal vision.
Her narrative, in fact, begins a strain of personal expression that will
become more prominent in travel narratives during the Renaissance.
Despite these factors, Margery's narrative has been stigmatized. This
negative reaction stems mainly from two sources-the marginalization of
her spiritual experience as well as its social expression and her focus on
interior meditation instead of outward experience in the narration of her
travels. These apparently unconnected difficulties are, in fact, related.
A further strand of influence that ties Margery's Book to other
medieval pilgrimage narratives is the tradition of affective meditation.
Margery's religious experience stands in this tradition, one of the several
main currents of the Christian mysticism that flourished during the
Middle Ages.' 9 Margery's contemplative life has, however, generated
some controversy because her meditations do not fit into the Neoplatonic
tradition of the via negativa, which involves "stripping away sense experience
and the products of reason (thought, argument) until the bodily senses and
mind of the believer are empty, and the soul is available to receive divine
emanations. The theological focus is not on the divine attributes (for
example, God is one), but on what God is not (for example, God is not
material)." 2 ° Further, church historians tend to see the via negativa as a
"higher" or "purer" kind of meditation.
The affective tradition, on the other hand, emphasizes the importance
of the emotions in spiritual life-not only the emotion of compunction
but also those emotions that bring the meditator to participate in the
events he or she contemplates. Mystics in this tradition (championed mainly
by the Franciscan and Benedictine orders) do not simply remember the
events they meditate upon-they live them. For Margery, emotions in
general, and tears in particular, were part of her vocation. Other authors
had written about the emotion of spiritual ravishment, but it seems to

'9Atkinson,

Mystic and Pilgrim, 4off.
Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 40.
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have been Margery's unique vocation to weep for the world while remaining
in it. Atkinson writes, "Margery was not told that she could 'forgive' sins,
like a priest, but she was told to use her tears to mediate between God and
repentant sinners. A sinful monk .. . begged her to tell him whether he
would be saved. She said: 'If I may weep for you, I hope to have grace
for you.' "21 Other women had received the gift of tears in the affective tradition, but they were nuns, cloistered and chaste. Only Margery (in
England at least) was called to take her gift into the world outside the
cloister.
Atkinson traces to Anselm of Canterbury and his companions, during
the late eleventh century, the first use of emotions in meditation to move the
believer toward God. 22 This tradition of affective piety expanded on scriptural incidents, with the meditator using imagination to participate both
rationally and emotionally in spiritually important scenes. The information
in pilgrimage narratives and guides, as we have seen, strives to lay the
groundwork for just such an imaginative participation in acts of devotion
at pilgrimage shrines.
Even though reason played a part in affective meditation, most of
the important literary works of this meditative tradition were devotional,
not works of speculative theology. Love for God was more important
than any theological system, no matter how well thought out. Because of
its relative lack of emphasis on intellectual prowess, affective piety was a
leveling tradition, not limited to the educated, the clergy, or even to
males. Thus, Margery Kempe was the recipient of at least four hundred
years of tradition in meditation and pilgrimage lore.
Margery Kempe's life was "a complex personal response to a tradition
established by some of the great medieval saints and theologians," 2 3 yet
she did not always conduct herself in ways that fit contemporaneous social
norms. If nothing else, her personal vocation to travel the world instead
of secluding herself suggests this. Yet even here, the leveling influence of
affective piety provided her with a legacy of female examples who validate
her experience.24 The Book ofMargery Kempe mentions several of these
examples by name, indicating that Margery, though illiterate, was acquainted
with writings by and about Bridget of Sweden, Marie d'Oignies, and
Elizabeth of Hungary. The only other great female mystic she mentions, and
the only one we know she met personally, was Dame Julian of Norwich. It
"Atkinson, My stic and Pilgrim, 64.
" Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 13r.
•JAtkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 155.
' 4For a full- scale discussion of female sanctity in the late Middle Ages, see Atkinson,
Mystic and Pilgrim, chap. 6.
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is clear, moreover, that women took a leading part in the new wave of
affective piety that began in the twelfth or thirteenth century. These
women saw visions and prophesied, received the gift of tears, travelled
widely on pilgrimages, and sometimes wrote devotional accounts of their
thoughts and experiences. In fact, the interest of women in works of
affective piety stimulated the development of a vernacular literature, of
which Margery is one of the outstanding early examples in English.25
Margery even had an antecedent in St. Bridget of Sweden to validate her
battle with her husband to obtain marital chastity and her abandonment
of family and home. Like other female mystics, however, Margery was
dependent on the male priesthood for the sacraments of communion and
confession, and frequently even for advice and encouragement and the
duties of an amanuensis.
This evidence of a long and honored tradition of female mysticism
does much to undercut the arguments of those literary historians who call
Margery's sanity (and thus, the value of her narrative) into question.
Emily Hope Allen, an early and important annotator of Margery's Book,
summarizes the view of Father Thurston, who calls Margery "a victim of
hysteria," which he defines as "a mental disease consisting chiefly in an
exaggeration of suggestibility." 26 Howard confirms this view when he calls
Margery Kempe "an incurable hysteric with a large paranoid trend . ...
_We only see her visions, hear her incessant weeping and screaming." 7
This dismissal of Margery by Howard keeps him from seeing her account as
important to the history of the pilgrimage narrative. Further, the modern
reader may be inclined to dismiss Margery as an aberration instead of seeing her writing as the intersection and expression of several long traditions
of religious writing-the mystical treatise, the devotional treatise, the
exemplum, the saint's life, and the pilgrimage narrative. Further, dismissing
Margery as a hysteric discounts the acceptance she received (as seen in the
narrative itself) from many contemporary religious authorities: several individuals within that hierarchy, including both of her amanuenses, devotedly
acclaimed and followed her. Although it was unusual, Margery's was not an
unorthodox religious life.28 With Margery firmly placed within a tradition
of religious behavior, one begins to see the persecutions and mystic visions
she narrates less as the products of her own diseased imagination, and
2

lAtkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 157-58, 161.
M argery Kempe, Th e B ook ofM argery Kemp e, ed. Sanford Brown Meech (1940;
reprint, London: Oxford, 196!), !xv.
'7H oward, Writers and Pilgrims, 34-35, 91-92.
28
Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 105.
2
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more as particular manifestations of the perennial conflict between the
spiritual and secular consciousness.
Further, the tradition of affective piety interiorized and personalized
the institution of pilgrimage and its ways of communicating the importance
of sacred locations . The Franciscans, custodians of the shrines of the
Holy Land, had "an enthusiasm for the concrete and tangible" that made
them "natural guards and guides" for pilgrims. 2 9 Their emphasis on the
physical details of Christ's life affected meditative traditions as well;
Margery in particular experienced the Grey Friars' sympathy for her religious
expressions while on pilgrimage to Jerusalem.3° According to Atkinson,
"pilgrimage reflected [Margery's] devotion to the sacred humanity of
Christ and her desire to share in his Passion."Jr Although pilgrimage
allowed Margery other opportunities (most notably those of education and
freedom), it gave her most importantly the occasion to dwell imaginatively
on the physical manifestations of Christ and even to express in physical
terms her mystic communion with the Trinity.
Margery's meditations are often firmly grounded in the physical
world, as her narration of this vision suggests:
Sche had so very contemplacyon in I>e sygth ofhir s[owle] as yf
Crist had hangyn befor hir bodily eye in hys manhode. &,
whan thorw dispensacyon of I>e hy mercy of owyr Souereyn
Savyowr Crist Ihesu it was grawntyd I>is creatur to beholdyn so
verily hys precyows tendyr body, alto-rent & toryn wyth scorgys,
mor ful of wowndys 1>an euyr was duffehows ofholys, hangyng
vp-on I>e cros wyth I>e corown of thorn up-on hys heuyd, hys .
blysful handys, hys tendyr fete nayled to I>e hard tre, I>e reuerys
of blood flowyng owt plentevowsly of euery membre, I>e gresly
& grevows wownde in hys precyows syde schedyng owt blood
& watyr for hir lofe & hir saluacyon.32

This meditation is important not only because of its emphasis on the
earthly life of Christ (complete with concrete details) but also because of
its setting in her narrative: Margery has this vision while standing on
Mount Calvary during one of her pilgrimages.
In fact, Margery's pilgrimage to Jerusalem becomes a crisis point in
her spiritual life: on this trip her gift of mystic vision really commences.
Before this time, she had seen only two isolated visions (one of Christ, which
started her on the road from madness to piety, and another of Saint Anne

9Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 142.
J°Kempe, The Book ifMargery Kempe, 73-75.
31Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 51.
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and the Virgin). Her main gifts had been those of prophecy and holy tears.
During this pilgrimage, Margery's visions become a more regular occurrence, as well as more detailed and complex, ushering her into imaginative
roles ever more intimately related to the person of Christ. The Jerusalem
pilgrimage also linked contemplation with holy tears, as when
sche had so gret compassyon & so gret peyn to se owyr Lordys
peyn [in her visions while in Jerusalem] I>at sche myt not kepe
hir-self fro krying & roryng I>ow sche xuld a be ded I>erfor. And
I>is was I>e fyrst cry I>at euyr sche cryed in any contemplacyon.
And I>is maner of crying enduryd many 3erys aftyr I>is tyrne for
owt I>at any man myt do, & I>erfor su:fferyd sche mych despyte
& mech reprefe.JJ

From this time on, the gift of tears takes on more and more the appearance
of a hysterical fit; no longer limited to simple weeping, her outbursts are
characterized by roaring and by bodily convulsions. This response seems
extreme and pathological to the modern mind, but there are evidences,
both external and internal to the narrative, that suggest the acceptance of
Margery's expressions of piety by her contemporary church authorities.
This acceptance comes about because many of the manifestations, which
Margery carried to an extreme, are part of the tradition of affective piety.
The most annoying feature of her piety, the gift of tears, is well attested as
an important part of monastic spirituality. Numerous medieval authorities,
including the Benedictine rule, linked tears with remorse and prayer.3 4
Margery's visions during her pilgrimage to Jerusalem are the first
extended and physically detailed ones she describes. In the vision on
Mount Calvary previously mentioned, the unsettling physicality of the
meditative visionary experience is engendered not only by the traditions
of affective piety but by the physical location as well. The holy shrines of
pilgrimage are intimately connected with the great spiritual leap forward of
Margery's life after conversion. Once she obeys God's direct command to
journey to the Holy Land, her novitiate of inward temptation and outward
despair is over. God rewards her with intimate communion for her early
sufferings. A crucial instance of this inner communion occurs later in her
pilgrimage, while she is worshiping in the Apostles' Church in Rome.
l>e Fadyr ofHevyn seyd to hir, "Dowtyr, I am wel plesyd wyth
I>e in-as-meche as I>u beleuyst in alle I>e Sacramentys of Holy
Chirche & in al feyth I>at longith I>erto, & specialy for I>at I>u
beleuyst in manhode of my Sone & for I>e gret compassyon I>at

The Book rf Margery Kempe, 68; bracketed interpolations mine.
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I>u hast of hys bittyr Passyon." Also I>e Fadyr seyd to I>is creatur, "Dowtyr, J wil han I>e weddyd to my Godhede, for J schal
schewyn I>e my preuyteys & my cownselys, for I>u xalt wonyn
wyth me wyth-owtyn ende."Jl

However, in an anomalous development in a mystical treatise, Margery
does not easily accept this proposal.
·
Pan I>e creatur kept sylens in hir sowle & answeryd not I>erto,
for sche was ful sor aferd of I>e Godhed & sche cowde no skylle
of I>e dalyawns of I>e Godhede, for al hir lofe & al hir affeccyon
was set in I>e manhode of Crist & I>erof cowde sche good skylle
& sche wolde for no-thyng a partyd I>erfro. Sche was so meche
affectyd to I>e manhode of Crist I>at whan sche sey women in
Rome beryn children in her armys, 3yf sche myth wetyn I>at I>ei
wer ony men children, sche schuld I>an cryin, roryn, & wepyn
as I>ei sche had seyn Crist in hys childhode. 36

Although this hesitation is finally overruled and a spiritual marriage t~kes
place, Margery's reasons for hanging back speak not only of her firmness
of will but also of her devotion to the concrete and particular as a source of
meditation. Her concentration on the concrete and particular parallels the
allegorical associations of specific places.
In another instance, Margery takes the allegorical perspective of
earlier pilgrim narrators when she sees Jerusalem:
And, whan I>is creatur saw Jerusalem, rydyng on an asse, sche
thankyd God wyth al hir hert, preyng hym for hys mercy I>at
lych as he had browt hir to se I>is erdly cyte Jerusalem he wold
grawntyn hir grace to se I>e blysful cite Jerusalem a-bouyn, I>e
cyte of Heuyn. Owyr Lord Jhesu Cryst, answeryng to hyr
thowt, grawntyd hir to haue hir desyr. Pan, for joy I>at sche had
& I>e swetnes I>at sche felt in I>e dalyawnce of owyr Lord, sche
was in poynt to a fallyn ofhir asse, for sche myth not beryn I>e
swetness & grace I>at God wrowt in hir sowle.37

It is especially notable here that she does the earlier allegorizers one better
by making immediate the link between earthly and heavenly Jerusalem
through a vision of Christ, who assures her of salvation. But even in this
instance of vision and piety is an ironic undercutting (whether conscious or
not) of Margery's spirituality in the comedy of her physical reaction; she
almost falls off the donkey she is riding, only saved from this embarrassment
by two Dutchmen. The use of pilgrimage sites to promote mystic vision
J5Kempe, The Book ofMargery Kempe, 86.
J6Kempe, The Book ofMargery Kempe, 86 .
J7Kempe, The Book ofMargery Kempe, 67.
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makes Margery's Book very unusual among pilgrimage narratives, but in
other ways Margery was more typical. Like most other medieval pilgrims,
pardon was for her a significant advantage to be gained from a trip to the
shrines.3 8 In fact, for all her concentration on mystical union and her
mystic certainty of personal merit, she still wishes for the superadded
pardon brought about by devotion at pilgrimage shrines, so that "al I>e
world xal wondryn" at her grace.39
Like other pilgrim authors, she also sees the events that occur on her
pilgrimage as instances of God's providential protection. Unlike most
other pilgrims, however, she receives direct assurances from above that
her trip will be safe.
Than owr Lord Ihesu Crist seyd to hir mende, "Drede J>e not,
dowtyr, for J>u & alle J>at ben in thy cumpany xal gon as safe as
3yf 1>ei wer in Seynt Petrys Cherch." Than thankyd sche God
wyth alle hir spiritys, & was bold a-now to go wher God wolde. 40

This emphasis on the direct communication of God as the assurance of
safety is important to Margery. She can also be certain that she sees
providence in the results of actions that she feels led to undertake. For
instance, in Rome she hears God tell her to give all the money she has
(including money she has borrowed from her guide, Richard) to the poor.
She is, of course, sharply reproved by Richard for this but feels personally
vindicated when various friends offer relief.4' Much of the evidence of
divine intervention that Margery records on her pilgrimage has less to do
with her role as pilgrim than it does with her vocation as mystic. Margery
chronicles miraculous interventions of providence on her behalf, along
with other miraculous occurrences, in order to vindicate her personal
brand of religious fervor. The miracles in her narrative provide a temporal
web of proof showing that she is specially touched by God. Margery has
prophetic visions, for example, that vindicate her actions-actions that at
first glance seem merely those of a headstrong and hysterical woman.
After she has given away all her worldly goods in Rome and faces starvation,
she dreams this prophecy:
Sche say in vision how owyr Lady, hir thowt, sat at J>e mete
wyth many worshepful personys & askyd mete for hir. And
J>an thowt I>is creatur J>at owr Lordys wordys wer fulfilled
gostly in J>at vision, for he behestyd 1>is creatur a lityl be-forn
J>at he xuld preyn hys modir to beggyn for hir. & in schort
J8Kempe, The Book ofMargery Kempe, 72.
J9Kempe, The Book ofMargery Kempe, 73.
4 °Kempe, The Book ofMargery Kempe, wo.
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tyme aftyr I>is visyon sche met wyth a worshepful lady, Dame
Margarete F1orentyn, 1>e same lady l>at browt hir fro Assyse into Rome. & nei1>yr of hem cowd wel vndirstand ol>er but be
syngnys er tokenys & in fewe comown wordys .... Pan 1>e lady
comawndyd hir to etyn wyth hir euery Sonday & set hir at hir
owen tabil a-bouyn hir-self & leyd hir mete wyth hir owyn
handys. 42

The presentation of various prophetic dreams in Margery's narrative
structurally reinforces, by sheer weight of repetition, the theme of her
book-that she was singled out by God for special grace.
Margery's perception of divine providence working in her travels
deviates slightly from the norm in its emphasis on the prophetic and the
miraculous. But her description of persecution, another standard topic of
pilgrimage narrators, deviates radically from usual treatments. For most
of the persecutions that Margery endures come not from the infidels, but
from fellow pilgrims. Her descriptions of the persecution she endured from
fellow pilgrims give, first of all, an impression of how pathological her
religious expression seemed to many of the general population, but also
illustrate the institution of the late medieval pilgrimage. Most of the persecution Margery endured centered on her boisterous gift of tears. Even
before her pilgrimage to Jerusalem, she was despised for her habit of
weeping aloud in public worship; 43 she was disliked as well for her habit
of reproving any who disbelieved her revelations. But as she began her pilgrimage to Jerusalem, her public displays of devotion irked her companions
from the very beginning. Here is Margery's account of the commencement
of hostilities:
And sone aftyr thorw meuyng of summe of her cumpany hyr
confessowr was dysplesyd for sche ete no flesch, & so was
mech of alle 1>e cumpany. And 1>ei wer most displesyd for sche
wepyd so mech & spak alwey of l>e lofe & goodnes of owyr
Lord as wel at 1>e tabyl as in 01>er place. & l>erfor schamfully
1>ei repreuyd hir & alto-chedyn hir & seyden 1>ei wold not
suffren hir as hir husbond dede whan sche was at horn & in
Inglond. And sche seyd mekely a-geyn vn-to hem, "Owyr
Lord al-mygty God is as gret a lord her as in Inglond, & as gret
cawse haue I to lofe hym her as 1>er, blyssed mot he be." For
1>es wordys hir felaschep was wrol>ar l>an 1>ei wer be-forn,
whose wreth & vnkyndnesse to 1>is creatur was mater of gret
heuynes, for 1>ei wer holdyn ryt good men.44
4' Kempe, The Book ifMargery K empe, 93 .
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After this initial feud, the difficulties escalated until almost the entire
company turned against her, including her own maidservant. While on the
road, Margery's company refused to travel with her or give her the money
she had deposited with one of them for safekeeping. She was readmitted
to the company only after taking the advice of a remaining friend and
begging to stay with them until they reached the town of Constance.
Even after letting her return to them, the company made her sit silent and
in disgrace at the foot of the table.
A key passage in this exchange is Margery's description of her companions: "I>ei wer holdyn ryt good men." It becomes clear that Margery's
company of pilgrims participated in that secularization of pilgrimage
that occurred in the late medieval period. They were less interested in the
religious nature of pilgrimage than they were in good dinnertime conversation and a quiet, well-run tour. This lack of interest in and even animosity
toward religious expression while on the journey appears again and again
in Margery Kempe's associates. After they leave Constance, her original
companions completely abandon her, although she catches up with them
again at Bologna and takes ship with them to Jerusalem. She continues to
be persecuted on board ship and even accuses a priest of stealing one of
her sheets and perjuring himself about the theft. In Jerusalem, after
receiving a gift of even more boisterous weeping, she is a source of amazement and discomfort to most of the pilgrims there, to the point that no
one will eat with her except the Grey Friars. In fact, most of Margery's
comments about others concern their reaction to her tears and revelations. All these conflicts imply that pilgrimage was becoming more and
more a secular journey, taking on many of the characteristics of modern
tourism-guided tours, obligatory and universal stops, and a primary
focus on the enjoyment of amenities instead of religious experience.
In the face of this attitude and the persecution from most of the laity
and some of the clergy, the religious authorities generally tolerated
Margery's behavior and took her part against her companions. In the
town of Constance, for example, Margery complains to the Pope's legate,
who reproves her companions.
"Nay, serys, I wyl not don hir etyn flesch whyl sche may absteyne
hir & ben Pe bettyr disposyd to louyn owyr Lord. Whech of
30w alle Pat mad avowe to gon to Rome barfote I wolde not
dispense wyth hym of hys vow whyl he myth fulfillyn it, ne I
wyl not byddyn hir etyn flesch whyl owyr Lord 3euyth hir
strength to absteyne. As for hyr wepyng, it is not in my power
to restreyn it, for it is Pe 3yft of Pe Holy Gost. As for hir
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spekyng, I wyl prey hir to sesyn tyl sche comyth I>er men wyl
her hir wyth bettyr wyl I>an 3e wyl do." 45

His response is typical of those in authority; Margery and her gifts were
accepted by religious leaders, at least after they had examined her for
doctrinal orthodoxy.
The narrative clearly indicates that Margery had to undergo several
of these examinations. The usual complaint against her alleged Lollardy, a
charge easily disproved upon examination. Atkinson writes that Margery
was obviously no Lollard: "The vocation she struggled so hard to follow was
characterized by practices the Lollards abhorred, including fasting, pilgrimage, and frequent confession. She admired and responded to holy
images, and she was perfectly orthodox in her understanding of the
Eucharist." 46 The informal charge of hypocrisy, which was often connected
with Margery's ongoing practice of making pilgrimages, was less easy to
refute.
And, whan I>ei wentyn owt on pilgrimage er to se & spekyn
with oI>er gostly creaturys, many euyl folke whos tongys wer
her owyn [hurt], faylyng I>e dreed & lofe of owr Lord Ihesu
Crist, demtyn & seydyn I>at I>ei went raI>ar to woodys, grouys,
er valeys to vsyn I>e lust of her bodijs I>at I>e pepil xuld not
aspyin it ne wetyn it.47

This guilt by association with the institution of pilgrimage only underscores
the common perception that pilgrimage had become a way to practice
sinful behavior while freed from conventional societal strictures, sure of
the forgiveness of the church.
Of all these charges Margery attempts to vindicate herself, first
through relating the general approval of the church hierarchy and second
by showing the working of the special providence of God through the
prophecies she makes. Many of Margery's divine communications and
resulting prophecies concern aspects of her pilgrimage, especially the persecution she would endure:
And he be I>e spiryt of prophecye teld hir, whan sche xuld gon
to-Ierusalem-ward, sche xuld have mech tribulacyon wyth hir
mayden and how owyr Lord xuld asayn hir scharply & preuyn
hir ful streytly... . [and he continued,] "Dowtyr, drede 3e nowt,
for owyr Lord schal comfort 30w hys owyn self, hoose comfort
passyth alle oI>eris, &, whan al 3owr frendys han forsakyn 30w,
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owyr Lord schal makyn a brokyn-bak man to lede 30w forth
wher 3e wyl be." 48

As we have seen, her maidservant did side with her persecutors in
the group of pilgrims she traveled with. But the second part of this
prophecy, concerning the broken-backed guide, also comes true, showing
that God delivers the protection that he promises. Prophecy plays other
roles in Margery's pilgrimage as well: at several points she uses prophecy
as a threat, predicting dire consequences for those who oppose, disbelieve,
or belittle her.49
Using these devices, Margery portrays herself as the ideal pilgrim, a
pilgrim whose outer pilgrimage mirrors her inner journey towards unity
with Christ. She makes this point strongly by contrasting carefully chosen
details of her life with the lives of the conventional pilgrims around her. Her
actions as pilgrim are vindicated through the traditional concomitants of
holiness: persecution by the forces of hypocrisy and other kinds of evil and
the showing forth of divine, miraculous power. On pilgrimage, the power
of God is evident in Margery's life through, first, the divine gift of tears,
and second, the accuracy of her prophecies and revelations. The first of these
demonstrations of power is one of the two main occasions of persecution
(the other is her practice of the disciplines of holiness-concentrating on
sacred subjects in conversation, refraining from meat, and wearing white).
But none of the demonstrations of power are sufficient to convert the
forces of hypocrisy. In fact, the reader feels that the underlying purpose of
this narrative is not only to convince the unconvinced of Margery's divine
calling but also to affirm Margery's own confidence in the divine origin of
her gifts through their reorganization and recital in narrative.
Finally, the narrative expresses the fact that physical pilgrimage is
for Margery only a part of a larger, internal spiritual journey. The physical
pilgrimage is only the outward sign of an inner sacramental event. Although
the sections on pilgrimage are organized in roughly chronological order,
the actual structural determinant of the narrative is the inner journey,
which may or may not conform to physical temporality. As Margery herself
says, "Thys boke is not wretyn in ordyr, euery thyng aftyr oI>er as it wer
48Kempe,
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9These threats stressed Margery's control of the consequences. On page 62 of the
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don, but lych as l>e mater cam to l>e creatur in mend whan it schuld be
wretyn, for it was so long er it was wretyn that sche had for-getyn l>e tyme
& l>e ordyr whan thyngys befellyn."5° That is to say that the underlying
order of the narrated journey is a mental one-the order of autobiography, which stresses the fitting together of the puzzle of the individual personality. In the history of the travel narrative, Margery's narrative marks
the beginning of a shift toward the personality of the traveller as a narrative focal point of the journey.
We see in The Book of Margery Kempe a microcosm of the shift in
the image of pilgrimage, in which the outward journey becomes less of a
necessity than the inward one. Bernard of Clairvoix writes, "Let each
one's cell be his Jerusalem"; during the medieval period, the pilgrimage as
informing metaphor of the journey image takes on more of this interior
character. The image of the journey as pilgrimage also moves from a
universal to a particular focus. The universal allegorical structure of the
journey increasingly becomes a personal structure of interior piety. But
even Margery's personalized vision was a product of its time, a vision
limited by its docti;inal framework and persuasive purpose.
Though Margery Kempe's focus on her individual experience anticipates the focus of certain early seventeenth-century travel narrators, she
does not, like them, become a cultural explorer. She does not see herself
as an emissary of a cultural consciousness; instead, she sees herself as a
narrator at odds with her environment. From this-oppositional stance, she
uses and transmutes the traditions of the medieval pilgrimage and the
wider attitudes about pilgrimage to validate her personal behavior. In
doing so, she manipulates the webs of power in which she finds herself,
creating an opportunity to express a unique version of an emerging female
mystical consciousness.

l°Kempe, The Book ofMargery Kempe, 4.
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number of comparatively recent publications on collaboration in
O!iattrocento art attest to the renewed interest in reassessing the
nature of professional exchange among artists. 1 These studies
continue to shed more light on the prevalence and extent of collaborative
artistic undertakings in Florence during this period. Originating in
archival research, the studies reject the romanticized, traditional view of
Early Renaissance painters, sculptors, and architects as solitary geniuses,
suggesting instead that these creative talents operated as entrepreneurs
who collaborated to establish profitable careers.
Although these publications are pivotal to our understanding of
fifteenth-century practices and procedures, they follow earlier essays and
books that focus on a few specific cooperative enterprises rather than on
the whole issue of cooperation. For example, Harriet McNeal Caplow's
"Sculptors' Partnership in Michelozzo's Florence" and R. W. Lightbown's
Donatello and Michelozzo both offer an exhaustive review of the partnership
that bound together two prominent sculptors. 2 In addition, Doris Carl's
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"Zur Goldschmiedefamilie Dei" provides a detailed documentary survey
of Miliano di Domenico Dei's rapport with Antonio del Pollaiuolo and
other minor goldsmiths.3 Informative as they are, these works are as limited as U. Procacci's much earlier "Di Jacopo di Antonio e delle compagnie di pittori del Corso degli Adimari nel XV secolo," which centers on
the associations among painters of ceremonial banners. 4
In contrast, the present article evaluates long-term professional
bonds as an economic, social, and artistic phenomenon. It concerns itself
with the conditions that spawned these interrelationships, with the
advantages of alliances, and with the restrictions these alliances imposed on
the creative process. In the final analysis, knowing that the artists of this
period acted as ordinary entrepreneurs increases our appreciation of their
achievements. Indeed, the knowledge that they were not divorced from
the confines of their society helps us recognize their greatness.
In the world of C29attrocento architects, sculptors, and painters, the
quest for financial well-being was as urgent as the pursuit of recognition
and fame.s Like self-employed manufacturers, many of these artists protected themselves from the vicissitudes of the market by joining hands
with fellow artisans. Yet, as great and ambitious innovators, they longed
to work independently and outdo potential competitors. 6 These conflicting
currents are epitomized in the complex relationship between Ghiberti and
_Brunelleschi, who, despite their lifelong rivalry, were forced to cooperate
with one another.7 While pursuing their separate courses in Florence,
each of them embarked on a different major enterprise. Ghiberti took
charge of designing and casting the north and east bronze doors of the
Baptistery (1403-52) for the Arte di Calimala (Guild of the Cloth Refiners),
while Brunelleschi supervised the design and construction of the cathedral

Artistic Partnership and Its Patrons in the Early Renaissance, 2 vols. (London: Harvey
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ofan Early Renaissance Collaborative Program, r4r6-r434 (New York: Garland, 1979).
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26.2 (1982): 129ff.
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Harper & Row, 1983), 13-56.
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dome (1420-46) for the Opera del Duomo (Cathedral Board of Works).
At the same time, eager to participate in other prestigious projectswhich were, however, conceived as joint undertakings-the two consented
to work side by side on a provisional basis. Thus, at the request of the
Opera del Duomo, Ghiberti and Brunelleschi jointly planned the model
for the dome (1418-1420) and the Shrine of Saint Zenobius (1432).
Cooperation between giants of the stature of Brunelleschi and
Ghiberti was a common modus operandi, as well as a modus vivendi, in
Florence, manifesting itself in a wide range of cooperative undertakings
and embodying an amazing variety of creative forces. Within a society and
an economic system that fostered competition, the most extraordinary of
these cooperations were permanent associations. Partnerships of this type
prevailed throughout the early 1400s, when Medicean patronage was still
in its infancy. Since artists and artisans could not rely on regular employment
for their livelihood, they had to depend on each other. Only with the advent
of influential benefactors, such as Lorenzo the Magnificent in the 1470s
and Pope Sixtus IV during the 1480s, could they allow themselves the
luxury of working independently or maintaining sporadic, temporary
alliances.
The formation oflong-term professional bonds was often prompted
by the high costs of maintaining a fully equipped studio. In addition to
annual rent payments of three to fifteen florins for an average bottega, or
shop, 8 every artist had to acquire an entratura (sometimes referred to as
uso) or a license to practice his or her craft, for a yearly rate of approximately five to twenty-five florins. 9 Dues to the guild in the amount of six
florins and expenses for furniture, tools, and the proper work force added
to the artist's burden.
Stonemasons, and goldsmiths in particular, contended with additional financial worries. Sculptors of marble were, at times, obliged to
take full responsibility for the excavation and transportation of stone
blocks; they were also held accountable for the delivery of their products
to their final destinations. Donatello and Michelozzo, who designed three
monumental tombs (1425-28), h ad to supplement their equipment by
purchasing a mule for ten florins and two boats for seven florins. rn
Metalsmiths were forced to buy, mount, and dismount furnaces of various

8See, fo r example, M arco del Buono's expenses for different shop rentals in Ellen
Callmann, Apollonio di Giovanni (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), 5.
9Procacci, "DiJacopo di Antonio," 18, 44 nn. 60 and 65.
10
See, for example, Rufus Graves M ather, "New D ocuments on Michelozzo," A rt
Bulletin 24 (1942): 228. See also Bonnie A. Bennett and D avid G . Wilkins, D onatello (Mt.
Kisco, N .Y.: M oyer Bell, 1984), 54.
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sizes for the manufacture of silver and bronze objects. They also had to
provide themselves with adequate sources of water power and with spacious courtyards for storing and constructing huge molds. II On occasion,
the expense of casting an extraordinarily large sculpture in metal could
precipitate heavy monetary losses. Ghiberti's willingness to forfeit his
compensation for the bronze statue of Saint John the Baptist (1412-14,
Orsanmichele, Florence) in case of failure was a calculated risk on his
part. 12 This act convinced the Arte di Calimala to grant this coveted project to him instead of to other masters who were not prepared to offer such
a guarantee.
Artists who associated themselves with competitors who already
possessed the appropriate entratura could operate in the latter's working
facilities without owning a similar license. The charges for a permit of this
kind, just as those for a lease, did not increase with the expansion of the
bottega management. In joining a known painter or sculptor, the lessknown artisans committed themselves to share both the fees incurred and
the income they anticipated. Those establishing partnerships on the basis
of equal apportionment of funds divided all investments and gains evenly.
Arrangements of this kind characterized Donatello and Michelozzo's resolution to work insieme ea compagnia [together in one firm], as well as to
distribute everything per meta [in two] (1425). 13
The same policies typified Calvano di Cristofano's agreement with the
painters Stefano di Lorenzo and Jacopo di Cristofano to let each partner
have la terza parte, or the third part, of their expenses (1431). 14 Parity of
profit proved economically advantageous and reflected a parity of standing
that promoted steady working relationships. Although Donatello was
older and more experienced than Michelozzo, he did not assume a higher
status in their company. Nor was Pesello, whose reputation as a painter
exceeded that of his five associates, granted any undue privileges.
The benefits of taking an outsider into one's bottega as a long-term
partner, rather than a temporary assistant, were manifold. Having the
means to acquire the proper studio did not necessarily guarantee financial
prosperity. In order to yield profits, a compagnia had to be managed by
someone with the right instinct for negotiations, someone who could deal
with contracting parties and secure as many lucrative commissions as possible.

nHarriet McNeal Caplow, Maso di Bartolomeo (unpublished). In possession of the
author.
12
Richard Krautheimer and Trude Krautheimer-Hess, Lorenzo Ghiberti (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1970), 74.
'JSee Mather, "New Documents on Michelozzo," and Bennett and Wilkins, Donatello.
' 4 See Procacci, "DiJacopo di Antonio," 39ff and, in particular, 56 n. 126.
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By associating with an unknown artisan who, nonetheless, was an astute
negotiator, one could increase one's chances for survival. That Donatello,
a much-sought-after sculptor in 1425, entered into a binding partnership
with the then relatively undistinguished Michelozzo is not surprising.
Although recognized as a creative talent very early in his artistic development, Donatello was pitifully inept at conducting his financial affairs. 15
Because he failed to retrieve some of the payments owed to him and was
unable to lower his tax rate, he often operated at a loss.'6 Michelozzo's
shrewdness in business matters became one of the most indispensable
assets of their joint organization. 17 As the firm's representative, Michelozzo
signed the majority of its contracts, wrote all of its letters,'8 and prepared
two of its portate al catasto, or tax declarations. As a result, he provided the
company with good contractual terms, high fees, and low fines.
Having a resourceful manager for a professional ally sometimes saved
artistic establishments from bankruptcy. Giovanni dal Ponte's association
with the painter Smeraldo di Giovanni in 1427 is a case in point. '9 As a
staunch individualist, Giovanni set out on an independent career, buying
a shop instead of renting one. In an attempt to further assert his autonomy,
he chose a house near the river, not in the vicinity of the Cathedral, where
most of his rivals' studios were found. Giovanni's talent as a painter drew
in various orders for decorative panels and marriage coffers. On the other
hand, because of his inexperience as an entrepreneur he failed to deal with
the right patrons. Most of his affairs were conducted with negligent and
often delinquent clients who never paid him for his services.2° After falling
into debt, Giovanni unsuccessfully tried to reduce his heavy losses by
investing in real estate. The forfeiture of his enterprise resulted in a prison
term of five years, at the end of which he recruited Smeraldo di Giovanni
as a partner. The latter, an old painter who was neither famous nor wealthy,
had survived many .changes in the market on his own. He helped Giovanni
rebuild his company, keeping it solvent for ten years.
'5 Harriet McNeal Caplow, Michelozzo, 2 vols. (New York: Garland, 1977), 1:31ff., and
Beck, "Jacopo della C21Jercia and Donatello," 10.
16For a comparison between Donatello's andJacopo della C21Jercia's different dealings
with their Sienese patrons, see James H. Beck, ]acopo de/la Quercia, 2 vols. (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1991), 1:32ff.
'7Lightbown, D onatello and Michelozzo, 1:2.
18
See, for example, the extant letter to the Opera del Duomo in Siena (1425), published
in G aetano Milanesi, Documenti per la storia dell'arte Senese, 3 vols. (Siena: Onorato Porri,
1854-56), 2:134-35. See also Lightbown, Donatello and Michelozzo, 1:234.
19 H . P. Horne, "Giovanni dal Ponte," Burlington Magazine 9 (1906): 332ff. See also
Even, "Artistic Collaboration in Florentine Workshops," 101ff.
20
See, for example, documents published in Even, "Artistic Collaboration in Florentine
Workshops," 197-99.
·
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Apprentices who wanted to set up a workshop after their matriculation
could rarely afford by themselves the costly upkeep of an artistic outfit.
Like Antonio di Salvi and Francesco di Giovanni, who formed a collaboration after enrolling in the goldsmiths' guild (1474), young artisans preferred
the shared expenditures of a professional alliance. 21 Only sculptors who,
like Ghiberti, inherited a family business, or who, like Luca della Robbia'.,
were born to well-to-do fathers were able to manage their affairs alone.
Similar in this regard were clerical painters like Lorenzo Monaco, Fra
Angelico, and Fra Filippo Lippi, who had recourse to monastic ojficine, or
ecclesiastical shops.
The need to secure adequate funding for a workshop was at times so
acute that it precipitated the most unlikely forms of exchange. It spurred
artisans to enter into binding partnerships that had originated only as
financial cooperation. In 1457, Antonio del Pollaiuolo, then a promising
young silversmith, allied himself with Miliano di Domenico Dei, a wool
merchant who had inherited a goldsmith's shop. 22 In taking Pollaiuolo in
as a compagno, or partner, Miliano di Domenico Dei acted in the capacity
of a contractor. Although instrumental in obtaining the commission for
the Baptistery cross (1457, Opera del Duomo, Florence) and in allocating
it to Pollaiuolo, he did not contribute either to its design or execution.
Sharing a single bottega with artisans of different skills was common
among the masters of the ~attrocento. The studio that Bernardo Rossellino,
chief engineer and architect to popes Nicholas V and Pius II, ran from
1435 was set up with assets he held jointly with his brothers Domenico,
Giovanni, Tomaso, and Antonio.23 Despite the fact that all five operated
in the same working quarters, they did not always work as a collective
team. After 1446, Bernardo worked primarily in architecture; Antonio
was a sculptor; and Domenico, Giovanni, and Tomaso, like their father
before them, worked as stonemasons.
One of the objectives of forming a permanent professional bond was
the monopolization of a given artistic expertise, such as the decoration of
marriage chests or the production of monumental tombs. Until collaboration became popular, most artists tried their hands at areas of expertise
that were often someone else's specialty. While broadening the scope of their
creativity, they infringed on their fellow artisans' acknowledged territories.
Consequently, they generated more rivalry in an already competitive market.
"Dora Liscia Bemporad, "Appunti sulla bottega orafa di Antonio del Pollaiolo e di
alcuni suoi allievi," Antichita viva 19.3 (1980): 47ff.
22
Carl, "Zur Goldschmiedefamilie Dei," 129.
23Anne Markham Schulz, The Sculpture of Bernardo Rosse/lino and His Workshop
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977), 3.
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Because no one could depend on a steady flow of commissions, everyone
was willing to accept almost any type of assignment. Although architects,
sculptors, and painters were apprentices in only one or sometimes two
disciplines, each of them adopted more than one field of activity. During
the Early Renaissance, no task was considered unimportant or demeaning.
Ghiberti, who from the outset of his artistic development pursued the
vocation of goldsmith, did not shy away from supplying Giuliano Pesello
with drawings for ceremonial banners (1421). 24 By accepting jobs outside
their usual trade, Ghiberti and Pesello temporarily increased their profits.
Nevertheless, they did not add a regular source of income to their reported
earnings.
Establishing a monopoly through the amalgamation of two or more
self-supporting shops helped artists advertise their expertise as a specialized
commodity. By catering to a particular category of consumer demand,
such as altarpieces or coats of arms, they attracted more patrons. In so
doing, they usually gained an edge over competitors who worked alone.
At least four documented alliances among Florentine masters
originated in part for the set purpose of monopolization. Donatello's
nine-year partnership with Michelozzo (1425-1434) was one of the most
successful. Uniting a celebrated stone carver with a gifted goldsmith, this
sculptors' firm engaged exclusively in the planning and execution of
grandiose sepulchers: the Coscia Tomb (1425, Baptistry, Florence); the
· Brancacci Tomb (1425-26, Sant'Angelo a Nido, Naples); and theAragazzi Tomb
(1427, Cathedral, Montepulciano). Except for the pulpit outside the cathedral
of Prato (1428), the two partners resolved to undertake exclusively the
design of prestigious commemorative ensembles for influential members
of the Curia. 25 Before the formation of their association and after its dissolution, each of them chose a different avenue. Donatello, the creator of
Saint George (1415, Bargello, Florence), the Cantoria (1433, Opera del
Duomo, Florence), and the Gattamelata (1445, Piazza del Santo, Padua),
worked as a sculptor. Michelozzo, who began as the die caster of the
Florentine mint (1410), took part in casting and chasing the Baptistery
doors (1421; 1437) and embarked on an architectural career at the monastery
of San Marco (1437) and the Palazzo Medici (1446).
Less familiar to us but equally strong was the professional bond that
brought Giuliano Pesello together with Antonio di Jacopo and Cipriano di
Simone (1427). 26 Aimed at monopolizing the production of processional
' 4 Florence, Archivio di Stato, Mercanzia, Deliberazioni 262, f. 172, published in Even,
"Artistic Collaboration in Florentine Workshops," r97.
'5Lightbown, Donatello and Michelozzo, r:2.
26 Procacci, "DiJacopo di Antonio," r9ff.
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standards and pennants, this partnership was founded by painters who
had been manufacturing military regalia for a long time. The clientele
they continued to serve included men of arms, religious confraternities,
and wealthy nobility. Together, the three partners acted as a business team
that limited its output to the painting of family and company crests. This
policy proved so financially rewarding that they decided to expand their
organization to include the three artisans who operated in the contiguous
shop. Alone, each associate ventured out in search of more challenging
projects. Pesello, the founder of this three- and then six-part organization,
prided himself on a number of individual undertakings. In 1395, he
received a commission for the two cenotaphs for Pietro Farnese and John
Hawkwood in coordination with Agnolo Gaddi. 2 7 Twenty years later, he
submitted a proposal for the elevation of the papal staircase at Santa
Maria Novella. He also made models for the cathedral dome and was
appointed auxiliary supervisor of its construction.
Giovanni dal Ponte's partnership with Smeraldo di Giovanni, which
survived the vicissitudes of the market for ten years (1427-37), was yet
another exercise in monopoly.2 8 It grew out of the sole proprietorship of
Giovanni dal Ponte, who engaged arbitrarily in all areas of painting decorative
designs. His failure to compete with artistic firms that limited the range
of their production became one of the causes for his ensuing insolvency.
In an effort to recover, Giovanni restructured his compagnia by conceding
thirty-five percent of his prospective profits to Smeraldo di Giovanni.29
Reemerging as a professional alliance, the business launched itself again
through the decoration of marriage chests and thus appealed to the stratum
of Florentine citizenry that was affluent enough to lavish money on such
elegant artifacts. Giovanni dal Ponte and Smeraldo di Giovanni did not
attain great fame, but they successfully protected themselves from recurrent
financial loss.
Of the few long-term partnerships in Florence, only Appolonia di
Giovanni and Marco di Buono's attained nineteen years of financial triumph
(1446-65).3° Their firm took over the potentially lucrative manufacture of
marriage chests after Giovanni dal Ponte's death in 1437. Apollonio di
Giovanni and Marco di Buono's refusal to undertake more prestigious
ventures worked to their mutual advantage. Unlike Giovanni dal Ponte, who
'7Even, "Paolo Uccello's john Hawkwood," 6ff.
Horne, "Giovanni dal Ponte," 332ff. Even, "Artistic Collaboration in Florentine
Workshops," roiff
' 9For a similar distribution of gains, see the Bicci di Lorenzo's association with
Stefano d'Antonio, studied in W. Cohn, "Maestri sconosciuti del Qyattrocento: II.
Stefano d'Antonio," Bollettino d'arte 44.r (1959): 6rff.
3°Callmann, Apollonio di Giovanni, 25 ff.
28
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could not resist any kind of commission, Apollonio and Marco's first concern remained the painting of elaborate cassoni. The number of orders
they received from the richest families, including the Medici, the Rucellai,
and the Strozzi, increased from four to twenty-nine a year. With such a
successful collaborative monopoly, they could devote themselves to individual pursuits. Apollonio illuminated manuscripts, while Marco opened a
second bottega, the identity of which is still unknown.
Though the length of their partnership was unusual, the rewards of
Apollonio di Giovanni and Marco di Buono's association, as well as that
of their predecessors, were typical of long-term professional bonds. An
establishment such as theirs sometimes expanded to include two or more
shops, thus doubling or sometimes even tripling its production volume.
In 1427, Donatello and Michelozzo based the center of their joint operations
at Donatello's former working quarters on the Corso degli Adimari in
Florence. However, to expedite the transportation of marble from the quarry
and facilitate its delivery, they maintained additional facilities in the port
town of Pisa.3' By supervising every stage of each project, Donatello and
Michelozzo did not have to rely heavily on outside help. Not only did
they reduce their expenditures but they also continued to monopolize the
manufacture of marble monuments.
Despite the potential rewards of a permanent collaboration, artists
and artisans of the Early Renaissance were reluctant to establish legal ties
oflengthy or indeterminate time periods. In the risky climate of constant
economic change, the most enduring type of alliance bound artisans
together for an initial term of only three or five years.32 Many potential
partners seem to have had reservations about their compatibility and about
the mutuality of their interests. Giovanni dal Ponte's remark about his
newly founded partnership with Smeraldo di Giovanni in 1427 echoes some
of these fears: "Non sappiamo come ci faremo ne chome a[vJremo de' lavorij
che stiamo all'aventura."33 Because artisans who desired to collaborate agreed
to share labor, costs, and profits as well as to consolidate their facilities
and capital assets, they were hesitant to commit themselves to long-term
arrangements that could prove uncomfortable. A three- or five-year contract
allowed them to reconsider their options or modify the structure of their
compagnie. A fruitful relationship could easily be renewed with another
written or verbal agreement and thus would assume the characteristics of a
long-term professional bond.
J'Lightbown, Donatello and Michelozzo, 1:8732Procacci, "DiJacopo di Antonio," 15ff.
JJEven, "Artistic Collaboration in F1orentine Workshops," 106. We do not know how
well we will fare nor in what way we will obtain work as we are setting out on an adventure.
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The longevity of a collaborative establishment seems to have depended
on the personal satisfaction of the artists who founded it. In an era when
individualism was gaining momentum, no professional tie could survive if
it stifled the urge for creative autonomy. Organized either as a partnership
or as a corporation, a joint workshop operated as a multilateral business
enterprise. It grew as an amalgamation of various semi-independent and
self-contained units of manufacture. Its management rested on a team of
artists who generally had an equal say in the organization of their common
affairs. They all dealt in the same field of production, but each of them
took responsibility for a different project or for a limited but distinct task.
This division oflabor enhanced speed and efficiency, but more important,
it enabled artisans who shared the same premises to exercise their trade
independently, with little interference from associates.
Tax returns filed by Giovanni dal Ponte and Smeraldo di Giovanni
in 1427 reveal that they did not undertake identical assignments.34 While
specializing in the decoration of marriage chests, they each performed
different jobs for different patrons. Giovanni dal Ponte, for instance, painted
a coffer for Giannozo and Paolo Bigliotti, while Smeraldo di Giovanni
ornamented the coffers commissioned by Matteo degli Strozzi. By adopting
these procedures, the two partners succeeded in working quasi-independently
in the same quarters for ten years and did not have to give up the artistic
freedom they had enjoyed before consolidating their properties. Registers
of payments for the pulpit outside the cathedral of Prato attest to a similar
qµasi-independence in Donatello and Michelozzo's partnership in 1428.
According to these documents, Michelozzo planned the architectural
support of the structure, while Donatello designed the marble reliefs for the
balustrade.JS In this way, they worked at their own pace, each supervising
a different aspect of the same venture.
The policies Donatello and Michelozzo followed were ideal for
maintaining a steadfast sculptors' partnership. To retain their individual
identities, they divided authority, as well as duties, according to their individual skills. In public, they advertised themselves as "Donato di Nicholo,
Michele di Bartolomeo, intagliatori in Firenze" [Donatello and Michelozzo,
Florentine stonecarvers].3 6 In private, Michelozzo introduced himself as
horafo [goldsmith], while Donatello continued to be known as intagliatore

34 H orne, "Giovanni dal Ponte," 332 ff; Even, "Artistic Collaboration in Florentine
Workshops," 101ff.
35Lightbown, Michelozzo and Donatello, 1:233.
J6Mather, "New Documents on Michelozzo," 228.
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[sculptor] .37 The two partners arranged their schedules so they could work
apart from each other. Michelozzo was in Prato during the formulation
of the original contract with cathedral officials. He was also there throughout the planning of the pilaster for the pulpit (late 1420s). Michelozzo
thus preceded Donatello, whose presence was documented during the
execution of the figural carving, as well as the renegotiation of the agreement
with the representatives of the cathedral. Each partner also took charge
of different assignments: Michelozzo, acting as the venture's engineer,
purchased the required bricks; Donatello, as sculptor, bought the required
marble.
In Prato, as in Florence, Pisa, Naples, and Rome, Donatello and
Michelozzo coordinated their respective activities with their personal
apprentices and journeymen. Donatello relied on the assistance of Pagno di
Lapo Portigiani and Nanni di Miniato detto Fora, two skillful stonecarvers.
Michelozzo enlisted the help of Maso di Bartolomeo, a rising metalsmith
and stonemason who mounted the pilaster and cast the bronze capital of
the pulpit at Prato. After the dissolution of the association between
Donatello and Michelozzo, Nanni di Miniato renewed his connections
with Donatello without maintaining the same rapport with Michelozzo.
Likewise, Maso di Bartolomeo remained in continual touch with
Michelozzo but severed his ties with Donatello.3 8
Training one's own workers and attracting one's own following
within the framework of a cooperative environment seems to have been
standard practice. As Giuliano Pesello's partnerships with artisans in
neighboring shops attest,39 the consolidation of two or more working
quarters on a long-term basis did not always entail the complete merging
of their work forces. Not only did most partners adhere to their original
professional aspirations, they also retained their original body of assistants
and their contacts with outside artisans. Because the close daily bonds
between an artisan and his or her disciple constituted the backbone of every
manufacturing establishment in the O!iattrocento, it was incorporated
into the artistic cooperation. Partners could hire different helpers and pursue
their own course without changing their old ways. Giuliano Pesello associated himself with Antonio di Jacopo and Cipriano di Simone in 1427,
but he did not share his apprentices, Corso and Loro d'Antonio, with them.
Nor did Cipriano di Simone, who collaborated with Giuliano Pesello and
3

70n titles in general and Donatello's title in particular, see Bennett and Wilkins,

Donatello, ro3.
38 0n the continuing professional bonds between Michelozw and Maso di Bartolomeo,
see Even, "The Sacristy Portals."
39 Procacci, "Di Jacopo di Antonio," r9 ff
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Calvano di Christofano in 1442, entrust the training of his apprentice,
Piero di Lorenzo, to either of his two partners. 40
Much of the success of a professional relationship must have derived
from the personal relationship that brought and kept particular artists
together. Even when personal compatibility had no bearing on competence
in production or management of funds, it proved to sustain the longestlasting alliances. Fra Filippo Lippi's association with Fra Diamante, initiated
in 1454 and ending with Lippi's death fifteen years later, grew out of such
a friendship .41 It seems to have originated in the mutual understanding
that often links persons of similar temperament and upbringing and to
have been nurtured by the special circumstances that sometimes unite a
famous artist with a devoted follower.
Brought up as clerical painters, Lippi, a Carmelite priest, and Fra
Diamante, a Vallombrosan monk, chose artistic vocations in two different
monastic orders. Nonetheless, partly in an effort to emancipate themselves
from the control of their superiors, they left their respective monasteries
and established independent itinerant careers. Neither of them appears
to have been willing to conform to accepted societal norms: both were
involved in legal disputes and imprisoned for various misdemeanors. Lippi,
who tried to avoid any kind of joint venture with any artist, employed
Fra Diamante as an apprentice rather than as an associate or even as an
assistant. During their cooperation, however, he seems to have accepted
Fra Diamante as a foster member of his family. He let the less-experienced
artist live in a house that he purchased, first in Prato and then in Spoleto.
Although Fra Diamante's accomplishments were far from equal to Lippi's,
he was eventually granted the role of compagno, or partner. As Lippi's closest
and most loyal companion, he was also entrusted with the training of Lippi's
son, Filippino.
Friendship also seems to have been the foundation on which the
partnership between Mariotto Albertinelli and the future Fra Bartolommeo,
Baccio della Porta, thrived for at least ten years (1494-1500, 1509-13) .42
Their friendship developed during the course of their apprenticeship in
Cosimo Rosselli's workshop during the 1480s. The professional bond
between Mariotto and Baccio began as soon as their matriculation in the
painters' guild was made official. Propelled by what appears to have been
genuine affection, their friendship prevailed over various personal career
moves and crises that pulled the two apart. Mariotto left Baccio in about
4°Procacci, "D i J acopo di Antonio," 43 n. 53.
4'Eve Borsook, "Fra Filippo Lippi and the Murals for Prato C athedral," M itteilungen
des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 19 (1975): 34ff.
4' Ludovico Borgo, The Works ofMariottoA/bertinelli (New York: G arland, 1976), 122-52.
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1490 when he was asked to serve as an artist to Alfonsina Orsini, but he
rejoined Baccio in 1494. Illustrating what seems to have been his profound

fondness for Baccio was his despair at the latter's decision to become a monk
six years later. Mariotto's commitment to Baccio was so great, in fact, that
he agreed to act as the trustee of the properties that the new cleric
donated to his half-brother, Piero. He also consented to take charge of
Piero's education. Despite his opposition to the monastic life, Mariotto
decided to resume his association with the newly ordained Fra Bartolommeo.
He seems to have gone so far as to work within the monastery of San Marco
for four years. That Mariotto and Fra Bartolommeo had cooperated with
one another before they undertook the management of a compagnia together
added to the durability of their business partnership. As neophytes in
Rosselli's establishment, they learned to paint in ways similar to each
other. For this reason, they were later able to coordinate their methods in
perfect concert.
Even more than did friendship, marital ties fostered and prolonged the
life of tightly knit cooperative organizations of artists. They were the roots
of numerous painters' firms in Siena and Venice throughout the Trecento.
A hundred years later they became the ground on which a few sculptors'
companies flourished in Florence as well. Brothers- and sisters-in-law,
siblings, fathers and children, uncles and cousins built collaborative
monopolies that provided a solid source of income for an entire clan. Their
professional allegiance was a reflection of family unity. Not only did some
family-related artists continue to share the same place of residence, but
they also adopted the same trade and shared the same working facilities.
For example, Luca della Robbia was joined by his brother's son, Andrea,
in 1446 and allowed him to stay in Luca's house and practice his craft in
Luca's studio on the Via Guelfa. 43 In another instance, Domenico,
Antonio, Giovanni, and Tomaso Rossellino lived with their mother and
their respective wives and children on the Via Fiesolana and occupied a
joint shop with their brother Bernardo on the Via del Proconsolo in 1458. 44
The fabric of a family business differed extensively from that of other
long-term artistic associations. It was woven according to traditionally
patriarchal patterns and did not allow for sudden, or even gradual, personal
changes. Headed by an established artist, a pivotal father figure, and maintained by members of his clan, such a company assumed hierarchical
characteristics. Rather than functioning as an amalgamation of several
individual hands, it ran like a proprietorship that included a large work
43 Allan
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force. The involved artisans, some older and more skilled, some younger and
inexperienced, did not play equal roles in the management of such corporate
organizations. Working alongside each other as collaborators of various
ranks, they did not operate as full-fledged partners. Antonio Pollaiuolo,
who in 1466 associated himself with his brother Salvestro, rather than
with another brother, Piero, continued to be the sole supervisor of their
joint undertakings.45 Domenico Ghirlandaio also acted as sole supervisor
in his association with his brothers Davide and Benedetto in 1475. Relatives
who were equally talented and ambitious chose to collaborate with one
another only temporarily. To preserve their own vocational identity without
giving up their status within the clan, they avoided forming permanent
partnerships. Therefore, although Pietro Lorenzetti and his brother
Ambrogio cosigned the painting of the Marriage ofthe Virgin (1335, now lost)
in Siena, they did not own the same bottega. And despite the fact that
Orcagna and his brother Jacopo di Cione coauthored the painting of
Saint Matthew (1367, Uffizi, Florence) in Florence, they by no means .led
their lives and careers side by side.
Some family ties led to monopolistic establishments of artists that
admitted only family members, whose dues to the guild were not as high
as those of regular members. Other family ties, on the other hand, produced
less exclusive collaborations. Giuliano Pesello's professional relationship
with his nephew, Cipriano di Simone, evolved into a tripartite alliance in
1427 when the two enlisted Jacopo di Antonio, who was not related to
either of them, as their partner. 46 At the end of three years, this cooperative
painters' enterprise grew into a six-part firm that included-in addition to
Pesello, Cipriano, and Antonio-Stefano di Lorenw, the head of the neighboring workshop, and the two brothers Calvano and J acopo di Cristofano.
That four of the associates in 1431 were bound not only by mutual interests47
but also by personal relationships increased their chances for lasting success.
While they frequently changed the structure of their organization, they
continued to operate as a prosperous artistic team.
Founded by potential rivals, friends, or family members, long-term
professional bonds provided artists of dissimilar orientations with a common
ground for mutual enrichment. They allowed architects, sculptors, and
painters not only to broaden the scope of their productivity but also to
widen the range of their creativity. By embarking on projects that required
their joint skills, associate artisans participated in enterprises they could not
4lflorence, Archivio del Stato, Signori e Collegi, OrdinariaAutoritit IIJ (ISII), fol. 148,
published in Carl, "Zur Goldschmidefamilie Dei," 165.
46 Procacci, "Di J acopo di Antonio," 20 ff
47Procacci, "Di Jacopo di Antonio," 22.
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carry out independently. Metalsmiths who collaborated with silversmiths
modeled candelabras and reliquaries in addition to casting cannon balls;
designers of ceremonial banners who cooperated with stonemasons planned
decorative niches and statuettes in addition to painting family crests. The
patriarchal concept of the Renaissance man, whose activities embraced a
variety of disciplines, was to come into being at the beginning of the sixteenth
century. It was generated, in part, by the advent of influential patrons who
encouraged budding talents to try their hands in all media. However, during
the period that is the subject of this study, each artisan had to specialize in
a single, marketable area of production. Thus only in forming alliances with
artisans whose interests were different from their own could artists outgrow
the limitations of their own expertise. Michelozzo, who forged a reputation
as a goldsmith, engaged in carving sculptural monuments in marble as soon
as he formed an alliance with Donatello in 1425. Working in the capacity of
a sculptor, as well as an engineer, he began to specialize in the art of building
and thereafter became a prominent architect. Likewise, Giovanni dal Ponte,
who was apparently trained as a designer of marriage chests, started to
paint murals after his association with Smeraldo di Giovanni in 1427. It
was Smeraldo's experience as a fresco painter that led Giovanni to contact
the proper clients for these commissions and bring about a significant
change in his career. 48
Permanent cooperations among architects, sculptors, and painters
became less popular during the second half of the Qyattrocento and disappeared altogether after the first quarter of the Cinquecento. The full
impact of these cooperations on the lives and careers of Early Renaissance
artists requires more exploration. One of the issues that needs clarification
and constitutes a subject of my ongoing research is the conflict between the
artists' adherence to cooperative practices and their quest for self-expression.
The evaluation of this issue will enhance our understanding of the most
outstanding creative moments in Western civilization. It will also strengthen
our knowledge of the relationship between communal endeavor and personal achievement, as well as the relationship between art and society.

48Even,

"Artistic Collaboration in Florentine Workshops," 108ff.
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J

ean Lemaire de Beiges (1473-1525), poet and historiographer of the
French and Burgundian courts of the early Renaissance, wrote his
epic history of Troy, Les Illustrations de Gaule et singularitez de Troye
(1511-1513), at the request of his patron, Margaret of Austria, to offer an
"occupation voluptueuse, et non pas inutile" [sensual yet useful occupation]
to the ladies of France (i:11). 1 Lemaire dedicated each of the three books
of his epic to a different noblewoman. Mercury, who narrates the prologues
of all three volumes, identifies each noblewoman with one of the three
goddesses of the Judgment of Paris: Margaret of Austria with Pallas ,
Claude of France with Venus, and Anne of Brittany with Juno. He compares
Margaret's nephew, the future Emperor Charles V, to Paris, who must
choose one of the goddesses and the way of life she represents. Citing
Fulgentius, Lemaire tells us that Pallas represents the contemplative life;
Venus, the life of pleasure; and Juno, the active life (1:272).2 Scholarly
commentary on the work has mainly focused on Lemaire's stated intentto interpret the Judgment of Paris as a moral lesson for the young Charles
(1:6).3 Although some scholars have acknowledged that he wrote primarily

'Unless otherwise stated, all references to Les Illustrations and other works by
Lemaire are taken from J. Stecher's edition of Lemaire's CEuvres, 4 vols. (u82-91; reprint,
Geneva: Slatkine Reprints, 1969) and appear in parentheses within the text.
' Fulgentius the Mythographer, trans. Leslie George Whitbread (Columbus: Ohio
State University Press, 1971), 2.u.
JJ. Stecher refers to Les Illustrations as a "sorte de Tilimaque allegorique, a l'usage du
futur Charles-O!Jint" [sort of allegorical Telemaque for the use of Charles VJ in CEuvres,
4:li. Paul Spaak in his Jean Lemaire de Beiges: Sa Vie, son fI!uvre et ses meilleures pages (Paris:
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for a female audience, the moral lesson Lemaire wished to convey to these
women readers has received little critical attention. 4
Although the moral lesson for Charles in the Judgment scene offers
him a choice among three ways of life, the moral lesson for Lemaire's
women readers offers them a choice between the life of an adulterous
Venus or that of a chaste one. The difference between Helen and Oenone,
Paris's two wives, Lemaire tells us, is analogous to the difference between
the two Venuses-the Venus of weakness, cowardice, and lust, and the
Venus of beauty, pure love, and lawful marriage.s He identifies Helen with
Librairie Ancienne Honore Champion, 1926), n5, finds that Lemaire "tant bien que
mal . .. pretend done extraire de son roman poetique une pedagogie al'usage et al'honneur
de ses maitres et protecteurs, la tante et le neveu" [more or less effectively ... claims to
extract from his poetic romance a lesson for the use and honor of his masters and protectors,
aunt and nephew]. More recently, Ann Moss in Poetry and Fable: Studies in Mythological
Narrative in Sixteenth-Century France (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 18,
states that "we are invited to read [Lemaire's account of the judgment] as instruction for
young princes in general and the future Emperor Charles V in particular."
4Francisque Thibaut, in Marguerite d'Autriche et jehan Lemaire de Beiges, ou de la
litterature et des arts aux Pays-Bas sous Marguerite d'Autriche (1888; reprint, Geneva:
Slatkine Reprints, 1970), 191, notes "la place toute nouvelle qu'occupent les femmes clans
cet ouvrage" [the new position that women hold in this work] and points to Lemaire's
physical portraits of women, especially his appreciation of the nude Venus (192-95).
Georges Doutrepont, in jean Lemaire de B eiges et la Renaissance (Brussels: Maurice
Lamertin, 1934), remarks that the author of Les Illustrations wished to glorify Marguerite
d'Autriche and "procurer une occupation aux dames de la Cour" (191; offer an occupation
to the ladies of the Court) and "clans cette ceuvre, le sexe ferninin apparait releve de son rang
subalterne comme clans la societe (297, in this work, the feminine sex appears lifted above its
inferior rank in society). In a long footnote in Artful Eloquence: jean Lemaire de Beiges and
the Rhetorical Tradition (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1980), 99,
Michael F . 0. Jenkins comments that the poet-historian's "two greatest patrons were both
women"; his male characters are inept while his Helen shows "resourcefulness and courage,"
Hecuba "determination," and Oen one "fidelity unto death." However, Jenkins doubts that
Lemaire played the "role of the staunch feminist" in the querelle des femmes and finds that
he simply followed traditional accounts of the legend (99n). Pierre Jodogne in jean Lemaire
de Beiges, icrivain.franco-bourguignon (Brussels: Acadernie Royale de Belgique, 1971) states that
Lemaire addressed "seigneurs et principalement [les] dames de l'aristocratie bourguignonne
et frans:aise" (4n; the lords and principally the ladies of the Burgundian and French aristocracy) and a reading public that was "en majorite feminin" (413; mostly feminine); he later
adds, "L'interet [de son ceuvre] pour le monde feminin est evidemment sensible" (414; The
interest [of his work] for the feminine world is of course evident). Jodogne alone mentions,
but only in passing, the moral lesson that Lemaire aimed at his female audience (415).
5One of Lemaire's preferred sources for Les Illustrations, Boccaccio's Genealogiae
(Venice, 1494; New York: Garland Publishing Company, 1976) lists three Venuses, who all
share negative aspects (3.22, 3.23, 11.4). For a study of the dual nature of Venus in Boccaccio's
opere minore, see Robert Hollander's Boccaccio's Two Venuses (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1977). For a history of the double nature of Venus in classical and medieval literature
and possible sources for Lemaire's depiction of her, see Margaret]. Ehrhart's The judgment
ofthe Trojan Prince Paris in Medieval Literature (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1987) 203-4. For a discussion of Venus in medieval literature, see Earl Schreiber's
seminal article, "Venus in the Medieval Mythographic Tradition," journal ofEnglish and
Germanic Philology 74 (1975): 519-35.
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the former and Oenone with the latter (2:2-3). The virtuous Venus, or
"Venus verticorde," as her name signifies, turns the hearts of noble
matrons and mothers to good and honor and pulls them away from "folles
pensees" [foolish thoughts]:
Tellement que par le bon motif de ladite Deesse, toutes dames
ont puissance de conuertir et refrener par leurs douces persuasions et nobles contenemens les coeurs des hommes aucunesfois enclins a folloyer. Et par leur bon exemplaire induire toute
la sequelle de leurs pucelles et filles et familieres, a bonnes
moeurs et a la reuerence et obseruation de pudicite et fidelite
matrimoniale, quand elles sont en ce train. Et par consequent,
a la fecondite et procreation, et belle nourriture de noble
lignee, par laquelle la chose publique est gardee et preseruee de
decadence, le seruice diuin continue, et plusieurs glorieuses
ames en volent au ciel, pour remplir les sieges de Paradis. (2:4) 6
Helen, "tresdesloyalle et tresuituperable de toutes parts" [disloyal and
hateful in every way], serves as a negative example that should deter all
ladies from adultery (2:3).
By relating the "trespiteuse Tragedie" [very pitiful Tragedy] of the
fall of Troy and the roles of Oenone and Helen in it, Lemaire hopes to
arouse his women readers to pity Oenone and censure Helen (2:247). In
Les Illustrations, the two women's stories form mirror images of each
other. Lemaire selects, ignores, alters, and expands sources in order to
arrange symmetrically the love stories of Paris and Oenone and of Paris
and Helen. This symmetry heightens the contrast between the Greek
Helen, whom Lemaire blames for the fall ofTroy, and the nymph Oenone,
whom he portrays as a chaste victim of the tragedy. The underlying structure
of what critics have referred to as the "romance of Paris and Oenone" and
the Paris-Helen love story suggests that Lemaire's moral and aesthetic goals
supersede historical ones in this "history" of Troy.7 Instead of following
traditional accounts, as some critics have claimed, Lemaire rewrites the
legend to convey a message to his women readers quite different from that
6So it is that by the good influence of the said goddess, all ladies have the power to
convert and refrain by their sweet persuasive ways and noble manner the hearts of men,
which are sometimes inclined to folly. And by their good example they induce all the
young girls, daughters, and acquaintances in their circle to practice good morals and to
revere and observe chastity and matrimonial fidelity as they should. Consequently, this will
lead to fertility and procreation and to a thriving and noble lineage, by which the public
good is kept and preserved from decadence, religious service continues, and several glorious
souls rise to heaven to fill the seats of paradise. (English translations, unless otherwise noted,
are mine.)
7Doutrepont, jean L emaire de Beiges et la Renaissance, z, 298; Jodogne, jean L emaire

de Beiges, ecrivain.franco-bourguignon, 405.
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of his sources on the subjects of rape, abduction, and the use of force. In
fact, Lemaire warns his readers not to be surprised if he strays from the
usual account: "Orne sesmerueillent point les lisans, si ie narre toutes ces
choses, mesmement le rauissement d'Heleine dautre sorte quilz ne lont en
leurs liures communs et vulgaires" (2:47; The readers should not be surprised if I recount all these things, even Helen's abduction, in a different
manner from what they read in their common and popular books).
Oenone plays a different and much more important role in Les
Illustrations than she does in medieval versions of the Trojan legend. Most
medieval writers based their narratives on the so-called eyewitness
account of Dares of Phrygia, who does not mention Oenone at all. Lemaire
preferred to follow the pseudo-Dictys's Ephemeris and Ovid's Heroides for
his version of the love story of Paris and Oenone, and he greatly expanded
both. Their story begins in the woods, where, caught by Paris, the nymph
Oenone addresses him as a young nobleman and identifies him as the son
of Priam (1:165, 168). After revealing her own noble lineage, she offers him
several fruits, but "par singularitez" [especially] lotus fruit, which,
Lemaire tells us, in Homer's Odyssey caused Ulysses' men to abandon
their ships and their duty. The fruit has a similar effect on Paris, who
experiences a "volupte inestimable" (1:174-75; inestimable sensual pleasure).
Oenone also offers him some water from the fountain of her fairy mother,
Creusa, to "arrouser son gosier amoureux" (1:176; sprinkle his amorous
throat). Suddenly he undergoes a strange transformation:
mon rude conceuoir sest esclarcy, mon gros entendement sest
ouuert, et mes organes se sont ampliez, comme pour receuoir
vn don supernaturel: tellement que ainsi comme tout enyure de
nouveau desir, ie suis rauy en ecstase: et aprens a speculer
hautes choses. (n77) 8

Paris then compares Oenone to Venus (1:177-78). He has fallen in love,
and "feu venerien" [venereal fire] draws and fixes his eyes on the beloved
(1:178-79). He kisses her and then, like fire, quickly passes to the final
stage of love, the consummation or "don de mercy," which he attains with
little difficulty from Oenone (1:183). Lemaire insists upon the impossibility
of stopping a fire once it has started, thereby exculpating Paris. Oenone
seems both to resist ("sa partie repugnast par semblant") and to succumb
voluntarily, a contradiction that Lemaire expresses in the final words of
the scene and chapter: "Et au beau Paris vainqueur en demoura la farce

8
My rough understanding became clear, my coarse mind opened up, and my organs
were amplified as if to receive a supernatural gift: thus completely drunk with new desire,
I am carried away in ecstasy: and learn to see higher things.
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non forcee'' (r:183, emphasis added; And to the handsome and victorious
Paris went the spoils of nonviolent violence).
After this rape/seduction scene, in an analeptic passage rare for this
mostly chronological work, Oenone begins to cry and tells Paris that the
god Apollo secretly followed her home one day and attacked her. She
resisted Apollo's advances more assertively than she did Paris's-"si luy
monstray ie bien autre resistence" (r:185; she showed him another kind of
resistance): she scratched his face and pulled his hair but to no avail
(r:186-87). She wanted to commit suicide, but Apollo dissuaded her by
offering her one of his many possessions in place of her lost virginity. She
did not choose gold or precious gems, "car il seroit trop deshonneste, quune
fille noble changeast son honneur a si viles choses" [because it would be too
dishonest for a noble woman to exchange her honor for such vile things],
but chose instead the knowledge of all medicinal herbs and their virtues,
although, the nymph adds, she would have preferred to keep her virginity,
and the gift did not really compensate for her loss (r:187). Oenone describes
the scene very briefly in her letter to Paris in Ovid's Heroides:

me fide conspicuus Troiae munitor amavit,
ille meae spolium virginitatis habet,
id quoque luctando; rupi tamen ungue capillos,
oraque sunt digitis aspera facta meis;
nee pretium stupri gemmas aurumque poposci:
turpiter ingenuum munera corpus emunt;
ipse, ratus dignam, medicas mihi tradidit artes
admisitque meas ad sua dona manus. 9

In this instance Lemaire remained faithful to his source but expanded the
tale in order to emphasize the nymph's chastity and innocence.
Oenone is not as innocent in her encounter with Paris. Lemaire
juxtaposes the amorous encounter between Paris and Oenone, which does
not appear in the Heroides and apparently originates with Lemaire, with
Apollo's rape in order to contrast Oenone's different reactions in the same
way that he later contrasts Helen's abduction by Theseus with the subsequent one by Paris. Apollo attacked Oenone with force, and she fought
back with force; but when Paris "seduces" her with "force non forcee" [nonviolent violence], she seems merely to feign resistance. Although Oenone,
"portant semblant de courroux et de troublement" (r:184; appearing angry
90vid, Heroides, 5-139-46. The remarkable god of the lyre, builder ofTroy, loved me;
he possesses the plunder of my virginity, despite my struggling. I tore his hair with my
nails and made his face uneven with my fingers . I did not request gems and gold as the
price of the ravishing: gifts cannot buy an honorable body. But to myself, judged worthy,
he gave the medical arts and admitted my hands into his gifts.
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and troubled), cries and chides Paris for having taken advantage of her,
Paris, she says, unlike Apollo, is mortal, young, and innocent: "limpetuosite
de ieunesse ha rompu en [luy] les lacz dattrempance et moderation'' (1:188;
the impetuousness of youth broke the knots of temperance and moderation
within him). And for this reason, Oenone forgives him for committing a
similar offense ["delit"]. Oenone not only exculpates Paris but seems to
blame herself She states clearly before the rape/seduction that she should
not be alone with him (1:168, 181). At the beginning of the scene Lemaire
also tells us that Oenone had already chosen Paris as her "amy" (1:170),
and when Paris praises her and compares her to Venus, she experiences
"vne ioye incroyable, voyant le comble de ses desirs venir a fin pretendue"
[an incredible joy, seeing her greatest wish fulfilled]; but the author adds,
"Toutesuoyes elle nen faisoit pas grand semblant" (1:178; However, she did
not make a great show of it).
Paris also excuses his own actions. Instead of admitting guilt, he
claims that he committed the "offense" ["faute"], "if it was an offense" ["si
faute y ha"], because he was "consumed by amorous flames" ["esprins de
flambe amoureuse"], and Jupiter himself could not have stopped him (1:188).
That Oenone's beauty moved him to such excess is not surprising, he
explains, since even gods and demigods have been moved in the same way.
Yet, he admits that he cannot offer her the same or similar remuneration
as Apollo did; he can offer only marriage, which Oenone joyously accepts.
At this, her tears of despair change suspiciously quickly to tears of joy. m
The lovers voice their mutual consent to marry and vow to remain
faithful, with Paris promising, rather ironically considering the outcome,
never to have any wife but Oenone. Paris takes his new bride to his
home, where his adoptive parents approve of the match and invite close
friends to witness the ceremony performed in "la maniere dadonques"
(1:190; the manner of the time) and by "un prestre de leur loy" (1:190; a
priest of their religion), who offers the couple the nuptial blessing.
Lemaire adds that after the ceremony Paris and Oenone "coucherent la
nuict ensemble" (1:190; spent the night together), implying that the marriage
was then consummated. The next day all the people in the area participate
in a great "conuiue nuptial" [marriage banquet]; among the invited guests
are Oenone's parents, who also approve the match (1:191). Even Hecuba
knows of and approves the marriage (1:199). By relating the couple's
10
At the time, a common resolution for rape was marriage; if the man married his victim, he was absolved of his crime. See James Brundage, Law, Sex, and Christian Society in
Medieval Europe (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 148, 531, and Kathryn
Gravdal, Ravishing Maidens: Writing Rape in Medieval French Literature and L aw
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1991), 9-ro, 123, 147.
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exchange of free and mutual consent, the consent and approval of both
sets of parents, the formal and public religious ceremony, the nuptial
blessing of a priest, and the consummation, Lemaire lists all the moral
and legal requirements of his day for establishing a legitimate marriage. 11
He thus insists upon the legality of Paris's marriage to Oenone even though
Boccaccio, one of his main sources for Les Illustrations, implies that Oenone
was merely Paris's concubine and that the two children resulting from their
union were illegitimate. 12 Lemaire counters with further proofs of the marriage's legitimacy by calling on two authorities, Strabo and Dictys (r:r97).'J
After the Judgment of Paris, Paris and Oenone's short-lived love
story ends, and Lemaire begins his account of Helen, a second Venus,
which parallels his account of Oenone but differs greatly. As with
Oenone, he begins by relating Helen's genealogy and then describes her
youthful abduction by Theseus. Lemaire refers to this abduction several
times, often contrasting it to her supposed abduction later by Paris (2:25-30,
42, 63, 64). Theseus abducted Helen when she was ten years old, and, in case
such a revelation might shock his women readers, Lemaire tells us it was
not unusual at the time for men to abduct women:
Heleine donques yssue de telle generation ainsi subiette a tant
de rauissemens, mesmement au temps auquel Dieu toutpuissant
nestoit point craint entre les gens, ne la loy de iustice publiee, ne
fut point exempte de semblables fortunes et rapines. (2:41-42) 14
However, he maintains, the first abduction was against her will, while the
second time she went willingly (2:42). When Theseus carried her off,
Helen cried out and "se deffendoit au mieux quelle pouuoit" (2:26;
defended herself as well as she could). Her brothers, Castor and Pollux,
recovered her and, according to the "commune opinion," Theseus left her
untouched since she was so young. But in Ovid's Heroides, Oenone writes
Paris that Helen was not returned a virgin. Lemaire quotes from the letter,
stating noncommittally "le men rapporte a ce qui en fut" (2:29-30; I am
simply stating the facts of the matter). He mentions that Antonio Volsco,
in his commentary on the letter, claims that Helen lost her virginity to
Enophorus but adds that he does not know Volsco's source and has not

"For a discussion of conflicting theories of marriage and the requirements for establishing a legitimate union in the late Middle Ages and early Renaissance, see Brundage,
Law, Sex, and Christian Society, 430-43, 496-503.
"Boccaccio, Genealogia, 6.22.
1
3Strabo, Geography, 13.1.33; Dictys, Ephemeris, 3.26, 4.21.
' 4Helen, a product of a generation prone to many abductions at a time in which allpowerful God was not feared among the people nor the law of justice made known, was
not exempt from similar fortunes and abductions.
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found similar references elsewhere, so that if Volsco was right, the truth
was not well known (2:32). By including these dubious sources and refusing to refute them, Lemaire casts doubt on Helen's virginity after the first
abduction.
Abductions abound in the second volume of Les Illustrations. In
addition to referring to Helen's two abductions, Lemaire often reminds
his readers that Hesione, Priam's sister, was abducted by the Greeks; her
recovery becomes the primary motive, or excuse, for abducting Helen
(2:49, 51, 55, 67, 68, n3). That Hesione was abducted does not seem to
concern her relatives as much as the fact that she remains unmarried, is
treated as a servant, and has produced a child whom Telamon will not
even claim as his bastard (2:49, 55). When Deiphobus wishes to convince
the Trojans to abduct Helen, he reminds them that the Greeks are known
for their abductions, citing Proserpina, Europa, Medea, and several other
ladies and young girls of Phrygia, as well as Hesione (2:67-68). Aeneas
later echoes these words (2:145). Lemaire also relates the abductions of
Hermione by Pyrrhus (2:40, 226-27) and of Phoebe and Hilaeira "contre
leur gre" [against their will] by Castor and Pollux (2:41).
Having laid the groundwork for the abduction scene, Lemaire
begins his account of Paris and Helen, promising to tell the reader more
than the usual parts of the all-too-familiar story. He prefaces his remarks
with "le me tais icy . .. le me deporte de dire ... le passe souz silence
... le laisse aussi descrire ... " (2:59; I will keep silent . . . I will refrain
from telling .. . I will make no mention of ... I will also not describe),
because even children know the tale. While refusing to relate the usual
parts of the love story, he nonetheless outlines it briefly. Clearly, he does not
wish to elicit a sensual response from his readers in matters concerning
Helen. He also does not want to stray too far from his principal intention,
which is, he says, to write the complete story of Paris, Oenone, and
Helen, a story that has never before been written by any other writer in
French or Latin (2:59-60).
After a brief encounter, Paris and Helen reveal their love through
letters passed back and forth with the aid of two ladies-in-waiting whom
the author later calls Helen's "maquerelles" (2:95; pimps). Lemaire briefly
paraphrases Helen's response to Paris's letter in Ovid's Heroides, commenting
that she "bailloit assez acongnoitre aParis, que ce quil luy vouloit persuader
par amours, elle aymoit mieux y estre contrainte par force" [wished him to
know that what he wished to persuade her to do through love, she would
rather be constrained to do by force] and that all women prefer to be
taken by force rather than submit freely, so that they can later profess
their innocence (2:72-73). Lemaire then quotes from the first book of
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Ovid's Art ofLove: "O!i-od iuvat, invitae saepe dedisse volunt" [They
(women) often wish to give unwillingly what they want to give]. 15
However, it is interesting to note that although Paris forced his attentions
on Oenone, who only "seemed to resist," Lemaire shows no sympathy for
Helen's "feigned" resistance (1:183; 2:82). The author's unsympathetic
treatment reveals his desire to place blame on Helen, who not only
consents to but even orchestrates her own "rauissemment voluntaire"
(2:81; voluntary abduction).
When Paris finally kidnaps her, Helen merely pretends to resist,
while those who resist in earnest are mercilessly killed by Paris and his men.
"Lay eut mainte noble femme honnie, et mainte belle pucelle violee"
[There were many women shamed and many beautiful maidens raped], he
says, adding that the Trojans later return to their ships "tous puans encores
de la recente luxure commise es corps des nobles matrones et virgines
pudiques de Sparte" (2:76-77; still stinking from their recent lustful acts
committed on the bodies of the noble matrons and modest virgins of
Sparta). Helen, he remarks, is impassive and singularly lacking in pity
before this spectacle; the unnatural mother, or "trescruelle marastre," has
even forgotten her daughter, Hermione (2:77). Lemaire comments on the
bloody dowry that Helen, the "feminine monster," brings to her union
with Paris and reserves for her one of his strongest invectives (2:76):
0 coeur felon, dur et marbrin, 6 courage estrange dhonneur,
aliene de raison, loingtain de pitiefeminine, transforme en cruaute
barbarique, 6 visage angelique et venerien, ayant queue draconique et serpentine: que tant te coustera cher le crime que tu
commetz a present, que tant en seront de femmes vefues, et
denfans orphenins, ains que le meffait que tu encommences
soit purge. (2:77; emphasis added) 16

Lemaire insists that the "natural" feminine attribute of pity is lacking in
the "unnatural" Helen.
She is so lacking in remorse that soon after Paris and she make
camp, they make love; instead of birds singing morning songs, their
"damnable embrassement" [damnable embrace] is serenaded by wood

1
lOvid, Ars Amatoria, r.674; The Art ofLove, and Other Poems, trans. J. H. Mozley
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985), 59.
160h disloyal, hard, and marble-like heart, oh courage estranged from honor and reason
and !ackingfeminine pity, transformed into barbaric cruelty, oh angelic and venusian face
with dragon-like and serpentine tail: the crime that you commit now will cost you dearly, so
many women will become widows and children will become orphans before the misdeed
that you undertake is purged.
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owls and cormorants and attended by the three Furies (2:79-80). 1 7
Afterwards, Helen, like Oenone, begins to cry. However, this time Lemaire
does not allow his character to explain her reaction but himself suggests
possible reasons for her tears . She may be suffering from the "iuste
douleur et remors de conscience de son crime detestable de sa chastete
brisee, et dissolution de son mariage legitime" [justifiable pain and
remorse for her detestable crime of committing adultery and destroying
her legitimage marriage], or perhaps her heart is warning her of great evils
to come, or her tears may be a mere "feintise feminine" (2:82; feminine
pretence). Whatever the reason, he adds, she has just cause to cry.
Upon their return to Troy, Helen is offered an opportunity to return
to Sparta, but she refuses. Greatly expanding the account of his "principal
acteur," Dictys of Crete, Lemaire relates how the people wish to return
Helen but are forced to let her stay. Helen begs Priam to let her stay and
announces her wishes publicly, thus leaving no doubt as to her complicity
(2:n3-17). Paris divorces and quickly forgets Oenone, a deed that Lemaire
attributes to Helen's witchcraft, thereby further exculpating Paris and
placing more of the blame on the Greek Helen:
Et sur ce passage est a coniecturer, que (peult estre) ladite Heleine

enchanta Paris: car elle estoit fine ouuriere de sauoir composer
certaines potions et bruuages, desquelz quand on vsoit, on
oublioit les choses passees et toute douleur precedente. (2:127- 28;
emphasis added) 18

He then cites a Latin translation ofDiodorus of Sicily: "Potio ab Helena in
praeteritorum obliuionem Telemacho data. Nam potionem ad abolendum
luctum, quam poeta Helenam composuisse scribit." (2:128; The drink that
brings forgetfulness of the past was given by Helen to Telemachus. For
the poet writes that Helen concocted the drink for relieving pain.) 19
Lemaire thus presents yet another parallel between Helen, who uses her
potions to evil ends, and Oenone, who uses her herbal potions or medicines
to heal others (r:191-92).

'7Lemaire places "chatzhuans" or wood owls in hell in the second letter of his Epitres
zr "Letz chatzhuans portans nouvelles males" ["Ugly wood owls bringing bad news"]. Cormorants have traditionally been
associated with greed and rapaciousness. For a discussion of the moral aspect of animal
descriptions in Lemaire's work, see Helene N a"is, LesAnimaux dans la Poisie Franraise de la
Renaissance (Paris: Marcel Didier, r96r), 435-40.
' 8Andfrom this passage one can conjecture, that (perhaps) the said Helen bewitched P aris:
because she was a fine practitioner who knew how to compose certain potions and drinks,
which one used to forget past things and all previous pain.
' 9 Diodorus, r.97.7.
de l'amant vert, ed. Jean Frappier (Geneva: Droz, r948),
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Not only does Lemaire's treatment of sources betray a moral slant,
but Lemaire also sends a powerful yet subtle moral message to his women
readers by juxtaposing two sets of scenes, the two "rape" scenes of Oenone
and the two abduction scenes of Helen. The mirroring is even more
remarkable when one considers the close relationship between rape and
abduction in the laws of the late Middle Ages and Early Renaissance.
Simple forced coitus was not often very clearly distinguished from abduction
in medieval law; both were often referred to as raptus. 20 The Latin rapere
becomes ravir in Old French, and its meaning ranges from forced coitus
to marriage by abduction or elopement. 2 1 Lemaire reflects the lexical
ambiguity in medieval law by using ravir to describe both Paris's abduction
[rauissement] of Helen (2:81) and Apollo's rape of Oenone ("Caril ravit
violentement la fleur de ma jeunesse, et la despouille de man pucelage"
[1:187; For he violently ravished the flower of my youth and the plunder of
my virginity]). Yet, he distinguishes quite clearly between forced coitus
(rape in the modern sense), fornication (voluntary sex between unmarried
people), forced abduction, and voluntary abduction (or elopement) in the
four scenes-all depend on the amount of force and resistance. Apollo
and Theseus use excessive force, while Paris does not. The women display
a proper level of resistance to Apollo and Theseus, but, in reacting to
Paris, they only pretend to resist. By juxtaposing two scenes in which
force is either used or feigned, Lemaire places more blame on Helen and
makes Oenone appear more chaste. By insisting upon the legality of
Paris's marriage to Oenone, he renders Helen's affair with and subsequent
marriage to Paris doubly adulterous.
Although in Les Illustrations, Paris is indeed guilty of committing
adultery and having chosen the wrong Venus (Helen), he repents before
he dies, while Helen remains unrepentant. Again expanding on his preferred
"historical" source, Dictys's Ephemeris, Lemaire conjectures that on his
deathbed Paris expressed a wish to be buried next to Oenone because he
realized that he was wrong to leave her; for she, not Helen, was his legitimate wife. Lemaire then imagines the grieving widow's reaction to the
news of Paris's death and his wish to be buried beside her (2:203-4). 22
Lemaire then contrasts the reactions of the two women to Paris's death.
Helen's grief is short lived, since she immediately marries Paris's brother,

2
°For a discussion of raptus in the Middle Ages, see Brundage, Law, Sex, and Christian
Society, 48, 148, 209-10, 249- 50 and Gravdal, Ravishing Maidens, 6-n.
" Gravdal, Ravishing Maidens, 4-6.
22
l n his Ephemeridos Belli Troiani Libri a Lucio Septimio ex Graeco in Latinum
Sermonem Translati, ed. Werner Eisenhut (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1958), Dictys relates
O enone's death scene in the following manner:
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Deiphobus, while Oenone is inconsolable. Lemaire hopes to prescribe the
response of his readers by describing Oenone's grief in great detail; her cries
become pitiful "vlulations feminines" [feminine wailings] that penetrate the
hearts of those who hear them (2:204-5). Lemaire describes Paris's funeral
march and tells his readers that if they had seen it they would have seen a
"piteux rencontre" [pitiful scene]; and when Oenone sees Paris's body, she
faints, presenting a ''piteux regard" (2:206, emphasis added; pitiful sight).
In fact, the author uses the terms piteux or pitoyable eleven times in the
scene (2:203-8). Finally, Oenone, still chaste and true to her first and only
love, dies of grief on Paris's corpse (2:208-9).
The sight of such mourning, Lemaire assures the reader, was so pitiful
that all those who witnessed it were unable to keep from crying. By insisting
on the reactions of those who witnessed the scene, he hopes to evoke the
same response in his readers. At crucial points in the narrative, he observes,
"tous les autres parens et amis, tant delle comme de Paris, estoient tous
transportez de douleur" [all the relatives and friends, hers as well as Paris's,
were overcome with pain], "ny auoit nul qui se sceust contenir de grand pitie"
[ there was not a soul who could refrain from feeling great pity], and "les
assistans grans et petis fondoient tous en larmes tacitement" [ the spectators
both great and small silently bur~t into tears], and, at the death of Oenone,
"ny auoit si dur coeur qui ne creuast de pitii, et qui ne noyast en multitude
de larmes" [there was not such a hard heart that it did not break with pity
and drown in a multitude of tears; 2:207-8, emphasis added.] Thus, he
leaves no reader unsure of the appropriate response.
Lemaire no doubt felt it would be particularly appealing to his female
readers to call upon their pity. In fact, several writers of the period refer to
interim Alexandri funus per partem aliam portae ad Oenonem, quae ei
ante Helenae raptum nupserat, necessarii sui, uti sepeliretur, perferunt.
sed fertur Oenonem viso cadavere Alexandri adeo commotam, uti amissa
mente obstupefieret ac paulatim per maerorem deficiente animo concideret.
atque ita uno eodem funere cum Alexandro contegitur. (4.21; At Troy, in a
different direction, the relatives of Alexander, who were seeing to his burial,
were carrying his body to Oenone. They say that Oenone-she had been
married to him before his abduction of Helen-was so shocked by the
sight of his body that she lost all power of speech, lost her spirit and,
gradually being overwhelmed by grief, fell down dead. And thus a single
tomb held her and him. The Trojan War: The Chronicles ofDictys ofCrete and
Dares the Phrygian, trans. R. M. Frazer, Jr. [Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1966], 100.)
Dictys's account differs from Greek mythological sources in which the jealous Oenone
refuses to use her medical knowledge to cure her wounded husband. Although she later
repents, it is too late. Finding Paris dead, she commits suicide. See Apollodorus, The
Library, 3.12.6; Parthenius, The Love Romances and Other Fragments, 4.1-7; and Qyintus
Smyrnaeus, The Fall of Troy, 10.259-331, 411-89.
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women's natural compassion and pity. 23 A few years earlier, Lemaire had
written the tragic Epitre de l'amant vert (1505) for Margaret of Austria, which
greatly pleased not only his patron but also the ladies of France, especially
Anne ofBritanny. Margaret wrote a few lines to him in appreciation:
Ton escritoire ha si bonne pratique,
Qye si m' en crois sera bien estimee.
Parquoy concluds: Ensuis sa Rhetorique:
Car tu scais bien que par moy est aymee. (_p6) 24
Anne of Brittany and the ladies of France apparently also expressed their
appreciation, because a few months later he wrote a sequel, La Seconde Epitre
de l'amant vert, which was also well received. In the second letter, he praises
Anne and tells how the French queen, moved to pity, even memorized the
epitaph of the first poem:
La dame illustre et portant sceptre en France,
Laquelle eust dueil de ma griefve souffrance:
Anne est son nom, des Bretons grand duchesse,
Anne, aux Franc;ois bienheureuse princesse.
Certes, mon cueur a l'honnourer se tire,
Veu qu'elle eust dueil demon doulent martire
Et scet encor (ne s'en fault ung parraffe)
Comme par cueur, mon doulent epitaphe;
Non que pour moy ne que pour ma value
(Ce sc;ay je bien) la mienne epistre ayt leue,
Mais en faveur de toy, en ton amour,
Pitiil'a meu d'estimer ma clamour.25

1
JAlain Chartier, whom Lemaire greatly admired, refers to women's natural pity in a
reply to criticism levelled at "La Belle Dame sans Mercy," entitled "L'Excusacion aux
Dames": "Doulceur, courtoisie, amitie / Sont les vertuz de noble femme,/ Et le droit
logeis de Pitie / Est ou cuer d'une belle dame" (365; Sweetness, kindness, affection / Are
the virtues of the noble woman,/ And the true dwelling place of Pity/ Is in the heart of a
beautiful lady] and "Pitie en cuer de dame siet / Ainsi qu'en !'or le dyamant, / Mais sa
vertu pas ne s'assiet / Tousjours au plaisir de l'amant" (367; Pity suits the heart of a lady/
As a diamond in gold, I But her virtue does not always suit/ The lover's convenience].
Symphorien Champier, Lemaire's friend and author of a defense of women, La Nef des
dames vertueuses (Lyon, 1503), states that women are by nature more compassionate and full
of pity than men (1.1).
1
4Your writing has such good style, / That, if you believe me, it will be esteemed; /
Therefore I conclude: Pursue your rhetoric: / Because you know that it pleases me.
1
lJean Lemaire de Belges, Les Epitres de /'amant vert, ed. Jean Frappier (Geneva: Droz,
1948), 36-37; emphasis added. [The noble lady who now reigns in France was grieved by
my great suffering; Anne is her name, the duchess of Bretons, Anne, the princess of the
French. My heart strives to honor her, since she was grieved by my painful martyrdom and
still knows by heart my sad epitaph (very nearly a paragraph); neither for my merit nor for
me did she read my letter (this I know well), but out of respect and love for you, pity
moved her to listen to my lament.]
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Pity also moved other female readers of the first Epitre:
Si m'est ma mort plus belle et speci:euse
Qye ne fut oncq la vie graci:euse,
Veu que mon nom, mes armes et mon tiltre
Sont ennobliz par celle triste epistre
Qye j'escriviz quand la mort me pres so it
Et le plaisir de vivre descroissoit;
Dont maintenant maintes dames la lisent
Et entredeux les piteux motz eslisent,
Pour en avoir quelque compass:ion:
Cela leur est noble occupafion. 26
Thus, pity is not only a natural attribute of women, but, according to
Lemaire, a work that elicits pity offers women a "noble occupation'' like the
"occupation voluptueuse, et non pas inutile" [sensual yet useful occupation]
of Les Illustrations. Although Lemaire did not publish the first volume of
Les Illustrations until 1511, he had already begun work on it when he wrote
the first Epitre in 1505 and the second in 1509. The enthusiastic response
of his female readers to Les Epitres de l'amant vert would no doubt have
found an echo in Les Illustrations; in fact, he even published the text of the
two Epitres with the first volume of Les Illustrations. 27
After the pitiful scene of Paris's and Oenone's deaths, Lemaire continues his account of the coldhearted and unrepentant Helen. Citing Virgil,
he writes that Helen not only signalled to the Greek army from the walls
_ of Troy but also guided her husband, Menelaus, to the chamber of
Deiphobus, her new husband, whom she had deprived of arms (2:219).2 8
Lemaire's invective against the "very perverse" Helen, reunited with
Menelaus over the body of Deiphobus, is the strongest yet:
0 chienne tresdetestable, lisse enragee et vipere tresdangereuse!
Combien y ha il de difference de toy a la noble Nymphe
Pegasis Oenone? Certes, autant quil y ha de chois dune chieure
infame a vne brebis noble, dune femme chaste a vne paillarde:
et autant quil y ha de distance entre vn doux courage feminin
plein dam our pudique, et vne affection de louue eschauffee, qui
26

Lemaire, Epitres, 19; emphasis added. [Thus is my death more beautiful and fine
than my earthly life ever was, since my name, my arms, and my title have acquired such
fame through that sad letter I wrote as death approached and the joy of life was diminishing;
now many ladies read it and choose among its words of pity. Thus they show compassion:
It is a noble occupation for them.]
'7Another echo appears in La Couronne Margaritique, which Lemaire completed in 1505
but which did not appear in print until long after his death: "Dames d'honneur, de pitii les
maistresses, I Desployez cy, voz hauts eris feminins" (4:37, emphasis added; Maids of honor,
masters of pity, I Deploy your noble, feminine cries here).
28
Virgil, Aeneid, 6.509-34.
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nappete que !execution de son ardeur libidineuse et effrenee.
Comment oses tu tant demourer en vie? Ne vois tu point que
ta ribaudise ha honny et contamine toute ceste noble maison, et
que ta luxure puante ha mis aneant la hautesse dun si triomphant
lignage? 0 visage de Seraine a queue de couleuure, orde vile
meretrice, toute pourrie et vermolue diniquite, tu rends bien vn
guerdon serpentin de lhonneur quon te fait. (2:219-20) 9
2

Again Lemaire compares Helen to the chaste Oenone, adding that either
she should kill herself or Menelaus should kill her, rather than make love to
her. But Helen's life is spared even though many Greeks call for her death.
At this point Lemaire cuts short his narration of the fall of Troy to
retain his focus on Helen: "ma narration determinee ne sarreste singulierement fors sur Heleine" (2:223; my narration is centered on Helen alone).
Bemoaning the fact that he finds little about Menelaus and Helen after
the fall of Troy, he nonetheless cites several "acteurs" who relate the
adventures of Menelaus and Helen on their way back to Sparta. Citing
Jacopo da Bergamo, who in turn sites Isocrates, Lemaire provides a moral
anecdote on the effects of age on Helen's beauty. When Helen became old
and wrinkled, he says, she looked in her mirror and laughed at "la folie de
ceux qui par si grand ardeur et obstination auoient poursuiuy vne si aspre
guerre pour vne chose si caduque et de si petite duree" [the folly of those
who in grand ardor and obstination had pursued a very bitter war for such
a decrepit and short-lived thing] and, Lemaire adds, "vrayement elle auoit
raison de sen truffer" (2:227; she surely had reason to make fun of them).3°
He finds no further mention of Helen until her death, which. he
recounts in two different ways, both to her discredit. Lemaire alters his
first source, Dio Chrysostom, to claim that Helen was killed within the
walls ofTroy by her nephew Orestes (2:227, 236-45). However, Dio only says
that Helen, the object of Orestes' plotting, was not to be found when her
brothers appeared.3' His second source, Antonio Volsco, in his commentary
on Hermione's letter to Orestes in Ovid's Heroides, states that Helen was
90h detestable bitch, mad dog, and dangerous viper! How much difference is there
between you and the noble nymph Pegasis Oenone? Surely as much as there is between a
squalid nanny goat and a noble ewe, between a chaste woman and a whore: and as much
as there is between a sweet feminine heart full of chaste love, and the affection of a she-wolf
in heat who only wishes to fulfill her libidinous and unbridled lust. How dare you remain
alive? Do you not see that your licentiousness has shamed and contaminated this noble
family, and that your stinking lust has annihilated the nobility of a triumphant lineage?
Oh, siren's face with a snake's tail, ugly, vile strumpet, all rotten and worm-eaten with sin,
you offer a serpent's reward in return for the honor bestowed upon you.
0
l Jacopo da Bergamo, Supplementum chronicorum (Paris, 1535).
3 'Dio Chrysostom, II.136 . Here Lemaire cites Dio's eleventh, or Trojan, discourse,
though he later refutes it as unreliable and false (2:236-45).
2
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thrown out of Sparta after the death of Menelaus and, taking refuge on
the island of Rhodes with O!ieen Polyxo, was hanged by the women of that
country, who hated her for causing the death of their king, Tlepolemus
(2:229).32 Lemaire, again filling in the gaps, conjectures why Helen was
exiled from Sparta:
La cause pourquoy ilz lexillerent en cest estat, iceluy acteur ne la
met point: mais il est apresupposer, que ce fut pource quelle estoit
haye de tout le monde, a cause des grans maux qui auoient este
perpetrez pour lamour delle. (2:229; emphasis added)33

Even though the sources offer conflicting accounts, the moral import is the
same: she got what she deserved. In both instances, Lemaire relates Helen's
death as briefly as he did her love scene with Paris. He apparently does
not wish to elicit any pity from his audience at her death. In the prologue
to the second book, he characterizes Oenone's death as "trespiteuse" and
"treshonnorable," whereas Helen, who died "en plus grand malheur et
misere" [in great adversity and misery], deserved her fate (2:3). Lemaire
dismisses Helen by surmising that no one mourned her nor troubled to
give her a proper burial, and he scoffs at the ignorance of those who later
treated her as a goddess (2:230-34).
Lemaire knew that the Trojan legend was popular with the ladies of
France, to whom he dedicated Les Illustrations. For centuries, the Franks
had traced their ancestry back to Troy through Francus, the son of Hector.
By transforming the romance of Paris, Oenone, and Helen into a tragedy
that evokes the audience's pity and fear, Lemaire appealed to the natural
compassion and pity of his women readers for the guileless Oenone and
to their fear that their male relatives might, like Paris, fall prey to an
unnatural, immoral, and pitiless woman, like the Greek Helen.
The symmetry evident in the tragedy offered Lemaire's readers clear
points of comparison between the two women, allowing the author to
portray Paris's abduction of Helen as an elopement rather than a true
J1Antonio Volsco, P. Ovidii Nasonis Heroides Commentantibus (Venice, 1525), describes
Helen's death as follows:
Herodotus ex Aegypto reductam esse Helenam contendit: quam post mortuum
Menelaum Nicostratus & Megapethus [sic] Spartani eiecerunt, Rhodum concessit ad
Polyxenam [sic] Tlepolemi uxorem veteri freta amicitia, ancillae arbori illam suspenderunt:
quoniam causam belli Troiani dederat : in quo fuerat Tlepolemus trucidatus. (39r;
Herodotus contended that Helen was brought home out of Egypt but after Menelaus's
death the Spartans Nicostratus and Megapenthes threw her out. Trusting in a long-standing
friendship, she went to Rhodes to Polyxo, Tlepolemus's wife, whose maidservants hanged her
from a tree because she was the cause of the Trojan War in which Tlepolemus was killed.)
llThe reason they threw her out, this author does not mention: but it can be surmised that
it was because she was hated by everyone because of the great evils that had been perpetrated
for her sake.
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abduction and to draw a clearer contrast between the chaste Oenone and
the adulterous Helen. In the tragedy of Les Illustrations, Oenone, the
chaste and innocent victim and only legitimate wife of Paris, suffers a tragic
and pitiful fate, while Helen, the unrepentant adulteress, meets a welldeserved and singularly untragic end. To construct mirror images of the
two women, Lemaire chose as his two main sources Dictys of Crete's
Ephemeris and Ovid's Heroides, expanding both, and then he ignored,
altered, or refuted other works, such as Dio Chrysostom's "Trojan Discourse."
Lemaire's treatment of sources bears evidence that the author's moral and
aesthetic objectives took precedence over fidelity to his sources in his
account of the tragedy of Paris, Oenone, and Helen.
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"With Holy Importunitie,
with a Pious Impudencie":
John Donne's Attempts to Provoke Election
Raymond-Jean Frontain
University of Central Arkansas

D

onne's use of the imperative when addressing God in the
Divine Poems is a maneuver designed to resolve a particularly
Protestant dilemma, the same dilemma confronted by the
speaker of Elegy 19 under another guise.' As C. L. Barber and Richard P.
Wheeler have pointed out, the reformers' dismantling of "much of the
Catholic apparatus of worship in order to isolate the individual worshiper
in direct rapport with God through faith .. . put worshipers at risk in new
ways. In areas where the Reformation triumphed, extraordinary anxiety
could be generated by the absolute importance conferred upon the individual's faith in the grace of a God no longer accessible through the ritual
work of the church, and whose eternal wrath toward those not saved was
beyond the mitigation both of the church and of individual action." 2 The
speakers of Elegy 19 and of the Holy Sonnets betray just such an anxiety.
The first recognizes women not only as the mystic book whose revelation
assures "salvation" but also as dispensers of the imputed grace without
which males cannot be made worthy of receiving that revelation. The
speaker of the Sonnets ponders the same problematic dependency:
Yet grace, if thou repent, thou canst not lacke;
But who shall give thee that grace to beginne?
("Oh my blacke Soule!" lines 9-10)
' See Heather Asals, "John Donne and the Grammar of Redemption," English Studies in
Canada 5 (1979): 125-39 for a provocative explanation of the prominent use of the imperative
in the Holy Sonnets.
Qyotation of the poetry is from The Complete Poetry ofJohn Donne, ed . John T.
Shawcross (Garden City: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1967). For convenience' sake, however,
I use the numerical titles of Holy Sonnet 14 for "Batter my heart" and Elegy 19 for "Going
to Bed," now nearly conventional in discussions of this poetry.
1
C. L. Barber, Creating Elizabethan Tragedy: The Theater ofMarlowe and Kyd, ed.
with an intro. by Richard P. Wheeler (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), 22-23.
I quote Wheeler's summary of Barber's analysis of the historical context for Dr. Faustus.
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Prevenient grace, needed to begin the action of repentance, is available
only from God, who has as yet given the speaker no sign of his election.
God, the only member of the relationship capable of initiating the work
of the speaker's salvation, must act but is "inaccessible," in Barber and
Wheeler's words, through traditional channels. The imperative is used in
each poem, I believe, as part of the speaker's frantic attempt to do nothing
less than-impossible as it may be-provoke his own election.
In this essay I analyze first the problem faced by believers like
Donne who find their desire to be subsumed into the sacred intensified to
a fever pitch by their recurring failure to be so. I then consider the rhetorical campaign undertaken by the speaker of the Sonnets to be "imputed
righteous." Although Donne's attempt to order and control his world
linguistically has as its ultimate model the Book of Genesis, in which an
all-powerful spirit or breath bespeaks the world into being, I disagree
vehemently with Thomas Docherty's conclusion that Donne's poetic
"contrivances" (among them the operations analyzed below) are intended
"to translate his own weak auctoritas into the status of the all-powerful
Logos, the self-creating, self-enacting, self-fulfilling Word" and thus "to
make his own authority as powerful, absolutizing, anterior, original or
primary as that of the divine Word of the creating God."3 Rather, I argue
that Donne models his use of the imperative upon a similar operation in
certain psalms which simultaneously implore and assure the Lord's action
on the speaker's behalf. Far from betraying sexual or religious chutzpah,
Donne's posture of what he calls in the Devotions "holy importunitie, ...
pious impudencie" 4 is the defensive stance of a speaker acutely conscious
ofimpending fragmentation and dissolution. That such a posture is taken
within poems at either pole of Donne's religio-sexual imagination suggests
just how basic the problem was for him.
Prevenient Grace: Protestantism's Catch-22

Article X of The Thirty-Nine Articles ofthe Church

ofEngland holds:

The condition of man after the fall of Adam is such, that he
cannot turn and prepare himself, by his own natural strength
and good works, to faith, and calling upon God. Wherefore we
have no power to do good works pleasant and acceptable to
God, without the Grace of God by Christ preventing us, that

Thomas Docherty,]ohn Donne, Undone (London: Methuen, 1986), 59.
John Donne, Devotions upon Emergent Occasions, ed. Anthony Raspa (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1987), 52 (Expostulation 10).
3

4
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we may have a good will, and working with us when we have
that good will.5

Protestants insisted that mortals could neither earn salvation nor
understand God's reasons for electing those whom he chose; "I . .. will be
gracious to whom I will be gracious," the Lord had said in Exodus 33:19, 6
"and will shew mercy on whom I will shew mercy." The redemption of
humankind can be accomplished only through the imputed merit of Christ.
"Not by works of righteousness which we have done," Paul instructed Titus,
"but according to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and
renewing of the Holy Ghost" (Titus 3:5). The work ofindividual salvation
is initiated, in the words of William Perkins, when God extends to the
individual his prevenient or "preventing" grace-that is, "when God of his
mercie sets and imprints in the minde a new light, in the will a new qualitie
or inclination, in the heart new affections."7 As Donne notes in his sermons,
people can only cooperate with God's prevenient grace; they cannot instigate
the process of their own salvation:
No man can begin it, no man can proceed in it of himselfe.
The desire and the actuall beginning is from the preventing
grace of God. 8

sReprinted in William H. Halewood, The Poetry of Grace: Reformation Themes and
Structures in English Seventeenth-Century Poetry (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), vii.
Milton's Father offers a convenient summary of the Protestant paradigm of redemption;
see Paradise Lost 3:17r90 and 290-94, in John Milton, Complete Poetry and Major Prose,
ed. Merritt Y. Hughes (New York: Macmillan, 1957).
6All quotations from the Bible are taken from the King James Version.
7Qyoted in C. A. Patrides, Milton and the Christian Tradition (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1966), 203. I am generally indebted to chap. 7, 187-219, "Prevenient Grace Descending:
The Concept of Grace," for a lucid analysis of Protestant understandings of the need for
grace. Compare Barbara Kiefer Lewalski's description of the Protestant paradigm of salvation
in Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth-Century Religious Lyric (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1979), 20-23; William Haller's The Rise of Puritanism, 2d ed.
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1984), 86-94; and Charles H. George and
Katherine George's excellent distinctions between Protestant and Catholic understandings
of the salvation process in The Protestant Mind of the English Reformation, r570- r640
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961), 32-33, 44-45. As R. V. Young points out, however, "Continental Catholic poets were equally sensitive to man's hopeless sinfulness
before God and radical dependence on his grace" (Jo); in support of this, he quotes St. John
of the Cross's assertion of the principle of prevenient grace, that "without his [God's] grace
one is unable to merit his grace" (22-23). See his "Donne's Holy Sonnets and the Theology
of Grace" in Bright Shootes ofEverlastingnesse: The Seventeenth-Century Religious Lyric, ed.
Claude J. Summers and Ted-Larry Pebworth (Columbia: University of Missouri Press,
1988), 20-39.
8
John Donne, The Sermons ofJohn Donne, ed. Evelyn M. Simpson and George R.
Potter, 10 vols. (Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 195r62), 2:305.
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When all is done, still it is the Preventing Power, and quality
of that Grace, that did all that in me .... all my co-operation
is but a post-operation, a working by the Power of that Allpreventing Grace. [Sermons ns3]

Despite its intention of putting the individual in more direct contact
with God, Protestantism's rejection of worldly spiritual authorities and
comforting mechanisms-such as priests capable of granting absolution
for sin in the confessional and the indulgences attached to certain performances-made understanding one's spiritual condition a difficult and
troubling process. The problem, as both church historians and literary
critics have pointed out, is essentially that "the elect were those who felt
themselves to be elect." 9 Calvin.ism's insistence that the only true sign of
election was a highly subjective inner assurance, not works or outward
behavior, easily wreaked havoc upon the nervous religious sensibilities of
those already pained by consciousness of their innate depravity. Thus, in
one interpretation Dr. Faustus's excruciating fear that he is damned risks
becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy, his anxiety growing into a despair
that renders him incapable of accepting the grace that is freely being
offered him. The fundamental paradox of Protestant, particularly Puritan,
belief is that "he that never doubted, never believed," for as Arthur Dent
counselled his parishioners, "The more grace we have, the more quicke
are we in the feeling of corruption." 10 Maintaining the assurance of election
in the face of quickened consciousness of oneself as a "lump of sin'' proved
too much for the many who fell into a hysterical, paralyzing despair.
This is what I would call Protestantism's catch-22. Recognition of the
absolute depravity of humankind and of-from a human point of viewthe absolute arbitrariness of redemption creates an unbearable tension
within the individual. While Roman Catholic teaching could leave one in
9 Christopher Hill, as quoted by Martha Tuck Rozett in The Doctrine ofElection and the
Emergence ofElizabethan Tragedy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), u-12 n. 13.
With Barber's Creating Elizabethan Tragedy, Rozett's book offers an excellent introduction

to the literary ramifications of this theological catch-22; see esp. 12, 4J-45·
As Richard Marius points out, there was no unanimity of opinion as to how a Protestant
might know he is saved, but Marius gives a summary of the debate in his Thomas More: A
Biography (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984), 319-21, as well as a brief analysis of the
problem of handling doubt within the Protestant scheme of justification by faith, 266-68.
Compare John King, English Reformation Literature: The Tudor Origins ofthe Protestant
T radition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), 156-57. On one preacher's need
"to give encouragement to those who even after conversion are afflicted ... by fears of
their own election," see Haller, Rise ofPuritanism, 144. This theological catch-22 leads to a
social one as well for, as Haller points out, even while emphasizing the doctrine of election,
Calvinist preachers could not risk alienating the masses they hoped to attract by suggesting
that the majority of them were predestined to damnation, 169.
10
As quoted in Rozett, D octrine ofElection, 44.
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fear of eternal damnation for a single sin that sudden death prevented one
from repenting of, despite a nearly blameless life, it offered the mitigating
doctrine of Purgatory along with reassurance provided by the doctrine of
indulgences and the intercession of the Virgin Mary and the saints. In doing
away with what had risked becoming a heavily mechanical approach to
devotion, the Protestant doctrine of election allowed spiritually nervous
individuals like Martin Luther the peace of mind that one sin committed
at his life's end could not undermine a lifetime of righteousness. But the
absolute arbitrariness of God's electing only those whom He will save created a new, perhaps even greater, trauma. If there is no way one can be saved
without God's prevenient grace, there is also no way one can ensure its
reception, no matter how anxiously one prays. Assurance, the highly subjective proof that election has been granted, can easily be overwhelmed
by heartfelt repugnance at one's own sinfulness and innate depravity,
which likewise accompanies true repentance. The more conscious people
are of their own sinfulness, the more frantic they become to feel the action
of prevenient grace, and-paradoxically-the more they are liable to doubt
they have been elected, because such anxiety is the very antithesis of the
peace of mind that characterizes assurance, which (catch-22!) is the only
proof one has of one's election. The more anxiously people hope for a sign
of their election, the more they risk feeling that they are not of the elect.
Donne's speakers seemed to find this tension unbearable. Publicly,
as Charles and Katherine George conclude, Donne himself resolved the
problem in his later career as a preacher: "John Donne ventured nearer
than any other spokesman of English Protestantism in the period to that
ultimate radicalism in the predestinarian argument by means of which,
indeed, the entire problem with its inevitable contradictions and logical
obscurities disappears: the assertion of the literal boundlessness of God's
mercy and the consequent salvation of all men."" The more private religious
poems, however, are a very different matter. Throughout the Divine Poems,
Donne's speakers stand as individuals who ardently desire salvation but have
had as yet no sure sign of their election. They seem caught in a spiritual
no-man's land, unable to truly repent without the gift of prevenient grace,
yet so conscious of the blackness of their sins that they hardly dare hope to
receive it. Condemned to wait as patiently as possible, they oftentimes grow
increasingly agitated as the period of waiting lengthens. This, at least, is
the situation of the speaker in Donne's Holy Sonnets, the movement of
whose thought, Robert Shaw observes, "is often like that of a squirrel in
its cage." What Shaw calls Donne's "passive posture" stems
"George and George, Protestant Mind, 70.
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from a fear of taking any initiative which is not clearly urged
upon him by Heaven. "Yet grace, if thou repent, thou canst not
lacke," he reasons with himself [in "Oh my blacke Soule!"],
only to dash this comforting thought to pieces in the next line:
"But who shall give thee that grace to begin?" Although the
possibility of such grace is held out as a hope .. . , it is not
apparent anywhere in the sonnets that Donne has experienced
it as a reality-has received justification, as theology would say. 12

Peace of mind is impossible for the speaker without some sign of his election, yet any uneasiness of mind may be a sign of perdition. As Arnold Stein
notes, "So long as that question [of justification in 'Oh my blacke Soule!']
can be raised it is unanswerable." 1J
Noting "the fact that Donne refers to Jesus in the third person far
more often than he speaks to him directly," Jeffrey G. Sobosan concludes
that, unlike Herbert, Donne had a limited awareness of Christ's presence. 14
The Holy Sonnets, I will presently argue, describe the process by which one
tries to believe in the process of one's own salvation. Donne, as Sobosan
points out, did not have the comfort of an inevitably present God, as
Herbert had; it is impossible to think of Donne's being quietly and
affectionately chastised as "Child!" Herbert's willing abnegation of his will
before the will of the Father was impossible for a person as intellectually
forceful as Donne, whose mind was given to making endless analytical
distinctions-who "felt" his thoughts as intensely as T. S. Eliot claims
Donne did. Donne's problem is similar to that of Marlowe's Dr. Faustus
when faced with the tautology that the reward of sin is death, yet if we say
we have no sin then we deceive ourselves. How does a mind as sharp as
Donne's or Faustus's make that leap of faith to believe in Christ's mercy?
11
Robert B. Shaw, The Call of God: The Theme of Vocation in the Poetry ofDonne and
Herbert (N.p.: Cowley Publications, 1981), 51. Louis L. Martz likewise speculates that
many of the H oly Sonnets may have been written specifically out of Donne's struggle with
the problem of election; see Shaw's The Poetry ofMeditation: A Study ofEnglish Religious
Literature of the Seventeeth Century, rev. ed. (New H aven: Yale University Press, 1962),
219-20.
'Jfunold Stein,]ohn Donne's Lyrics: The Eloquence ofAction (1962; reprinted, New York:
Octagon Books, 1980), 193. John Stachniewski comments upon the passivity of the speaker
as he waits for God's grace to irresistibly seize him; see his "John Donne: The Despair of
the 'Holy Sonnets,"' ELH 48 (Winter 1981): 677-705, particularly 688-89 . On Donne's
specifically Calvinist idea of grace, see Paul R. Sellin,]ohn Donne and "Calvinist" Views of
Grace (Amsterdam: VU Boekharidel/Uitgeverij, 1983), chap. 1, 5-15.
14 lndeed, Sobosan demonstrates, Donne's picture ofJesus seems limited to the crucified
and suffering Lord whose pain makes Donne even more aware of his own unworthiness.
Whereas H erbert's spiritual self-confidence allows him to engage in dialogue with divinity,
"Donne's religious poetry reflects most often a dialectic within himself" (396). See Jeffrey G.
Sobosan, "Call and Response-The Vision of God in John Donne and George Herbert,"
Religious Studies 13 (1977): 395-407.
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How does one give oneself over to the feeling of salvation when rationally
one has every reason to believe that one's very anxiety may be a sign of
inevitable damnation? Faustus could not do it and was damned. 15 Donne's
speaker is far more ingenious. Ifhe is helpless to act on his own behalf, yet
unable to patiently bear painful uncertainty, then perhaps his only hope lies
in trying to provoke God to reveal His intentions. That is, ifhe must wait
until God makes the first move and extends to him the prevenient grace
that will allow him to feel justified in his election and encouraged to persevere in his discombobulating "Divorce to All," then perhaps he might try
to provoke God into tipping His hand. This, I think, is the essential action
of the Holy Sonnets.
Provoking God

Surprisingly, discussions of Donne's Holy Sonnets have concentrated
largely on the speaker's meditative activity as an attempt to restore his sinweakened intellect, rekindle his affections, and redirect his will-or, after
his sin-weakened faculties have been restored by grace, to atone for his
heretofore imperfect contrition and reconcile himself to the God whom
he has yet to love fully and disinterestedly. 16 But it is equally profitable to
read the Sonn ets in terms of the rhetorical actions directed not simply
towards the speaker's self but towards God, their supposed reader or auditor.
It is as much He whom they attempt to rouse to action as it is the speaker's
debased memory, understanding, and will. Acutely and painfully conscious
of the theological implications of his unworthiness, and of the consequent
dire necessity of God's providing him with the prevenient grace that will
justify him, the speaker of the Holy Sonnets must rhetorically provoke divine
intrusion into his personal history, that its end might be revealed. "Impute
me righteous," begs the speaker in "This is my playes last scene," and to this
end are put such devices as impassioned questioning, an almost irrational
switching of person and address, and-most shockingly-the audacious
imperative when speaking directly to God.

'5See Rozett, D octrine ofElection, chap. 7, 20g-46, and Barber, Creating Elizabethan
Tragedy, chap. 2, 87-130 .
16 Most writers since 1954 have taken their cue from Martz's Poetry of Meditation and
focused upon the H oly Sonnets as meditative exercises designed to assist the speaker in his
spiritual combat. See, for examples, J. B. Leishman, The M onarch of Wit: An Analytical and
Comparative Study ofthe Poetry ofJohn D onne, 7th ed. (London: Hutchinson, 1965), 264-65;
Douglas Peterson, "John Donne's H oly Sonnets and the Anglican Doctrine of Contrition,"
St udies in Philology 56 (1959): 504-18; Halewood, Poetry of Grace, 80-84; Patrick Grant, The
Transformation of Sin: Studies in D onne, Herbert, Vaughan, and Traherne (Montreal: McGillQyeens University Press, 1974), chap. 2, 401 2; and Lewalski, Protestant Poetics.
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Consider "As due by many titles," the poem printed first in several
arrangements of the Holy Sonnets. The sonnet begins with the speaker
quietly addressing God, enumerating his many obligations to his Creator:
As due by many titles I resigne
My selfe to thee, 0 God, first I was made
By thee, and for thee, and when I was decay' d
Thy blood bought that, the which before was thine[.]
(lines 1-4)

The initial tone of humble resignation and of calm, logical, dispassionate
thought shifts subtly in the second quatrain, however, as the speaker's
iteration of the reasons for his resignation also suggests the reason why
such resignation is so necessary at this particular moment. Although
"decay'd" generically by Adam's sin and redeemed by Christ's crucifixion,
the speaker has individually "betray'd" the divine Spirit inherent in him as
a son of God and is consequently in desperate need of God's further action
on his behalf if he is not to be lost eternally to sin and Satan.
I am thy sonne, made with thy selfe to shine,
Thy servant, whose paines thou hast still repaid,
Thy sheepe, thine Image, and till I betray' d
My selfe, a temple of thy Spirit divine[.]
(lines 5-8)

Gratitude for past acts (lines 3-4) gives way to anxiety over present necessity
as, unable to restrain his feelings of immediate danger, the speaker breaks
into impassioned questioning:
Why doth the devill then usurpe in mee?
Why doth he steale, nay ravish that's thy right?
(lines 9-rn)

The final lines emphatically state the conditions of the speaker's salvation,
succinctly summarizing the drama of his election:
Except thou rise and for thine owne worke fight,
Oh I shall soone despaire, when I doe see
That thou lov'st mankind well, yet wilt not chuse me.
And Satan hates mee, yet is loth to lose mee.
(lines 11-14)

The sonnet is both an inwardly directed meditation in which the
speaker acknowledges his own sinfulness and resigns himself to the will of an
omnipotent God, and an outwardly directed address to that all-powerful
God who alone can save him from eternal damnation. This ambivalence
is dramatically rendered in the controlling metaphor of the contract, for
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as the speaker reiterates his many obligations to his Creator, he implicitly
reminds God of His reciprocal obligation to His creature. The contract is
a feudal one, in which the speaker promises his liege lord unquestioning
service in return for his lord's protection against attack from his enemies.
Because the speaker has "betray'd" the fortress of his body, which is the
temple of the Holy Spirit, to sin (just as Reason, God's "viceroy," betrays
the gates of the city to Satan in "Batter my heart"), his only hope now is
to stir his feudal lord's possessive feelings and rally Him to fight for what
by many titles is His. Suspended between one ruler (Satan) who perversely fights for him although he does not love him and another (God)
who perhaps even more perversely loves him but has yet to fight for
him, the speaker is on the verge of despair, traditionally the unforgiveable
sin against the Holy Spirit (Matt. 12:32). The urgency of his condition
makes God's immediate action all the more imperative. Thus, even while
admitting his sinfulness and acquiescing in divine disposition of his spiritual life, the speaker entreats-or tries to provoke-God to act on his
behalf
The conditional mood governing the last four lines of "As due by
many titles" ("Except thou rise and for thine owne worke fight, / Oh I
shall soone despaire . .. ") subtly attempts to goad God either to "chuse"
the speaker or to acknowledge His abandonment of him to Satan.
Emboldened by the anxiety that any further silence on God's part will seal
his fate, the speaker comes just short of commanding God to rise up and
fight for His creature. In other sonnets the speaker is not so linguistically
coy but becomes audacious in his use of the imperative when addressing
God: "Powre new seas in mine eyes ... Or wash ... And burne me" ("I am
a little world made cunningly"); "Show me deare Christ, thy spouse
... Betray ... thy spouse .. . let myne amorous soule ... " ("Show me
deare Christ, thy spouse"); "let them sleepe, Lord ... Teach mee how to
repent" ("At the round earths imagin'd corners"); "Repaire me now"
("Thou hast made me"); and "Impute me righteous" ("This is my playes
last scene"). Certainly the most famous example of such a maneuver to
provoke election is "Batter my heart," the entire sonnet being a series of
passionately expressed commands that are as violent as the renewing
actions for which they call: "Batter my heart ... o'erthrow mee ...
Divorce mee .. . Take mee to you, imprison mee." Driven to despair, the
speaker of Donne's Holy Sonnets risks commanding God because he has
no time to entreat Him respectfully or engage Him in coy dialogue. As
Richard Waswo has observed, "The habitual mood of Donne's devotion is
the imperative pleading of prayer . . . even in those poems that present his
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faith in its most fully realized form."'7 Analyzing a similar use of the
imperative voice or optative mood in Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra,
Maynard Mack says that it expresses "hearts continually press[ing] forward with their longings." 18 In Donne's case, this might be qualified as
violently pressing forward with desperate longing.
Related strategies are used as well by the speaker of Donne's Holy
Sonnets to enlist God in his cause. For example, the questions asked in
lines 9-ro of "As due" betray the speaker's Job-like incomprehension of
God's disposing of events; the "then" in line ro suggests he is drawing a
conclusion from all that has gone before that is at odds with those premises.
Frustrated by the illogicality of his situation, he asks similar questions in
other sonnets designed to engage the attention of an inscrutable God:
"Thou hast made me, And shall thy worke decay?" At times the questions
fall just short of outright accusations of injustice: "If poysonous mineralls
... Cannot be damn'd; Alas; why should I bee?" he asks in a sonnet replete
with questions. Qyestioning seems to be his only way of releasing his
frustration and giving voice to his agony. All the while, however, he recognizes-like Job-his own unworthiness to challenge an omnipotent
1
7Richard Waswo, The Fatal Mirror: Themes and Techniques in the Poetry of Fulke
Greville (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1972), 131. Donne uses the imperative
in other Divine Poems as well: in "A Hymne to Christ" ("Put thou thy sea betwixt my sinnes
and thee," line n); in the stanza to the Father in A Litanie ("come and re-create mee now
growne ruinous" and "purge away ... that new fashioned I may rise up from death"); and,
of course, in the closing lines of"Good Friday, 1613" in which the speaker pleads for corrective
chastisement. In making this important observation, however, Waswo unfortunately does
so to Donne's detriment, pointing out that "Donne demands to be taught ['Teach mee how
to repent'] precisely what Greville has learned" and concluding that possibly "what Donne's
detractors have identified as his neurotic, obsessive-compulsive concern for his own salvation is really a limitation of his style-a defect not in his character but in his literary
equipment and its use" (132).
Compare Heather Dubrow's analysis of Donne's use of the imperative in lines 33-40
of the Epithalamion for Princess Elizabeth, "Tradition and the Individualistic Talent:
Donne's 'An Epithalamion, Or marriage Song on the Lady Elizabeth .. . ,"' in The Eagle
and the Dove: Reassessing john Donne, ed. Claude Summers and Ted-Larry Pebworth
(Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1986), m-12.
For a related use of the imperative, see John Milton's "On the Late Massacre in
Piedmont" and Christopher Hill's discussion of this rhetorical maneuver:

The curt commands with which the sonnet opens ... form as it were a memo
to God which should have been superfluous. Milton had contemplated the
horrifying possibility that the Almighty might overlook what had occurred
in the Alpine mountains cold. By writing the sonnet Milton may have
restored his own confidence: the whole terrible episode had been a warning
for papist Italians-or so it could be interpreted. His demand for revenge
is a demand for reassurance that God is after all just. (Milton and the English
Revolution [London: Faber and Faber, 1977], 209)
18
Maynard Mack, ''Antony and Cleopatra: The Stillness and the Dance," in Shakespeare's
Art: Seven Essays, ed. Milton Crane (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973), 91.
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and totally just God: "But who am I, that dare dispute with thee?" he asks in
"If poysonous mineralls." Lost in a world of confusion, the speaker can only
plead for a sign: "Show me deare Christ, thy spouse," one of the last sonnets
begins, opening into a set of seven questions. Such questioning is rhetorical
only in that the speaker shows little hope of God's actually answering; it is
strategic, however, in that the speaker's only hope lies in arousing God to
break His seemingly imperturbable silence, in engaging the voice from
the whirlwind. As he agonizes in "Oh my blacke Soule!":
Yet grace, if thou repent, thou canst not lacke;
But who shall give thee that grace to beginne?
(lines 9-ro)

Only one person can-God. The speaker's rhetorical/strategic questions
hope to engage God in dialogue, the result of which will be at best God's
electing the speaker and providing him with the desperately desired prevenient grace, or at worst confirming the speaker's suspicion that he is to
be damned. Although Donne is not included in A. D. Nuttall's study of
fiction and prayer, Overheard by God, the relentless questioning of the
speaker of the Holy Sonnets confirms Nuttall's assertion "that for much of our
older literature one may suppose the presence of an extra (inhuman) reader:
that which is written for man is always and necessarily read also by God."'9
The Holy Sonnets, however, might better be described as addressed to
God but overheard by humans.
Finally, the shift in tone in "As due by many titles" suggests a complexity of address that runs throughout the Holy Sonnets. The speaker in
"As due" moves from calm resignation to near despair in a compressed
fourteen lines; the questions in lines 9-ro are as much outwardly addressed
to God, pointing out that Satan ravishes what "by many titles" is rightfully
God's, as inwardly they are the speaker's attempts to reassure himself that
he is entitled to God's protection, a sort of spiritual whistling in the dark.
Similar shifts between self-examination or meditative reflection and outright entreaty of divine aid occur in "If poysonous mineralls," in which God
is "hee" in lines 1-8, but addressed directly in lines 9 ff.; in "I am a little
world made cunningly," which begins as a meditation but reveals a divine
addressee in line 5; in ''At the round earths imagin'd corners," which opens
with an address to angels and souls but shifts in line 9 to the Lord as the
speaker makes his plea; and in "Since she whome I lovd," which seems at
first a meditation on the death of the speaker's wife or consort, but in line 6

'9A. D. Nuttall, Overheard by God: Fiction and Prayer in Herbert, Milton, Dante and
St.John (London: Methuen, 1980), ix.
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redirects its address to God, mirroring the very change in devotional
object that the sonnet reports.2° The Holy Sonnets betray both interior- and
exterior-directed actions, both private and public functions, both reflective
and communicative operations, as the speaker uses his meditation to re-erect
his weakened will, as Martz and others have understood, but just as importantly to enlist divine aid on his behalf

The Hope of the Psalms
The attempt to secure from God some sign of election-to provoke
God into either providing or finally denying the prevenient grace necessary
for the speaker to feel justified iri his election-is peculiarly Donnean. I
can think of no other English poet who would kick the angel to get it to
wrestle with him. This is the inevitable result of what Donne calls his
"holy dropsy," in which his urgent desire to be subsumed into the sacred is
only intensified by his recurring inability to be so; thus, the more frantically
he drinks to quench his spiritual thirst, the thirstier he becomes.
I suspect Donne found hope that he could break this impasse in the
process of his election by a peculiar situation and set of poetic operations in
the Psalms. "The Psalter," as Harold Fisch most recently has demonstrated,
would seem to be "the special locus for the soul in meditation," since the
Hebrew terms for meditation (higgayon, sif!a, and hiigig) used throughout
the Psalms "refer to mental activity and are the process of poetic composition itself" The Psalms, Fisch goes on, "are not monologues but insistently
and at all times dialogue-poems, poems of the self but of the self in the
mutuality of relationship with others." 21 In fact, says Fisch, the speaker of
the Psalms does not betray an autonomous ego at all, despite the lyrics'
overwhelming use of the first person: "The 'I' of the poem is in a real
sense constituted by the dialogue with the 'Thou.' There is no 'person'
behind the 'I' whose existence can be separated from that relationship." 22
The Psalms, rather, narrate the process of the self in search of a partner;
they record the breaking of the imprisoning subjectivity that is the very
plight of Donne's speaker in the Holy Sonnets.
Donne's impassioned questioning, abrupt shifts in tone and address,
and dramatic use of the imperative have been noted, to greater or lesser
T his is possibly a baroque maneuver as well, a play in perspective that attempts to
draw the reader into the process of the poem. See, for example, D onne's "E legie on M ris.
Boulstred," which begins by addressing D eath but quickly draw s the reader into t he
exchange.
21
H arold Fisch, Poetry with a Purpose: B iblical Poetics and I nterpretation (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1988), 107-8.
22
Fisch, Poetry with a Purpose, 109.
20
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extents, in other discussions of the style of the Holy Sonnets 2J but never
specifically as strategies intended to provoke election. That they are such is
further suggested by the presence of similar operations in certain psalms. 24
Take, for example, Psalm 6:
•J Critics have generally focused on the sense of poetic and spiritual disorder the
reader finds in the Holy Sonnets. Robert J. Blanch suggests that the lack of thematic order
and consistent patterns of imagery in the cycle are deliberate attempts to realistically
depict the difficulty of the search for God and for spiritual peace ("Fear and Despair in
John Donne's Holy Sonnets," American Benedictine Review 25 [1974]: 476-84), and Roger B.
Rollin claims that the Holy Sonnets are "not so much a sonnet sequence as a kind of antisequence, one whose main ordering principle is disorder, and specifically mental disorder"
('"Fantastique Ague': The Holy Sonnets and Religious Melancholy," in The Eagle and the
Dove, 132). A. C . Partridge has provided perhaps the most objective description of the
stylistic features of the Holy Sonnets, noting that "the vehement exclamations, insistent
repetitions, lgnatian self-abasement without a complaining tone, are characteristic of
Donne's zeal to match the tenseness of his emotions with the incandescent verbal resource
of a preacher" (130) . Donne's powerful monosyllables and positive predications, Partridge
points out, create a passionate language, just as his irregular rhythms contribute to the effect
of natural speech stress that often runs counter to metrical expectations, thus subverting the
smoothness characteristic of Petrarchan sonnetry Uohn Donne: Language and Style [London:
Andre Deutsch, 1978], 128-38). Even structure, Partridge points out, works to create a sense
of the speaker's confusion. In "I am a little world," "the plaint about sin overflows the limits of the octave by a line, leaving only five for the meditator's petition to God" (134). He
might also have noted the breakdown of quatrain structure and the comingling of tenors and
vehicles in the conceits of"Batter my heart." See Frontain, "Redemption Typology in John
Donne's 'Batter my heart,"' Journal ifthe Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association
8 (1987): 163-76, esp. 167-68 and 175 n. rr. Wilbur Sanders likewise recognizes the "moral
exertion" and "repressive violence" of the Holy Sonnets but finds the feeling mechanically selfinduced; see his John Donne's Poetry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 123, 124.
While I accept all that these critics say, I think their general insistence on stylistic
effects as intended to communicate the speaker's state of mind ignores other equally
essential purposes. Only A. L. French, who notes the speaker's attempts to evade a dispensation that seems cruel or incomprehensible "by taking refuge in a quasi-logic which is either
suspect or patently false" ("The Psychopathology of Donne's Holy Sonnets," Critical Review
13 [1970]: m-24), and John N. Wall, Jr., who notes, "The speaker constantly changes his
strategy of approach to God," although for a purpose other than what I've suggested above
(191; "Donne's Wit of Redemption: The Drama of Prayer in the Holy Sonnets," Studies in
Philology 73 [1976]: 189-203), anticipate the viewpoint I am emphasizing. James Winny refers
only in passing to the attempts of the speaker of "Batter my heart" and of "Good Friday,
1613" "to compel God to acknowledge him"; see his A Preface to Donne, rev. ed. (London:
Longman, 1970), 35. Similarly,Judah Stampfer recognizes that "the problem is engaging God,"
but his comments are limited only to "Batter my heart," in John Donne and the Metaphysical
Gesture (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1970), 253-58.
' 4Wall, "Donne's Wit of Redemption," maps out certain similarities in dramatic stance
between the Holy Sonnets and the Psalms. He emphasizes "the close affinity between [the
dramatic structures of the Holy Sonnets] and the various forms of Christian prayer, especially
as they are illustrated in the Psalms" (191). Likewise, in Protestant Poetics (266-75), Lewalski
identifies numerous analogues and echoes to the Psalms (among other biblical texts) in the
Holy Sonnets. Harold Fisch has argued that the Psalms were the primary model for the great
seventeenth-century literature of meditation, but his analysis excludes Donne's Holy Sonnets
to concentrate on Herbert's lyrics; see Fisch's J erusalem and Albion: The H ebraic Factor in
Seventeenth-Century Literature (New York: Schocken Books, 1964), 49-55. Finally, Mary
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0 Lord, rebuke me not in thine anger, neither chasten me in
thy hot displeasure.
Have mercy upon me, 0 Lord; for I am weak: 0 Lord, heal
me; for my bones are vexed.
My soul is also sore vexed: but thou, 0 Lord, how long?
Return, 0 Lord, deliver my soul: oh save me for thy mecies'
sake.
For in death there is no remembrance of thee: in the grave
who shall give thee thanks?
I am weary with my groaning; all the night I make my bed
to swim; I water my couch with tears.
Mine eye is consumed because of grief; it waxeth old because
of all mine enemies.
Depart from me, all ye workers of iniquity; for the Lord
hath heard the voice of my weeping.
The Lord hath heard my supplication; the Lord will receive
my prayer.
Let all mine enemies be ashamed and sore vexed: let them
return and be ashamed suddenly.

The poem opens dramatically in media res, as it were, without any
explanation of the nature or cause of the speaker's suffering. The first five
verses are addressed directly to God, plaintive questioning alternating with
agonized pleading for enlightenment. Like the speaker of ''As due by many
titles," who reminds God of his reciprocal obligations to His creature, the
Psalmist's question in verse 5 attempts a sort of rhetorical blackmail by suggesting that God needs the speaker as much as he needs God. A shift occurs
in verse 6, in tone as well as address. The speaker, tired of assaulting God's
seemingly deaf ear, is on the verge of capitulating before his enemies; he
seems to be talking to himself rather than to God. But in a second, even
more sudden shift, the speaker turns in verse 8 to taunt his enemies that his
prayer has been heard and is about to be answered. The reversal in the
speaker's situation in the course of the psalm from besieged victim to exulting
victor is mirrored in the strange precision of tenses in the psalm's last lines:
the Lord has heard the speaker's prayer, so the evildoers had best retreat now,
because the Lord is about to wreak vengeance upon them.
Curiously, the Lord's response to the speaker's entreaty does not occur
within the psalm. Is the Psalmist's boast in verses 8 to IO for his enemies'
benefit only, a bluff to scare them into dispersing? Or is it actually aimed
at drawing the reluctant Lord into the fray on the speaker's side, his
Ann Radzinowicz sees the anima mea psalms as the model for D onne's stance in several of
the religious lyrics, including some of the Holy Sonnets; see her '"Anima Mea' Psalms and
John D onne's Religious Poetry," in Bright Shootes ofEverlastingnesse, 40-58.
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announcement of the Lord's imminent intervention an attempt at provoking
just such action? Or possibly is it the Psalmist's use of impassioned questioning, of shifts in tone and address, and of the plaintive imperative that
achieves its effect in the course of the poem, the success of the speaker's
entreaty occurring even as he speaks? The Psalms, demonstrates Fisch,
refute the claim of Auden's narrator that "poetry makes nothing happen."
This is not true of the Psalms. In nearly every psalm something
does happen. The encounter between the "I" and the "Thou" is
the signal for a change not merely in the inner realm of consciousness but in the realm of outer events.2 5

The "Thou" invariably answers the call of the beleaguered speaker as part
of the action of the lyric precisely because biblical Hebrew understands
speech to be performance or action, presumes language to be a creating
agent. Language in the Psalms is humanity's means of breaching an
imprisoning subjectivity: to speak one's desire for God to answer is necessarily to engage the all-powerful Thou in the accomplishment of that
desire. Theoretically, the covenant of faith that allows one to call upon
God enjoins God to answer. 26
Coburn Freer has analyzed "the familiar mythic pattern of strength
developing out of weakness" as the dominant rhetorical pattern of most of
the Psalms. He also concludes, without specific mention of Donne, that
many psalms and metaphysical lyrics share not only "their attitude toward
psychological experience but also ... the poetic concomitants of that attitude," among them the dramatic positioning of the speaker and "the
employment of sometimes violent contrasts in attitude." 2 7 He does not
suggest the extent to which reference to the Psalms in a seventeenthcentury lyric may be an act of poetic self-fashioning. Traumatized not to feel
the assurance of election, was Donne encouraged by the seeming success of
the Psalmist and bold or desperate enough to risk a similar attempt at engaging
God's action on his behalf? The Holy Sonnets seem scripted to produce a
divine reply that would at least resolve the speaker's uncertainty about his
condition, if not actually provoke God to intervene and extend to the speaker
the prevenient grace he so desperately desires. Donne's Holy Sonnets
attempt to secure the very kind of divine intervention that so many of the
Psalms record, in Donne's case deliverance from the bondage of sin to Satan
that the Psalms represent typologically as the Israelites' release from captivity
5fisch, Poetry with a Purpose, 109.
Poetry with a Purpose, 109-ro.
7Coburn Freer, Music for a King: George Herbert's Style and the Metrical Psalms
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1972), 36, 40.
2

26 Fisch,
2
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and exile or as the unnamed Hebrew's rescue from persecution by his
anonymous enemies. Unlike the Psalms, however, the Holy Sonnets give no
assurance that such assistance was ever provided. The reader remains as
anxiously suspended as the speaker.
Conclusion: Make all this All

In his diary, Bernard Berenson records a visit to the excavations of
Palestrina, where he and his party puzzled over the design of the vast structure. Rejecting the explanation offered by an accompanying archaeologist,
Berenson concludes
that it must have been for magical reasons . The safety of a
town may have depended on every stone being of a certain size
and trimming, just as in Latin ritual every syllable had to be
uttered in such-and-such a way because otherwise it would
have lost its power to compel the numen to do its bidding.28

The talismanic powers of language are most appealing to the person who
feels particularly defenseless and vulnerable; challenges to one's personal
safety and welfare drive one to attempt to compel the numen to do one's
bidding. Despite the obvious festive nature of the occasion he celebrates, for
example, the speaker of Spenser's "Epithalamion'' is acutely conscious of "the
nights unchearefull dampe" that needs to be dispersed (line 21), of the stones
_ that might "wrong" his bride's "tender foot" (line 49) and the sun that
might burn "her sunshyny face" (lines nS-20) as she is led to the church, of
the "wylde wolves" that range on the nearby mountainside from which the
gentle deer need to be protected (line 69), and of the "tempestuous storms
or sad afray" which might disturb the "safety of our joy" on the wedding night
(lines 322-27, and stanza 19).29 The bridegroom's imperatives are actually
descriptive commands that attempt to ensure the success of his wedding day.
To demonstrate how essential an impulse the imperative is for Donne
when seeking completion or union with an empowering, salvific figurewhether God or woman-let us conclude by returning briefly to Elegy 19.3°
28
Bernard Berenson, The Passionate Sightseer: From the Diaries, I947 to I956 (New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1960), 24.
29 The Yale Edition ifthe Shorter Poems ifEdmund Spenser, ed. William A. Oram, et al.
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989).
3°0n a similar vulnerability in the love poems, see Ilona Bell, "'Under Ye Rage of a Hott
Sonn & Yr Eyes': John Donne's Love Letters to Ann More," in The Eagle and the Dove,
25-52, esp. 45. William Sessions's description of the dialectic between abandonment and
openness as the essential experience of the seventeenth-century religious lyric eloquently
describes this impulse; see his "Abandonment and the English Religious Lyric in the
Seventeenth Century," in Bright Shootes if Everlastingnesse, 1-19. Sessions emphasizes
the passivity of the lover who is fulfilled only by the embrace of the godhead, who suffers
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In this poem multiple references to theophanic experience, or to the
reception of some divine revelation, combine to support the speaker's plea
to his mistress that she reveal herself completely to him as she undresses
for bed and so allow him to experience an ecstasy that is simultaneously
sexual and spiritual. The poem turns upon the parenthetical qualification
made within lines 39-43 that establishes the woman as both a revelation
for the chosen few and the guardian of that revelation, as both the
"mystick book" and the superior spirit with power to impute to the
speaker the grace necessary to make him worthy of receiving the coveted
message:
Like pictures or like books gay coverings made
For lay-men, are all women thus array'd.
Themselves are mystick books, which only wee
(Whom their imputed grace will dignifie)
Must see reveal'd.

Rather than being "the celebration of simple appetite" or "a pornographic
poem, . .. intended to arouse [in the reader] the appetite it describes,"31 as
C. S. Lewis claims, the poem is a self-consciously powerless but audacious
speaker's petition to be permitted the full extent of the woman's revelation.
"Knowledge" of her will entail both sexual orgasm and the imparting of
mystical knowledge whose exact nature cannot be specified to the general
reader.
There is, of course, an enormous difference between Elegy 19 and
the Holy Sonnets. The situation of "Going to Bed" is comical in that it is
primarily a sexual, not exclusively a spiritual, urgency that motivates the
speaker to make his impassioned entreaty. His urge to relieve his aching
phallus is only slightly less grotesque than the situation of the Greek men in
the later parts of Aristophanes's Lysistrata. The metaphor he uses to describe
his phallic tension ("The foe oft-times having the foe in sight, / ls tir'd with
standing though he never fight," lines 3-4) suggests a physical state of "suspension" rather than the spiritual one we have isolated in the Divine Poems.
But the dynamics of the situations are radically similar in that the speaker
simultaneously the pain of abandonment and the desire of reunion. While his essay is a
stunning meditation upon the religious lyric, and he is at his best on Donne, Sessions fails
to grasp how far Donne is willing to go to provoke that much-desired embrace.
I analyze this operation in Elegy 19 in two essays: "Donne's Erotic Spirituality: Ovidian
Sexuality and the Language of Christian Revelation in Elegy XIX," Ball State University
Forum 25 (Autumn 1984): 41-54, and "Moses, Dante and the Visio Dei of Donne's 'Going
to Bed,"' American Notes and Queries 6.I (1993): IJ-17·
J°C. S. Lewis, "Donne and Love Poetry in the Seventeenth Century," in William R.
Keast, ed., Seventeenth-Century English Poetry: Modem Essays in Criticism (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1962), ro2.
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of Elegy 19 is as eager for "salvation"-and as incapable of achieving it
without the concurrence and the action on his behalf of the person whom
he addresses-as the speaker of the Holy Sonnets. The peculiarity of the
lover's resorting to use of the imperative in his erotic situation is underlined by contrast of the elegy with its Ovidian model, Amores r.5, in which
a male speaker recalls a hot afternoon when he was the principal actor,
undressing his mistress Corinna and having his pleasure of her when she
appeared in his room scantily clad. Donne's lover, by comparison, remains
curiously passive in every way except verbally. Aroused but not engaged in
coitus, he can only watch and hope that his mistress will gratify his increasingly urgent desire.
Does the mistress "dignifie" the speaker of the elegy with the imputed
grace that will make him worthy to receive the revelation of the "mystick
book" that she is? Does she, in effect, drop that last piece of clothing and join
him in bed, where he may enjoy the consummation he so ardently desires?
The poem remains as maddeningly inconclusive as "Batter my heart,"
which fails to reveal what action the "three-person'd God" takes towards
the speaker who pleads for chastisement and renewal, or as "Good Friday,
1613," in which the speaker/rider turns his back to God to receive similarly
violent strokes of correction without knowing whether his Savior will think
him worth His anger. Unlike the Gospels in which the Roman centurion
- need only pray, "but speak the word only, and my servant shall be healed,"
to effect the miraculous cure of a servant "grievously tormented" with a palsy
(Matt. 8:5-13), Donne's poems are suspended in the uncertainty that chastisement, which would be the sign of his election, will come. But however
powerful his temptation to despair, the speaker's use of the imperative to
provoke a single word or sign from his Savior is finally as strong a witness
to his faith as the biblical centurion's is to his . One hopes that like the
centurion's, his too will be rewarded.
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Barry Tharaud, trans., Beowulf, University of Colorado Press, 1990, 187 pp.,
ill., map, charts, $14.95.
The Old English epic Beowulf has inspired about forty modern
English verse and prose translations for the general reader, nonspecialist
student, and specialist. Barry Tharaud's prose translation finds its place in
that cornucopia as a readable and enjoyable version for nonnative speakers
as well as nonspecialist and nonacademic readers. Because Tharaud considers his work introductory to further study of Beowulf, he caters to the
modern reader's preference for prose, emphasizing the narrative instead of
the poetic qualities of the work. He divides the book into a prologue and
twenty-four chapters, instead of the original forty-three fitts, organized into
three parts of eight chapters each, corresponding to Beowulf's three fights.
The translator succeeds in transforming the alliterative, accretive
style of the Anglo-Saxon poetry into readable prose by adding much
syntactically connective tissue and by avoiding imitating Old English
style and grammar. While being "faithful" to the "spirit of the work" (14),
the translation further keeps its promise to its target audience by giving
precedence to simple, Anglo-Saxon diction, in contrast to some translations' reliance on latinate words. Although Tharaud forgoes a scholarly
apparatus, he assists the nonspecialist reader with a brief introduction,
putting Beowulf into the context of Germanic heroic culture and of
Anglo-Saxon poetry; he supplies a map, a genealogical chart, and a helpful
pronunciation guide and index to proper names.
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Tharaud also embeds some pertinent historical and literary information in the text itself, as for instance in chapter 7, "The Saga of Finn,"
to provide greater narrative continuity. He justifies this integrative and
interpretative method as a clarification of the "basic Anglo-Saxon values
that pervade the poem" (n), a method that can elucidate larger contexts,
as he purports it does in his elaboration of a hint in the scene between
Wealhtheow and Beowulf Tharaud emphasizes words and deeds, which
he considers the heart of heroic society and a theme centralized in the
feast after the Grendel fight. While this method of elaboration generally
works well, Tharaud is occasionally enigmatic. For instance, he exempts
Beowulf from the contradictions inherent in heroic society and labels
him "superhuman'' and "semidivine" (2r), and he fails to clarify fully what
he means by the "moral forcefulness of the original poem" and how the
"Anglo-Saxon moral" (30) influence is still evident in our modern culture.
These few negatives, decidedly the by-products of Tharaud's restrictive focus, do not mar an otherwise commendable translation, the appeal
of which is enhanced by the eight stark, vaguely cubist lithographs by
Rockwell Kent. Tharaud's choice of Kent is both sagacious and reflective
of his approach to the poem, since Kent expresses in his art a "'story
telling quality"' (176) that complements the text. Casual readers will be
well served by the art and simplicity of this tasteful book.
Anita Obermeier
Arizona State University

Robert Levine, trans., France before Charlemagne: A Translation from the
Grandes Chroniques, Studies in French Civilization 3, Edwin Mellen Press;
1990, 287 pp., $89.95.
The Grandes Chroniques is primarily an eleventh-century version of
the fundamental chronicle of Merovingian Gaul, Gregory of Tours's socalled History of the Franks (Gregory was content to label his work Libri
decem historiae) plus the supplementary chronicle completed at the juncture
of the Merovingian and Carolingian eras, the Liber historiae Francorum.
Robert Levine's Introduction to the translation is vital for appreciating the significance of the relationship between "history" and "literature,"
which Levine discusses concisely. Levine's short introduction provides
almost all of the historical and literary analysis to be found in this volume,
since the 320 footnotes that accompany the translation are overwhelmingly
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brief statements of fact. Had Levine provided more historical and literary
analysis he could have enhanced the value of his labors for the student
and nonspecialist.
The major rewrite of these early Merovingian chronicles was done
by Aimon of Fleury in the eleventh century. Levine calls attention to the
changes Aimon made in his Latin version in order to make this history
more palatable to those living under Capetian rule. This process was carried
a step further by "Primat," who prepared a French version in the thirteenth
century. Levine's few pages (6-9), on the literary relationship among
these several texts are crucial, for, according to him, this literary history
provides "a vivid introduction to medieval historiography" (9).
The translation is based on the standard modern critical edition of
the Grandes Chroniques by Jules Viard, who figures prominently throughout the translation because "most of the footnotes are taken from Viard"
(ro). It is to be regretted that there is no indication in these 320 footnotes
as to what is Viard and what is Levine (with an exception of u3 n. 135).
The translation itself reads very well. Those who will use this translation must, however, be very conscious of the "historical" and "literary"
issues discussed in Levine's introductory remarks. Properly understood,
this translation can aid one to better understand medieval France.
Harry Rosenberg
Colorado State University-Fort Collins

J. R. S. Phillips, The Medieval Expansion of Europe, Oxford University
Press, 1988, 320 pp., maps, biblio., $15.95.
The frontiers of European overseas expansion are steadily being
pushed back. Unlike Felipe Fernandez-Armesto's Before Columbus
(reviewed in JRMMRA ro [1989], ro5-6), which focuses on exploration
and colonization in the Mediterranean and the Atlantic Islands-the
Canaries in particular-]. R. S. Phillips's The Medieval Expansion of
Europe takes a broader look at European expansion from ancient times to
the fifteenth century. Indeed, his coverage is almost global as he ranges
from the classical geographers and cosmographers who initiated the
medieval fascination with Asia, and the early expansion of north African
trade, to the eleventh-century Norse wanderers as far as North America.
The author's threefold objectives are to examine the nature and
extent of relations between western Europe and the three continents of
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Asia, Africa, and America between rooo and 1500; to show the relationship
between this medieval expansion and the later expansion of the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries; and to assess the degree to which the new
information gained about the world was actually absorbed into European
scholarly theory and popular conceptions. I believe he accomplishes his
first two goals better than the third.
His wide-ranging jaunts through the labyrinth of medieval travel,
including commerce and the crusades, the Mongol invasions and
European response, Christian missionaries in China, Arab as well as
Western merchant activities, and the explorations of the Vikings, leave
the reader somewhat out of breath but with the realization that there was
more going on than meets the casual eye. Sometimes Phillips temporarily
loses the reader due to unnecessary flashbacks and name-dropping, but
on the whole it is an enlightening journey. I think he makes a good case
for the proposition that this medieval expansion led directly to the more
famous voyages of the Renaissance, that the fifteenth- and sixteenthcentury explorers built directly and sometimes consciously on the
achievements of their predecessors, and that the Renaissance expansion
was a new phase of the earlier expansion rather than a new start itsel£
His chapter entitled "Scholarship and the Imagination" seems to me the
weakest part of the book, not that it doesn't recognize the intellectual
-difficulty Europeans had in understanding the outside world, but that it
fails to convey to the reader an adequate recognition of the complexity of
the problems of intercultural comprehension and assimilation.
The Medieval Expansion of Europe contains an adequate and up-todate bibliography, but the four largely illegible maps are totally inadequate
for this subject. Also, the binding of the paperback version is disgracefully
flimsy. For the price, Oxford University Press ought to have done better.
De Lamar Jensen
Brigham Young University

M. Beresford and J. G . Hurst, eds., Deserted Medieval Villages, Alan
Sutton, 1989, 340 pp., ill., maps, $48 .00.
Deserted Medieval Villages is a good example of what can be achieved
when historians and archaeologists work together on a subject of mutual
interest-in this case deserted medieval villages and settlements in the
British Isles. M. Beresford and J. G. Hurst organize their presentation
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around the major regions of England (Part One), Scotland (Part Two),
Wales (Part Three), and Ireland (Part Four). The English evidence
requires more than two-thirds of the book, thus reflecting how much
more often English villages were deserted and the correspondingly
greater research interest in the desertion phenomenon among English
historians and archaeologists. The material under each region is further
subdivided into reviews of historical and archaeological evidence, including,
with the exception of Scotland, a gazetteer of deserted sites.
The present edition of the work is, in fact, a reprint without
change-apart from a brief introduction by the editors (xix-xx)-of the
1971 volume of the same name originally published by Lutterworth Press.
The new publisher's intent was to produce a revised and updated edition,
but the editors felt that the task was "too formidable." This is understandable, but given the research since 1971 on deserted villages in Britain, one
wonders why they did not seek out a new coeditor willing to undertake
the necessary revision.
Beresford's introductory chapter (chap. 1) provides a detailed summary of historical research to 1968 on the causes of village desertion in
England. In particular, rather than blaming solely the Black Death, the
chapter stresses the long-term (ca. noo-1700) "universal factors" behind
desertion, such as population contraction, changes in agricultural production and land tenure arrangements, and the effects of productive
changes in the medieval cloth industry.
Hurst's chapter (chap. 2) on archaeological research complements
Beresford's historical synthesis in its focus on the material life of settlements before desertion. A picture emerges of perpetual change in the layout
and plans of buildings and communities, and, at the same time, of a world
that, in economic terms, was not as close to the margin of absolute subsistence as often imagined. This is the advantage of archaeology: it may not
shed light on particular events, but it can reveal the hidden and longterm rhythms of daily life so often ignored in research on the Middle Ages.
The sections on Scotland, Wales, and Ireland are relatively brief,
reflecting the limited research to 1968 devoted to desertion in these
regions. Nevertheless, the evidence gathered indicates that socio-economic
conditions in Scottish, Welsh, and Irish settlements and the causes,
extent, and chronology of their desertion were significantly different
from the medieval English experience. The authors attribute this chiefly
to differences in climate, production, and socio-political conditions.
The book is very British in style, and it is taken for granted that the
reader is intimately familiar with the British landscape and local British
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history. The various tables on deserted sites are also not as accessible as
they might be for the uninitiated reader.

R. Bruce Hitchner
University of Dayton

Marie Therese Flanagan, Irish Society, Anglo-Norman Settlers, Angevin
Kingship: Interactions in Ireland in the Late Twelfth Century, Clarendon
Press, 1989, ix, 350 pp., biblio., index, $74.00.
How did Anglo-Normans become involved in Ireland, and what
role did they play? How did King Henry II come to take a hand, and
what was his role? What were the results of these intrusions into Irish
affairs? These are the questions with which Marie Therese Flanagan is
concerned in this carefully argued, detailed study of the first generation
of English politics in Ireland. Despite the title, Irish Society, AngloNorman Settlers, Angevin Kingship: Interactions in Ireland in the Late
Twelfth Century, there is little of "society" or "settlers" here. The book
emphasizes the interaction of kingship and lordship, Irish and English,
in the late twelfth century.
_
The book's primarily narrative approach is appropriate. Flanagan
devotes an initial chapter to relations between the Irish church and the
archbishops of Canterbury as the context of the bull Laudabiliter of n55.
She then concentrates on the period beginning in n66, when Diarmait
Mac Murchada appealed to Henry II for aid in recovering the kingdom
of Leinster and offered his daughter along with the succession to his
throne to Richard fitz Gilbert, called Strongbow. Events are followed in
detail from n66 through the end of the reign of Henry II, then more
sketchily through the reigns of Richard I and John.
A few major points underlie the narrative. One is that the Irish and
the English situations were individually complex, and interactions
between them were all the more so; indeed, they were complicated even
further by Welsh, continental, papal, and occasionally even Scottish considerations. Another point is that the differences between Irish practices
and concepts and Anglo-Norman and Angevin practices and concepts
were considerably less than scholars have often thought, certainly not so
great as to prevent a great deal of mutual understanding. Thus, the
arrangements made between the Irish and the English could be understood by the former in the context of their own legal concepts while the
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latter understood them in a feudal sense, but the interpretations, however
disparate their foundations, were surprisingly compatible. A third point is
that understanding of the Irish side of these interactions has often been
rendered difficult by scholars' reliance on eighth-century law tracts to
illuminate twelfth-century Irish political strategy: things that have been
difficult to explain because they violate the rules laid down in the law tracts
loom much less large as problems once it is recognized that the law had
evolved in the intervening centuries.
Although the evidence is so scanty that arguments must often consist
of piling inference on inference (and they do occasionally become quite
tenuous), Flanagan presents the first and third of these themes convincingly. I was somewhat less persuaded of the second and, therefore, would
have liked to see it argued more explicitly. The absence of a chapter-long
conclusion is regrettable. Be that as it may, Flanagan's book must be readand taken seriously-by anyone interested in the origins of English involvement in Ireland.
Emily Zack Tabuteau
Michigan State University

Gervase Rosser, Medieval Westminster: I200-I540, Clarendon Press, 1989,
xvii, 425 pp., ill., fig., tables, app., biblio., index, $84.00.
Medieval Westminster, home of monks and royalty, defies our normal
categories of a medieval town. It had a complex, urban social structure,
but it was not an incorporated city or a borough; rather, it was a "manorial
vill," a village dependency under the abbot of St. Peter's monastery. But
medieval Westminster also defies the historical patterns associated with
the "crisis" of late medieval towns; it does not easily fit the model of
decline with which we are familiar. In Medieval Westminster: I200-I540,
Gervase Rosser attempts to make sense of this anomalous urban concentration, the vill of Westminster.
Rosser's work began as a dissertation at the University of London, and
as such it still bears the marks of its conception: it is thick with wonderfully precise information and thin on interesting or enlightening interpretation. His "central argument ... is an attempt to define [Westminster]
society" (1) . His definition, however, is not an argument but a description
of the physical and social structure of Westminster: The first six chapters
recount the development of Westminster into a royal capital and delineate
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the society of the town, its estates, houses, landlords, fairs, markets,
occupations, and demographic changes. Rosser is at his best in his
descriptions of the rich tapestry of the landscape and people of the vill.
With the aid of many maps and exhaustive documentation, he explains
its geology, geography, and urban topography. He then shows the shifting
undercurrent of leaseholds over more than three centuries: who held
property and under what sorts of leases. Finally Rosser peoples his landscape with workers in the many occupations, including prostitution, that
we find in any medieval town. Especially fascinating and typical of the
meticulous detail of Rosser's research is a diagrammatic plan of King
Street in Westminster (ca. 1508) noting the occupation of the inhabitants
of almost all properties on the street.
Rosser tries in the final four chapters to give his exhaustive research
some overarching meaning. Because he has demonstrated that Westminster
was socially complex with a constant influx of people from outside the
vill, he tries to explain why the vill did not generate into a permanent state
of conflicting interests. This is an odd thesis because it tries to prove
what did not happen, that is, anarchy. His answer is that Westminster was
held together in part by a small, wealthy elite and, more importantly, by
a sense of "community" that may be defined as part of the "strategies of
collective behaviour adopted by the population" (2-3, 248). These feelings
of community, as opposed to private interests, waxed and waned, appearing
especially during times of ritual gatherings in, say, religious or guild
activities. Rosser's thesis is unremarkable-and largely unproven-but his
research and impeccable detail are a joy to behold for all urban historians.
Richard M. Wunderli
University of Colorado-Colorado Springs

A . L. Brown, The Governance of Late Medieval England I272-I46I,
Governance of England 3, Stanford University Press, 1989, viii, 248 pp.,
index, $32.50.
The Governance ofLate Medieval England I272-I46I is the third volume
in the Governance of England Series, for which Stanford University
Press is the American publisher. This volume is written by the series
general editor, A. L. Brown, best known for his studies on the king's
council and the use of the privy and great seals during the fifteenth century.
He is presently researching a biography of Henry IV of England.
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Brown's approach is topical rather than chronological. The book
begins with three chapters on the executive activities of the central government, followed by single chapters concerning finance, military matters,
the legal system, and local communities, and, finally, three chapters
about parliament. The treatment of these subjects illustrates how each
was integral to the kingdom's governance.
Brown takes an institutional rather than constitutional approach.
He asserts that as the late medieval English royal government ruled, it
increased both its personnel and its activities; it became more bureaucratic and therefore more institutional and professional in outlook and
behavior. At the same time, the gentry and the well-to-do townsmen
filled the majority of the increasingly secularized governmental posts at
the national and local levels. Changes that occurred between 1272 and
146! created a governmental and societal structure that remained essentially unchanged in England and Wales until the last two centuries.
Brown synthesizes the scholarship of the past fifty years or so, giving
the history community a very useful description of English governance
from 1272 to 1461. At the moment, no other available scholarly work does
this. For the student desiring to understand the English government,
Brown has provided an invaluable resource. I have long wished to give
such a tool to my students, especially my graduate students, before they
attempt any research involving governmental documentation. Brown has
risen to the standard set by H. R. Loyn and W. L. Warren in the two
volumes of this same series, which analyze governance from 500 to 1272.
These three historians have completed a singular service for students and
scholars of medieval England.
Kenneth G. Madison
Iowa State University

Allen, Hope Emily, ed., English Writings of Richard Rolle, Hermit of
Hampole, Alan Sutton, 1988, lxiv, 180 pp., $18.00
That a work published three-score years ago and reprinted now
with no emendations-without even the corrigenda inserted into the main
text-would excite much comment is rather unlikely. But it is a measure of
the significance of Hope Emily Allen's work on Richard Rolle, as well as
a mark of the lack of scholarship on one of England's foremost mystics,
that the publication of this book is indeed of moment. Based upon Allen's
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Writings Ascribed to Richard Rolle, Hermit of Hampole, and Materials far
His Biography (Oxford, 1927), this collection contains those texts (sometimes selections, as is the case with his prose Psalter) generally conceded
to have been written by Rolle. Though this collection has been reprinted
twice before the present edition (by the Clarendon Press in 1963 and by
the Scholarly Press in 1971), the Alan Sutton edition, as an inexpensive
paperback, is likely to be the one through which most undergraduates
first come into contact with Rolle.
The sixty-page introduction to the collection is still regarded as one
of the best short accounts of Rolle's life, though in recent years scholars
have raised some questions about Allen's ready acceptance of Rolle's
accounts of his own life. This ready acceptance of Rolle's word is, in fact,
a pattern one sees in Allen's edition: it stands as a monumental work in
the field, but it should not be taken as definitive. The canon of Rolle's work,
for example, Allen has, in her own mind, established definitively. One
would not gather from her text that the canon issue remains unresolved,
although repeatedly research seems to confirm Allen's ideas.
Allen prints brief selections from the English Psalter, the two texts
of the Meditations on the Passion; a selection of lyrics, including "Gastly
Gladnesse," "The Bee and the Stork," "Desyre and Delit'\ and the three
well-known treatises that seem to have been directed specifically to
female recluses-Ego Dormio, The Commandment, and The Form ofLiving.
For the most part, Allen's remains the standard edition of these works.
Other than in dissertations, the Psalter has remained unpublished, and a
full edition of this work, the last edition now having passed its centenary,
is the sorest need in Rolle studies. Editions of "The Bee and the Stork,"
The Commandment, "Desyre and Delit," and The Form ofLiving have not
appeared since Allen's work; Ego Dormio has seen one new edition of one
manuscript; and Meditations on the Passion, perhaps the most disputed of
Rolle's works, has seen a 1978 edition of the longer of the two texts. As
long as this dearth persists, Rolle studies will be hampered, and Allen's
collection will remain the standard introduction to Rolle's English writings.
Though recent critics have argued that Rolle's work is part of avernacular prose revival at the beginning of the fourteenth century, Allen's
sixty-year-old insistence that Rolle's prose representation of spirituality
and of the rapture of the contemplative is original, striking, and formative
for the writing of later mystics has yet to be overthrown. "Here may men
see faire ordire of wordis," writes Rolle of the language of the Psalter, but
Allen suggests that this is an apt description of Rolle's work as well. A
mystic who chose to write simply and warmly about his experiences, he
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may not be what some have argued-the first great vernacular prose
writer in English-but he is at the least a significant figure both in the
English medieval mystical tradition and in the beginnings of vernacular
prose.
Gary D. Schmidt
Calvin College

John Taylor and Wendy Childs, eds., Politics and Crisis in FourteenthCentury England, Alan Sutton, 1990, xvi, 157 pp., index, $30.00.
The bulk of the papers that make up Politics and Crisis in FourteenthCentury England were presented 8 March 1986 at a conference of scholars
of fourteenth-century history that met at the University of Leeds. Early
in the present century the Ordinances of 13rr had been characterized as
an attempt by the magnates to reduce the royal household's control of
the governance of the realm. About twenty years ago, the ordinances
came to be seen as secondary to the personal rivalries of the aristocracy.
Michael Prestwich, on the other hand, emphasizes the connection
between the Ordinances of 13rr and issues having arisen in the reign of
Edward I. Edward II began his rule confronted by the £200,000 debt
left by his father, Edward I. At his deposition, he only owed £60,000 of
this debt and had at least £87,000 in cash. Wendy Childs looks at
Edward II's financial situation with special attention to overseas trade
and the customs revenue, which provided the king with about twenty
percent of his income. But the king went too far in the 1320s when with
the Despensers he confiscated lands of his opponents and extorted
money from the population as a whole.
County society has been characterized as either cohesive or conflictive
in the later Middle Ages. Focusing on the gentry, Nigel Saul points out that
this dichotomy resulted in part from the utilization of different kinds of
source material. Saul suggests that the period's violence seems to be ritualistic as disputants seek a resolution of their disagreements. Helen Jewell
examines the A, B, and C texts of William Langland's Piers Plowman
with regard to political, social, and economic crises of the 1360s, 1370s, and
1380s. Much of her paper summarizes the major events of this period, which
form the background for Langland's dissatisfaction with his world.
Since the so-called Good Parliament of 1376, contemporaneous and
later writers have viewed it positively. John Taylor believes that the initial
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interest in this particular parliament arose from the activities of the
Commons led by Sir Peter de la Mare as well as from its long duration
and large membership. James Sherborne reminds historians that the
charge in the impeachment of Michael de la Pole of not having defended
England by keeping the seas was a very important part of the Commons'
action in 1386. Antony Tuck discusses Richard II's efforts, which ultimately
produced a twenty-eight year truce in 1396, in trying to end the Hundred
Years War. Because willingness to perform liege homage for Aquitaine
proved to be the condition that parliament would not accept, Richard
got a long truce instead of an end to the war.
Once again, Caroline Barron argues that Richard II had far more
support in 1399 than Lancastrian propaganda allows us to believe. She
wants historians to "sweep away" (132) the interpretations of both
Lancastrian and French contemporaries, all of whom, but one, she finds
tainted. For her it was not the king's unpopularity but rather his absence
while he was at war in Ireland that resulted in men leaving his cause. While
each of these chapters has value for specialists, the ones by Prestwich and
Saul should be read by generalists as well. Barron's essay will probably
engender the most debate in the near future.
Kenneth G. Madison
Iowa State University

Susan K. Hagen, Allegorical Remembrance: A Study

of "The Pilgrimage of the

Life ofMan" as a Medieval Treatise on Seeing and Remembering, University

of Georgia Press, 1990, xii, 268 pp., biblio., index,$35 .00.
The goal of Susan K. Hagen's Allegorical Remembrance is to provide
a new understanding of medieval allegorical composition through analysis of John Lydgate's verse translation of the second recension of the
Pelerinage de la vie humaine by Guillaume de Deguileville. The introduction notes differences between Guillaume's first and second recensions
critical for Hagen's argument, especially the scene in which Grace Dieu
insists that the pilgrim place his eyes in his ears because the pilgrim is
to visualize the incorporeal, to be taught what Hagen calls the "process
of allegory" (4). Allegory is not so much a language of abstraction as of
abstract concepts that are embodied in visual analogies, particularly to
be memory aids so that an understanding of the Christian life may be
imparted.
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Chapter r, on the opening vision of the Heavenly City within a
mirror, begins the running correlation of textual analysis with the sixtyfour manuscript illustrations printed in the appendix and makes intelligent
use of medieval optical theory to suggest the sense of the vision. Chapter 2
begins a lucid reading of the poem up through the point at which the
pilgrim must place his eyes in his ears. Chapter 3, still on the preparation
for the pilgrimage, takes the story until the entrance of Lady Memory.
Hagen gives apposite discussion of medieval memory systems and continues the story in the following chapter. Chapter 5 argues that "the pilgrim
is a sign, the pilgrimage a metaphor, the Pilgrimage a memorial system"
(n5). What earlier scholars had found merely bizarre in the work is
shown to be contrived to be memorable. Chapter 6 continues the discussion of the ways modern scholars have misunderstood this work and
centers on the differences between medieval and modern allegory.
This fine book might have been even better if it had been more
informed of the history of spirituality and theology. Hagen presents many
materials for, and in a sense gives, a study of the development of meditation
defined as image-forming prayer in the later Middle Ages. Yet, perhaps
because this development is not placed fully within the history of prayer
and devotion, and contrast is not clearly made to contemplation as imageless prayer, the author does not always ask all the questions she could of her
texts: for example, the quotation in note n on page 232 could have been
more fully explored. She never focuses on the fact that the Pelerinage was
written by a Cistercian nor asks where it stands in a tradition that,
already in Bernard himself, had developed both forms of prayer.
Here and there a detail is astray. Hagen relies on other scholars,
often in literary fields, for a certain amount of her knowledge and citation
of patristic and medieval writers. The result sometimes is use of antiquated editions or the passing on of dated information: the references
to St. Augustine on pages 9 and 109 suggest ignorance of the work of
Luc Verheijen. I presume "John'' on pages ro8 and 247 n. 46 should read
"James." Hagen still attributes the Epistle to Can Grande to Dante,
although I suppose one can not yet here say "case closed."
Glenn W. Olsen
University of Utah

Michael A. Hicks, ed., Profit, Piety and the Professions in Later Medieval
England, Alan Sutton, 1990, xxii, 170 pp., biblio., index, $30.00
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Prqfit, Piety and the Prefessions in Later Medieval England is a collection
of ten papers selected from among those read at the 1987 Winchester

Conference, a conference that attracts scholars relatively new to academe.
Mining sources neglected by other studies and reexamining sources already
combed by established historians, the authors of this collection offer the
reader an exciting journey into the realms of creative methodologies.
Charter attestations, for example, help define the interests of fifteenthcentury freeholders in their resident counties (see Roger Virgoe, "Aspects of
the County Community in the Fifteenth Century," 1-13). By approximately
1450, freeholders below the rank of knights, esquires, gentlemen, and
franklins comprise almost half of the names of witnesses on election
indentures. This suggests that shire activities were not as much dominated
by the gentry and aristocracy as is commonly thought. Poll tax returns for
late fourteenth-century Yorkshire disclose a number of women variously
employed (see P J. P Goldberg, "Women's Work, Women's Role, in the
Late Medieval North," 34-50). Not only were women present in force
among merchants, artisans (including smiths), and marshals, but they paid
taxes as single workers and as female heads of house. Scrutiny of chancery
and court records of the fifteenth century shows a growing number of
lawyers in courts at diverse levels, and, at the same time, a gradual rise in
status of civil lawyers (see N. L. Ramsay, "What was the Legal Profession?"
62-71, and Mark Beilby, "The Profits of Expertise: the Rise of the Civil
Lawyers and Chancery Equity," 72-90) . Systematic examination of wills
discloses a conventional piety among fifteenth-century English townspeople;
deathbed bequests and pious donations were relatively unimportant. The
distribution of moveable and real property well before one's death (and
therefore unmentioned in wills) argues more for material and familial concerns than for religious sensibilities (see Clive Burgess, "Late Medieval Wills
and Pious Convention: Testamentary Evidence Reconsidered," 14-33).
While most of the articles are based on quantitative analyses, others
utilize case studies to make similar points. Historical problems are
approached from both broad and narrow perspectives. N. L. Ramsay
demonstrates that lawyers were gradually able to reverse the popular
image of greed and corruption attached to the profession. By the midfourteenth century, lawyers were seen as devoted, skilled, experienced,
and wise. The improvement in status seems connected to familial ambition,
as exemplified in the careers of two royal justices (see Brigette Vale, "The
Profits of the Law and the 'Rise' of the Scrapes: Henry Scrape [d. 1336]
and Geoffrey Scrape [d. 1340], ChiefJustices to Edward II and Edward
III," 91-ro2).
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Familial interests are also prominent in the case ofJohn Holland (see
Michael Stansfield, '1"ohn Holland, duke of Exeter and Earl of Huntington
[d. 1447] and the Costs of the Hundred Years War," 103-18). Stansfield suggests that war buttressed the unsteady social status of the nobility by
enabling noblemen like Holland to fulfill their social responsibilities, including military defense of English continental holdings and military heroism
in the long fight against France. Social mobility, personal aggrandizement,
and power were goals of royalty and administrators alike during this turbulent era (see Rhidian Griffiths, "Prince Henry and Wales, 1400-1408," 51-6I;
Linda Clark, "The Benefits and Burdens of Office: Henry Bourgchier
[1408-83], Viscount Bourgchier and Earl of Essex, and the Treasurership
of the Exchequer," n9-36; and Margaret Condon, "From Caitiff and
Villain to Pater Patriae: Reynold Bray and the Profits of Office," 137-68).
The articles contribute to a balanced view of late medieval English
society: conditions changed as people responded to practical demands and
pursued their ambitions. It is ironic that the extant evidence, which points
to increased bureaucratization and governmental intrusion, also demonstrates
that much went on beyond the purview of courts oflaw and governments.
Stephanie Christelow
Idaho State University

Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski, trans., The Writings of Margaret of Oingt:
Medieval Prioress and Mystic (D. IJio), Focus Library of Medieval Women
2, Focus Information Group, 1990, 86 pp., $8.95.
This slender work is the second volume of the Focus Library of
Medieval Women:, a series dedicated to making available significant
works by and about medieval women. Like the efforts of Peter Dronke,
Katherina M. Wilson, and Elizabeth Alvilda Petroff, this work of
Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski is welcome indeed.
As far as we know, Prioress Margaret of Oingt was the only female
Carthusian mystic writer. Venerated as blessed but never canonized, she
remained an object of popular adoration until the French Revolution.
Except for an edition and French translation by Antonin Duraffour, Pierre
Gardette, and Paulette Durdilly (Societe d'Edition "Les Belles Lettres,"
1965) and an English translation of Mirror in Elizabeth Alvida Petroffs
Medieval Women's Visionary Literature (Oxford University Press, 1986),
Margaret's writings have been largely neglected.
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Blumenfeld-Kosinski provides a succint Introduction that sketches
the few known details of Margaret's life and briefly describes her four works.
To contextualize the Prioress, Blumenfeld-Kosinski discusses the position
of women within thirteenth-century religious orders as well as the characteristics of female piety and its relationship to female mysticism and religious
writing. The Introduction's bibliography suggests supplementary readings.
The translation of Margaret's works (based on Ms. 5785R in the
Municipal Library of Grenoble and on the Duraffour, Gardette, Durdilly
edition) forms the main body of the volume: A Page of Meditations,
Mirror (her vision of Christ), The Lift of the Virgin Saint Beatrice of
Ornacieux, Letters and Stories. Blumenfeld-Kosinski's renderings are accurate, although paragraph 87 in The Life of the Virgin has been omitted.
(Typographical carelessness is a plausible explanation, given the large
number of typographical errors in some sections and the frequently squeezed
spacing of words.)
Blumenfeld-Kosinski's translation is very readable. She exercises
occasional poetic license, choosing present over past tense for some verbs.
The faintly archaic flavor of a word or phrase gives just the right reminder
that the author's voice speaks from a distant past. Copious, informative
notes discuss items ranging from lexical distinctions to cultural values.
The interpretive essay closing the volume elaborates a theme raised
in the introduction-"the idea of writing as authority and conflict."
Blumenfeld-Kosinski argues against the traditional views that have
devalued medieval women's mystical writings as inferior visions prone to
excessive sentimentalism. Like Caroline Walker Bynum and Petroff, she
maintains instead that these meditations and visions represent a special
kind of empowerment for medieval religious women. In their mystical
experiences, the nuns accomplished authoritative functions denied them
in real life. Such visionary experiences enabled women to explore new
roles and identities while experimenting with new modes of verbal
expression. The asceticism of a woman such as Margaret of Oingt, then,
represents a positive attempt at self-realization rather than a sublimation
of the limitations popularly attributed to convent life.
This translation will facilitate thorough analysis of a neglected but
influential writer. Studying Margaret's works will broaden our understanding both of what writing meant for medieval women and of what
they contributed to late medieval piety.
JoanM. West
University ofldaho
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Judith Berg Sobre, Behind the Altar Table: The Development ofthe Painted
Retable in Spain, IJ50-I500, University of Missouri Press, 1989, 384 pp., ill.,
biblio., index, $55.00 .
For any serious student of Iberian art, Behind the Altar Table is a
very useful and important book representing the first comprehensive
study of a major peculiarity of late medieval and early Renaissance art
in Spain. Nearly all significant examples of Spanish painting executed in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were, in fact, intimately associated
with commissions for retablos. Previously these paintings had been considered only intrinsically, that is, as formal indices of a given painter's style.
Only now is sufficient attention finally being paid to their original destination or context within a given, largely unique but very conventionalized,
quasi-architectural format.
Rising vertically from behind the altar-table (hence "retro-tab/um"),
these multipartite, wide-bodied structures eventually rose to the ceiling
vaults of Gothic apses . Some even include three-score or more painted
panels, the towering ensembles of which were customarily enframed by
intricately carved wooden and gilded borders . Even though multipaneled
altarpieces-retables, reredos, or polyptychs-were to be found throughout Europe before the mid-sixteenth century, the Spanish examples-as
subarchitectural ensembles-seem consistently more impressive than the
others, particularly when viewed within a larger cultural context as expressions of a late Gothic "micro-architectural" impulse.
Judith Berg Sobre's painstakingly researched and gracefully written
study is the first monographic analysis of the corpus of all extant or otherwise well-documented Spanish examples from the particular period upon
which she has chosen to focus. The closest structural equivalent to the
retablos mayores of the early Renaissance seems to come not from the Latin
West but rather from the Byzantine world, the "iconostasis." According to
Berg Sabre's explanation (following the lead of previous Spanish scholars,
who all ignore the documentary references to similar structures in
Visigothic churches before the eighth century), the evolution was wholly
Iberian-but only datable to the Romanesque period. At that time,
unquestionably, multipartite painted panels hung in front of the altar
(antependia) while behind the altar in other churches were also magnificent
frescos covering the apses from the floor to the ceiling. As it appears,
these two types of didactic decoration eventually coalesced due to certain
liturgical innovations that served to move the altar flush to the back wall,
thus covering the lower zones of the apse wall. Another result was that
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the priest, his back to the congregation during the Elevation of the Host,
blocked any view of the wooden antependia embellished with Eucharistic
imagery. The evolved format of the verticalized retablo neatly solved the
resulting liturgical "problem" by literally "elevating" Eucharistic and complementary figurations well above the altar table. As an "altarpiece," any
retablo was, of course, intended to be a static but highly visual counterpart
to the kinetic choreography of the conventionalized and abstract ritual
passes of the ceremony of the Mass.
Berg Sobre has set out to provide us with a coherent and exhaustively researched statement about the known corpus of Spanish retables
executed between 1350 and 1500 and exclusively devoted to didactic displays of religious paintings. The author has unquestionably fulfilled her
announced goals in an enviable fashion and, therefore, this should remain
the definitive work on those particular materials within that specific time
frame. What is now called for is a similarly exhaustive study of the retablos
mayores of the later Renaissance and Baroque periods, when the paintings
usually became wholly subordinated (or even suppressed) due to new
sculptural and architectural concerns.
John F. Moffitt
New Mexico State University

Howard V. Hendrix, The Ecstasy of Catastrophe: A Study ofApocalyptic
Narrative from Langland to Milton, American University Studies 4, Peter
Lang, 1990, 394 pp., biblio., index, $65.00.
The Ecstasy of Catastrophe supports its thesis by examining ten significant Medieval and Renaissance texts: Piers Plowman, Pearl, The Tale
of the Sankgreal, L e Morte Darthur, The Faerie Queene, Book 1, and the
two Mutabilitie Cantos, Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, and Samson
Agonistes. Howard V. Hendrix carefully defines his terms of reference at
the start, clarifying, by appealing to etymology, that apocalyptic signifies
both the idea of unveiling and of end-time catastrophe. He contends
that there is a further duality that is paradoxical: an apocalypse within
and one without. Concurrent with this is an intersection of two orders of
being-the finite, temporal, and categorizable, and the infinite, eternal,
and noncategorizable. Parallel with the finite is a normative order (the
world of Kantian ethical imperatives) and the descriptive (the world of
ontological realities) .
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According to Hendrix, within apocalyptic literature a "revelatory
shift," a "radical differencing," occurs in a narrative when "what is" (the
descriptive) yields to what "ought to be." For Hendrix, the search for
apocalypse is a quest for an immediate "apprehension of the transcendent" (6) a process that is self-consuming in Stanley Fish's sense of the
term. In addition, there must be "holes" in the descriptive world to allow
for a different order of being. The ecstasy of catastrophe indicates that
we cannot "stand outside" (ekstasis) of the "overturning" (katastrophe) of
time, space, and incompletion (14). With these concepts in mind, Hendrix
undertakes analysis of these medieval and Renaissance texts, seeing them
as "a map of holes in maps rather than as a map of wholes" (15).
The treatment of Piers Plowman and Pearl is limited, particularly
given the complexity of the allegory of the former work. This necessary
restriction lessens the vigor of Hendrix's analysis, sometimes causing him
to reiterate parts of his thesis without sufficient investigation.
A stronger and more comprehensive case for apocalyptic texts is
made with Canto I of The Faerie Queene and the Mutabilitie Cantos. The
crucial battle between the normative (Red Cross) and the descriptive
(the Dragon) is seen as a recapitulation of Book I of The Faerie Queene, just
as Revelation encapsulates the Bible. In the Mutabilitie cantos Hendrix
sees the "clearest and most succinct statement in Spenser of the distinction
between the descriptive and the normative" (167).
Hendrix illustrates his comments copiously from Milton's major
poems, acknowledging the perspectives of Miltonists on the subject.
Hendrix more amply demonstrates his thesis in his discussion of Milton's
Paradise Lost than in the works he discusses elsewhere in his book. In the
end, Hendrix concludes (appealing to Fish) that the "self-consuming"
character of Paradise Lost is unlike other works in that the epic "paradoxically consumes the orthodoxies it sets out to justify" (345). A weakness
of this argument is its failure to give sufficient consideration to books 11
and 12 (briefly mentioned in the final page of the chapter on Paradise
Lost), which are central to the future vision of the poem and the outcome
of its argument.
Errors not corrected while the text was proofread and an inadequately
categorized index make Hendrix's text somewhat distracting. His diction
is often arcane, a bane of contemporary critical theory (e.g., "ultimately
unmetamorphorizable transcendental signifieds" [13]; "doppelgangering"

[79]; "himerotic" [167]).
The Ecstasy of Catastrophe, despite these easily adjustable shortcomings, is a useful contribution to medieval and Renaissance studies
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insofar as it engages some of the most influential and significant texts
with directness and with an awareness of current critical perspectives.
Also it is gratifying to see historical scholarship judiciously sharing the
focus of attention.
Clement H. Wyke
University of Winnipeg

Lois Roney, Chaucer's Knight's Tale and Theories of Scholastic Psychology,
University of South Florida Press, 1990, xviii, 376 pp., ill., biblio., index,
$36.95 (cloth), $16.95 (paperback) .
Chaucer's Knight's Tale and Theories -of Scholastic Psychology seeks to

demonstrate that scholastic philosophy and theories of scholastic psychology intimately shaped Chaucer's Knight's Tale and led him to propose
a new view of human psychology. Each of the three main sections develops
Lois Roney's thesis. First, Chaucer's characterizations of Palamon and
Arcite (the two young knights who compete for Emelye's heart) are
designed to reflect debates between two competing schools of scholastic
psychology, a debate Chaucer resolves with his own theory embodied in
Theseus. Second, the three temples and Palamon's and Arcite's champions
in the tournament reflect the three acts of thinking in scholastic psychology,
a psychology Chaucer rejects in favor of his own more subjective and realistic theory embodied in Saturn's monologue. Last, the pagan setting of
the Knight's Tale, with its precise reflection of scholastic philosophy, is
Chaucer's humanist refutation of the common scholastic position that
fiction contains no truth.
Defending so bold a thesis demands a carefully orchestrated and
detailed defense. However, the book's dazzlingly wide-ranging generalizing
method often focuses on the thesis rather than the defense, thus leaving
the reader unconvinced by the evidence offered to support its many claims.
As chapter one suggests, "simplifications" of the complex intellectualist
and voluntarist psychologies were "common conceptual currency" (57).
The support for this claim, part of which appears at the end of a lengthy
note (305), rests on the Knight's Tale itself and Roney's personal view of
history and the human intellect, not on other contemporaneous materials.
Thus the first section connects the two "simplifications" (personified by
Palamon and Arcite) to elements in the competing scholastic traditions
rather than showing-from a balanced and detailed presentation of the
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two traditions-how scholastic debate led to Chaucer's stereotypes.
Taking the stereotypes as legitimate models for the psychologies soon leads
Roney to unsupported conclusions. Chapter one, for example, suggests
that Palamon's and Arcite's love for Emelye embodies a "major (and still
unresolved) ethical problem in each psychology-in the intellectualist
psychology, the problem of loving someone unselfishly; and in the voluntarist psychology, the problem of serving someone intelligently" (9r).
The book's focus on striking conclusions rather than the means to them
may also explain why readers are often asked to accept ideas that depend
on evidence and arguments in later sections of the work.
In spite of these weaknesses, Roney's courageous sleuthing in this
complex area enriches our understanding of the Knight's Tale and of
medieval literature in general. Her discovery that the characterizations
of the two young knights can be linked to competing scholastic theories
opens the way for new interpretations of one of the oldest problems of
the tale. Her study of Saturn's limitations suggests another resolution to the
continuing debate over the tale's philosophic implications-implications
that condition our view of Chaucer and the Canterbury Tales as a whole.
The influence of the three acts of cognition on techniques in medieval
art and literature accounts for a dominant stylistic feature of Gothic art
and literature. Finally, Roney demonstrates conclusively that students of
medieval literature can no longer assume that methods and issues in the
schools had little significant influence on the structure and meaning of
late medieval literature.
Charles R. Smith
Colorado State University

Timothy Verdon and John Henderson, eds., Christianity and the Renaissance:
Image and Religious Imagination in the Quattrocento, Syracuse University
Press, r990, xix, 6n pp., ill., $55.00 (cloth), $r8.95 (paperback).
Christianity and the Renaissance is a collection of twenty-three
essays on private and institutional religious beliefs and their forms of
visual expression in fifteenth-century Italy. These essays represent half
of the more than forty papers read during an eight-day symposium that
met in Tallahassee, Florida, and Florence, Italy, in early r985. Five of
these papers were published in Arte Lombarda and two in Artibus et historiae
in r986. Others published elsewhere are noted in the preface.
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An essay by Timothy Verdon, "Christianity, the Renaissance, and
the Study of History," in which the author identifies religion as the fulcrum
of all other activities in the Renaissance, introduces the other essays,
which are grouped loosely under three major sections.
Part One, "The Monastic World," features Gene Adam Bruckner's
and Nicolai Rubinstein's demographic and sociological studies of cloistered
life. William Hood's essay continues his research into the visual expression
of Dominican modes of prayer, while Rab Hatfield deals with Franciscan
ideals as expressed in painting. Creighton Gilbert explicates the paleoChristian origins of the Carmelite order, and Kaspar Elm does the same for
the Augustinians. Daniel Lesnick comments on preaching as a profession.
Part Two, "The Religious World of the Laity," includes Ronald
Weissman's "Sacred Eloquence"-a discussion of humanist preaching.
Brian Pullan's "The Scuole Grandi of Venice" compares the devotional and
political activities of these schools of flagellants with confraternities in
Florence. Studies by James Banker and Neri Capponi on confraternities
in the Tiber valley and in Florence, like that of John Henderson, touch
on lay penitence. Kathleen Arthur points out the function of cult objects
for Florentine confraternities. Nerida Newbigin details the backstage
activities in performances of mystery plays, while Cyrilla Barr comments
on the function of music. Religious spectacles in their broadest context are
dealt with by Paola Ventrone, who compares sacre rappresentazioni with
the visual arts. George Kubler deals with the Sacromonte re-creations of the
Via Crucis as a substitute for pilgrimages to the Holy Land.
Part Three, "The World of the Christian Humanist," features
Marcia Hall's "Savonarola's Preaching and the Patronage of Art," Eugenio
Garin's study of Pico della Mirandola, and Melissa Bullard's "Marsilio
Ficino and the Medici." Salvatore Camporeale illuminates the crisis
monasteries faced in an urban setting.
The collection concludes with a "Coda on Method," including Charles
Hope's ''Altarpieces and the Requirements of Patrons" and ''Art Criticism
and Icon-Theology" by Eugenio Marino. Hope explores the relationship
between image and narrative in altarpieces-their clarity of statement and
degree of understanding by the faithful-while Marino expands on how
faith and culture conditioned the responses oflay witnesses to visual images.
The strength of this collection lies in its variety of topics, its range
of approaches to the issue oflay spirituality, and its visual expression.
Edward J. 0 lszewski
Case Western Reserve University
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John B. Gleason,]ohn Colet, University of California Press, 1989, 416 pp.,
$50.00.

This is a biography ofJohn Colet (1467?-1519), the Dean of St. Paul's,
the founder of St. Paul's School, and the so-called "Oxford Reformer"a man whose reputation is, says John B. Gleason, "the longest-running
myth in English renaissance studies" (267). Linked with Erasmus and More
by Fredric Seebohm in The Oxford Reformers (1867), Colet was reputed to
be the senior founder of humanistic reform in England. Gleason shows
that this reputation may be undeserved, since Colet was a Cambridge
man, a conservative exegete, and an enemy of the classics in the classroom.
It would be difficult to accept this change in a reputation that was
current even in the sixteenth century were it not for the meticulous
scholarship of Gleason, who has distilled a lifetime of learning into this
book. A professor of literature, Gleason employs the tools of the critic,
the historian, the translator, and the paleographer to tell of Colet's life,
analyze his thought, collate the surviving copies of Colet's works, and
provide a dual language edition of Colet's De sacramentis. As a result we
see Colet as a man deeply religious and desirous of reform, but as one
who sat in judgment on Lollards and was disappointed by the inclusion
of non-Christian texts in Erasmus's De duplici copia v erborum ac rerum.
On one level this book is a work of historiography, teaching the
reader the ways Colet's name has been invoked by various reformers. On
another level it informs the reader about Colet's family, early education,
and professional life, insofar as Gleason can reconstruct them. Much of
what we know of Colet comes from a polemical "life" written by Erasmus
after Colet's death. Gleason carefully attempts to remove the polemicism
and reassemble what facts are left.
It is in the close critical reading of texts that Gleason truly shines.
By scrupulously analyzing the writings of Colet and others he teaches us
about Colet's "world of thought." The resulting image is that of a scholar
who verged on denying Christ's humanity and depended solely on the
Holy Spirit to interpret scripture. Colet believed that those who read
pagan books-the classics-to understand God or anything else were, in
St. Paul's words, "'sacrificing to demons"' (226-27). Colet's educational
innovations, therefore, were limited to administrative arrangements. He
did not introduce a humanist curriculum.
Another pleasant feature of this book is Gleason's skillful translation of Colet's Latin into flowing English, making this translation of
De sacramentis as readable as it is dependable.
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After being debunked as a hero for liberal reformers, Colet in
Gleason's book becomes a late medieval man. Anyone interested in late
medieval theology, education or humanism, or in the historiography of
the early Reformation will find it profitable to read this fine book.
Norman L. Jones
Utah State University

Silvia Ruffo Fiore, Niccolo Machiavelli: An Annotated Bibliography of
Modern Criticism and Scholarship, Greenwood Press, 1990, 824 pp.,
$89.50.

Silvia Ruffo Fiore's Niccolo Machiavelli: An Annotated Bibliography
Criticism and Scholarship is truly a tour de force. She has
accomplished what many of us have long wished for but haven't had the
ambition, patience, or skill to do ourselves: a fully annotated bibliography
spanning more than fifty years of Machiavelli scholarship. All Machiavellists
will benefit from this monumental compilation, which supplements
Achille Norsa's unannotated If principio def/a farza nel pensiero politico di
Niccolo Machiavelli (Milan, 1936) and replaces Franco Fido's inadequate
Machiavelli (Palermo, 1965). A research grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities and support from the University of South
Florida, where Fiore has taught since 1969, enabled her to launch this
ambitious project.
What makes Fiore's bibliography so invaluable is its comprehensive coverage of books, monographs, articles, anthologies, editions of
Machiavelli's writings, and even reviews. Theses and dissertations are
also listed but not annotated unless they do not appear in Dissertation
Abstracts. The bibliography is organized chronologically by years from 1935
to 1988 and alphabetically by author within each year. All entries carry an
identifying number followed by complete bibliographic data. Books list
both publisher and place of publication as well as bibliography, index,
and number of pages. Following this bibliographic material is a detailed
description of the book's contents, varying in length according to the book's
size and complexity. Articles are listed with the full name of the journal,
the volume number, and the length. Articles, too, are annotated and
include information about documentation and notes. The language of
items not written in English is indicated at the end of the annotation.
Reviews are placed immediately following the book being reviewed.

of Modern
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Four useful indexes, keyed to the item numbers of the entries, add
further flexibility and utility: (1) an author index, which lists alphabetically
all authors and editors of books and articles; (2) an alphabetical title index;
(3) a unique and extensive (90 pages) subject/name index, which lists alphabetically the names of significant people and things (phrases, concepts,
terms, titles, subjects, etc.) appearing in the annotations-extremely
valuable when looking for published opinions about Machiavelli; (4) an
alphabetical listing of references to Machiavelli's works appearing in the
annotations. Items are cross-referenced when applicable and subdivided
from general to more specific information.
The extensive listing and annotating extends only through 1984.
Items from 1985 through 1988 are much more cursorily collected, and
those from 1986 on are without annotations. This is unfortunate but only
a minor drawback. If the bibliography is thought of as extending only to
1984, with the addition of a few items from 1985 to 1988 as a bonus, then it
will be seen in proper perspective. The compilation has to end somewhere,
and 824 pages can hardly be called inadequate. Within its parameters,
this is a thorough, comprehensive, and highly usable bibliography that
will be welcomed by all students and scholars of the great Florentine for
many years to come.
De Lamar Jensen
Brigham Young University

Circa I492: Art in the Age of Exploration, ed. Jay A. Levenson, Yale
University Press, 1991, 671 pp., ill., $59.95.

This massive, beautifully illustrated book was written as a companion
to an exhibition at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. But
this stunning book is more than an art show catalogue: it is a wide-ranging
survey of art and culture in Europe, Africa, the Near East, Asia, and the
Americas on the eve of Columbus's voyage of 1492. Circa I492: Art in the Age
ofExploration contains 675 color illustrations and more than 500 catalogue
entries.
Although the press advertises this as "the gift book of 1991," it surpasses other editions commemorating the Columbus quincentenary. Circa
I492 reveals astonishing worldwide cultural activity at the time Columbus
began his adventure. New cultural and intellectual currents were developing
side by side with the visual arts in Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas.
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His voyage in August 1492 brought these forces into global contact for
the first time.
Two excellent forward essays by Jay A. Levenson and Daniel Boorstin
introduce the reader to the world of 1492. These are followed by thirty more
essays ranging from Richard Kagan's "The Spain of Ferdinand and
Isabella," through F. W. Mote's "China in the Age of Columbus," to
Michael D. Coe's "The Aztec Empire: Realm of the Smoking Mirror."
The book concludes with a superb overview analysis by J. H. Elliott.
Not only does this volume contain some of the best reproductions
of art worldwide, it is also accompanied by easy to use notes, references,
appendages, and lists. Overall, this book is a welcome addition to the
bookshelves of both scholar and nonscholar alike.
Delno West
Northern Arizona University

Timothy Hampton, Writing.from History: The Rhetoric of Exemplarity in
Renaissance Literature, Cornell University Press, 1990, 309 pp., index,
$42.95 (cloth), Sr2.95 (paperback).
Timothy Hampton's Writing.from History: The Rhetoric ofExemplarity
in Renaissance Literature analyzes the central tenet of early Renaissance
humanism, that the historical figures of classical antiquity represent
exemplars of behavior and action for the present. Such a tenet was based
on the idea that history, and more important the refashioning of history
in literature, extended its meaning and relevance beyond the past historical moment, and even beyond its present rhetorical value, to influence
political events and personal conduct. Hampton's book, however, exceeds a
mere explanation or exemplification of this well-known humanist ideology.
Instead he meticulously traces its development, both chronologically and
conceptually, beginning in the second decade of the sixteenth century
when the "veneration of the timeless value of ancient models as patterns
for action'' was opposed by "a sharp awareness of the contingency that
divides modern readers from ancient exemplars" (x).
The book's introduction, "Exemplarity and Interpretation: Reading
in History," surveys the "interpretive and rhetorical problems" issuing
from the "juxtaposition of a figure of ancient virtue, a text in which that
figure is represented, and an ethical system promoting political action"
(3) . It does so knowledgeably utilizing a variety of critical contexts from
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classical, humanist sources such as Cicero, Augustine, and Petrarch to
modernists such as Hans-Georg Gadamer, Jurgen Habermas, and
Roland Barthes. Hampton's use of Cristafaro Landino's interpretation
of Aeneas as a model of the heroic personality translated into a model of
selfhood provides a well-chosen, concrete exemplification of how the
rhetoric of exemplarity operated in Renaissance humanist culture and
how it historically opened the exemplar to contemporary actualization
while ideologically favoring "a gesture of closure" (27).
Chapter Two, on Bude, Erasmus, and Machiavelli, documents how
the rhetoric of exemplarity begins to break down, especially when past
models are used to define contemporary pragmatic political action. While
Bude reconciled conflicts through an optimistic nationalism and Erasmus
through Christian ethics, Machiavelli's Il principe and I discorsi demonstrate
the severe tension between the permanence and nondifference reflected in
traditional humanist model psychology and the fragility and distinction
reflected in the contingency of the historical moment as it impinges on the
present. The pages on Machiavelli represent some of the most thoughtful
and well written of the entire book, demonstrating Hampton's ability to
understand and articulate the immensely complex nature of Machiavelli's
conceptual dichotomies and rhetorical strategies.
In subsequent chapters, Hampton carefully and patiently expands
and applies his thesis to some of the most important writers of the period.
He concludes that in Tasso's epics humanist model theory is replaced by
a martyr-paragon; in Montaigne's essays, by the creation of a private
reading space; in Shakespeare's tragedies, by the use of the theater to
focus on the antagonisms in social class; and finally in Cervantes's novel,
by the creation of a new literary form. Each chapter convincingly and
logically traces the demise of history as a rhetorical context for these literary writers, and eventually for modern European culture.
Hampton's book is notable for its scholarship and erudition, for its
close textual readings integrated to larger contextual issues, for its clarity
of focus in treating authors and genres, but most remarkably for its illumination of how the modern period, with its particular concepts of self
and its particular literary discourses, came to be. Hampton's study provides a basis for understanding why Mikhail M. Bakhtin called the epic
"a congealed and half-moribund genre" ("Epic and Novel," in The
Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays by M. M. Bakhtin, ed. Michael Holquist
[Austin, 1981], 14).
If there are limitations to this excellent work they do not reside in
Hampton's analysis of the discourse of emulative heroism, but rather in the
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androcentric and patriarchal nature of humanist rhetoric and pedagogy,
as he points out on page 2 n. r. Important but muted issues emerging
from this work deal with the nature and impact of female exemplars on
Renaissance women writers and readers; the connection between genre
form and imitative behavior, public and private, for women; and the relationship to and influence of the male authorial precursors Hampton cites
on women writers and readers. The responses to these issues will complete the literary, psychological, and political picture Hampton paints in
his book by showing how women writers transformed established genre
conventions, set by the paternal masters, to create a woman-centered
view of heroism, self, and the world.
Silvia Ruffo Fiore
University of South Florida

Juan Luis Vives, The Passions of the Soul· The Third Book of De Anima et
Vita, trans. and intro. by Carlos G. Norena, Studies in Renaissance
Literature 4, Edwin Mellen Press, 1990, xv, 121 pp., $49.95
Juan Luis Vives's (1492-1540) third book of De anima et vita (1538)
_treats the question of emotions, thus the English title, The Passions ofthe
Soul. The treatise's introduction precedes twenty-four chapters of varying
length-from the "frighteningly short" (Norena's appraisal, xii) chapter
on hope (sixteen lines, page 108), to a sixteen-page chapter titled "Two
Kinds of Love Intermingled" (22-37).
Carlos G. Norena deliberately eschews a full commentary to the text,
achieved already in his Juan Luis Vives and the Emotions (Southern
Illinois Press, 1989). This commentary along with his A Vives Bibliography
(volume five of the same Edwin Mellen Press series) would facilitate understanding this translated text. A Vives Bibliography explains the restriction
of bibliography to brief identification of some sources in the footnotes .
A s no critical edition of Vives's work yet exists, Norena prudently
bases his translation on the widely available, albeit "imperfect Mayans text
of Vives Opera Omnia (Valencia, 1782-1788; reprinted in London, 1964)'' (xv)
-in consultation with the 1974 Italian-Latin edition by Mario Sancipriano,
which in turn follows the Mayans edition in conjunction with the Basel,
1538 editio princeps (xv).
The notes vary in kind. Some clarify translation difficulties presented by the Latin text of the Mayans edition. (Norena acknowledges
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freely the translation difficulties he has had and often provides the Latin
for those interested in assessing the problem for themselves.) Most notes
locate the source stated by Vives; some correct the source; two simply
admit to an inability to discover the source. Other notes offer Norefia's
own textual observations, for example, that Vives's "remarkable defense of
betrayed wives seems to have been inspired by Vives' intense friendship
with Catherine of Aragon'' (87 n. 6). The pertinence of these observations
contrasts with their scarcity.
The second half of Norefia's introduction felicitously offers "remarks
on the plan, the novelty, and the influence of Vives' analysis of emotions";
unfortunately they are "just a few" (vii). His comments evidence concision and aptness, for example: "Aristotelian teleology and Christian
faith in Providence are combined by Vives to moderate the Platonic and
Stoic disparagement of emotional life" (viii). Although he claims that no
serious study on the influence of Vives's De anima et vita exists, it was,
however, "repeatedly published in Basel, London, Lyon, Freiburg and
Zurich" and was "translated into Italian and Spanish" (xiii), all of which
argues for a sizable impact of this work on its own milieu and that of
subsequent periods.
Norefia's translation now makes Vives's work accessible to the nonLatinist willing to trust it. In this regard, an explanation of the translator's
modus interpretandi is wanting. Translation difficulties presented in the
footnotes might have been resolved had he consulted (perhaps he did but
does not say) other Latin editions and the various vernacular translations.
Although Norefia's three books on Vives would be more useful as a
single volume work, Norefia's translation is still an important task well
accomplished.
Anthony J. Cardenas
University of New Mexico

Ann Rosalind Jones, The Currency of Eros: Women's Love Lyric in Europe,
I540-I620, Indiana University Press, 1990, ix, 242 pp., ill., biblio., index,
$ 2 9.95.
Ann Rosalind Jones's most recent book appears in an important
new series, Women in Letters, edited by two leading feminist critics,
Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar. The series endeavors to introduce
both general and specialized readers to major female literary figures
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beginning with Christine de Pizan in the Book of the City of Ladies and
continuing through the centuries to the present. The Currency of Eros
makes a stunning contribution to the series. The author selects celebrated
women poets from three countries-England, France, and Italy-and
explores the genesis of their work within the particular social, ethnic,
economic, and artistic milieu in which they lived.
A major strength of the work lies in its comparative structure. In
each chapter, the author identifies two poets of different national origins
whose works share common aesthetic elements. In no instances are these
similarities forced or exaggerated. As a result, the reader better understands the circumstances that inspired women of different nations to
transgress the social rules confining them to silence in order to appropriate
the conventions of the love lyric for themselves. Considered a private
form of discourse, lyric poetry was a natural choice for these women; but
as they began to write and publish their works, the personal character of
their love lyrics often incited attacks on their virtue.
Jones identifies and explores four strategies used by women poets to
defend themselves against unjust and unwarranted attacks on their honor.
First, Isabella Whitney and Catherine des Roches, who both wrote for a
living, combine elements of the conduct book with Neoplatonic and
Ovidian strands of the lyric tradition in such a way that the female
poet/lover and not the man leads, counsels, and sets the high moral tone
in which the relationship develops. These two women adopt a negotiated
stance in which they claim their right to speak out without violating gender
expectations of feminine, domestic virtue. Second, Pernette de Guillet
and Tullia d'Aragona establish an ongoing dialogue with distinguished
male poets of prestigious literary circles in Lyon and Florence in order to
give currency to their own unique poetic voice. The third strategy
employed by women poets to defend and enhance their role in the literary
community consists in mastering pastoral form-a genre devoted to complaint and satire. Both Gaspara Stampa and Mary Wroth, after falling
from patrician favor, used their expertise at pastoral poetry to criticize
male pastoral poets for practicing sexual politics and for depriving women
of real power. Finally, the two most outspoken women poets of their age,
Louise Labe and Veronica Franco, appropriated masculine discourse to
describe their passion. Both women, upwardly mobile and holding a
privileged place in the literary circles in which they flourished, viewed
lyric poetry as a contest. Louise Labe describes love as a prolonged competition between lovers, while Veronica Franco establishes a contest
between the object of her praise-prince or painter-and herself as poet.
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Jones remains conscious of the generative circumstances that
inform the works she studies, and she never loses sight of the intertextual
exchange in which these collections of poems were produced. She is
careful to credit those recent critics on whose interpretations she draws:
Peggy Kamuf, Franc;ois Rigolot, Julia Kristeva, and Karine Berriot. And
she adeptly maps out distinct areas in which her arguments depart from
major critics for whom gender distinctions are not critical: George Diller
and Robert Griffin. The Currency of Eros is an indispensable addition to
the rich fabric of critical texts devoted to the development of lyric poetry
by men and women of the European Renaissance. In her analysis of
common currents encouraging the development of lyric poety by women
in England, France, and Italy, Ann Rosalind Jones makes a unique contribution to Renaissance studies and to the issues of gender so central to
the series in which this volume appears .
Deborah N. Losse
Arizona State University

R. Po-chia Hsia, Social Discipline in the Reformation: Central Europe,
I550-q50, Routledge, r989, 218 pp., biblio., index, $44.00.

R. Po-chia Hsia, in Social Discipline in the Reformation: Central Europe,
I550-q50, has produced a concise, clearly written synthesis of much
complex and interesting research, with which nonspecialists will be unfamiliar, on a neglected period of the history of German-speaking central
Europe. He focuses on interrelationships between the extension of the
authority of princely courts through the use of bureaucracies of jurists
employing standardized law on the one hand and the three major religious
reformation movements on the other. He proposes that regardless of the
differences among the religious groups their similar imposition of doctrine
and organization ("confessionalization'') created obedient subjects (through
"social disciplining") and enhanced centralized power.
Hsia's approach is comparative, not only with reference to the
Lutheran, Calvinist, and Catholic reformations but also to the size and
type of political units. He clarifies carefully the geographical scope of the
research cited. Throughout, we are shown something of the dialectical
relationship between the development of the various religious traditions
and the exercise of authority. He also discusses cultural developments,
popular religion, and marginal groups.
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The main defect of this fine book is Hsia's failure to scrutinize
some of his conceptual terms. The progressive process of state-building
that begins in the sixteenth century is probably more deeply embedded
in German historiography than anywhere else, and Hsia's unexamined
use of the concept of "state" and of "political modernization" may
obscure important developments. He sets his discussion of human
agency in the structural context of a unilinear (as suggested by his unexamined use of the concept "early modern") development of the state. But
such an organizational model often causes Hsia to undervalue or miss
entirely the ways a patrimonial structure of political authority, involving
networks of personal relations between central figures and local elites,
perhaps played a more significant role than did bureaucratic imposition
in the development of the state. Moreover, while law and church uniformity can be vehicles of class power, norms of justice and religion often
found popular support as limits on the exercise of authority. Hsia presents much information to illustrate these relationships, but his quick
resort to the concept of "state" buries many fruitful insights. Also, material resources for elite action must have varied considerably throughout
this period, but we get little sense of such variations. This lack of attention to potential constraints on the rulers' actions is sometimes accompanied by a lack of clarity about important political relationships, such as
that between ruler and estates in Bavaria.
Hsia's concluding bibliographic essay is a clear and useful guide to
the literature on which he bases his book. In general, Hsia does what one
should expect in this type of study: he provides a stimulating summary of
what has been done and numerous suggestions about opportunities for
further research. Those who teach and investigate this period should be
grateful.
J.B. Owens
Idaho State University

David M. Dean and Norman L. Jones, eds., The Parliaments ofElizabethan
England, Basil Blackwell, 1990, 226 pp., $45.00.
The usual incoherence of festschrifts is happily avoided in The
Parliaments of Elizabethan England, a splendid complement of eight
essays on Elizabethan parliaments. David M . Dean and Norman L. Jones
have adroitly coordinated the creation of a single volume that successfully
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moves the study of parliamentary politics away from the isolation of central
government to locating political England's chief "point of contact" squarely
"within the English polity." Not all of the realm was represented in the
Commons, whose individual members were not required to "consult those
in whose name they spoke." They were private men representing their own
private interests as well as those of the church, counties, boroughs, towns
without franchises, and single corporations.
Geoffrey Elton and Conrad Russell helpfully broaden the parameters
of the book with pre- and post-Elizabethan essays on parliamentary
development. Elton explores the triumph of common law over canon law
through the legal fiction of "the King-in-parliament," who was seen as
"ultimately superior to that of the king as spiritual head," thus eliminating
the possibility "that ultimate power might fall to a single person." Russell
suggests that the English parliaments from 1593-1606 were, with two
exceptions, one epoch.
Michael Graves sees the privy council's role in managing parliament
as focused on ensuring that parliament granted the O!ieen her taxes,
laws, and some time for a few private bills. Tudor politics focused upon
parliaments only when they were in session, which totaled only three
years of a forty-five-year reign. The true focus of Tudor government, he
concludes, was on its relationships with the local governing elites.
Wallace MacCaffrey stresses parliament's role in foreign policy
through its grants of supply to maintain England's military and diplomatic
readiness in a strange and unsettled new world of "cold war" that erased for
the first time prior "distinctions between open conflict and peace." J. D.
Alsop carries on with this theme by abandoning the traditional portrayal of
Elizabethan parliamentary history, which has stressed polarization and confrontation over the transfer of money from subjects to ruler through tax
statutes. He concludes that, more than the effective management of parliament provided by Elizabeth or her privy council, it was their common
ground, goodwill, habit of deference, and lack of meaningful opposition
that led to such sustained success in financing England's defensive and
offensive needs.
Norman L. Jones sees religion and parliament as "inextricably
intertwined" because parliament was not only the supreme legislator
but also the only court in the realm capable of resolving any issue. And
as long as the glue of religious hatred remained, one could expect no
Elizabethan MP to leave God out of any legislative issue. Peace with
Spain in the reign of James I removed that glue and did so with serious
consequences.
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David M. Dean's essay deals with the use of parliament by the
localities. It reveals that no significant divisions existed between court
and county, between national and local awareness, or between public and
private interests. Individuals, boroughs, unfranchised towns, counties, or
any combination of these, could and did introduce bills of common interest.
They learned that if their bill originated with the Lords it stood a better
chance of success in the Commons because the latter tended to be more
deferential to a bill submitted to them by the upper house.
Taking exception with J. E. Neale, T. E. Hartley concludes that
county elections generally were properly controlled so "that there was no
apparent general hostility to sheriffs' conduct of elections" nor any desire
on the part of parliament to tighten control on their actions. Indeed, many
Commons members at some point in their careers served as sheriffs.
Finally, these essays all suggest there is little truth to the traditional
view that Elizabethan parliaments were typified by conflict between a
conservative queen and Privy Council on one hand and an organized
Puritan opposition on the other. Instead, lawmaking is stressed as the
chief function of these parliaments, lawmaking that took place in an
atmosphere of surprising cooperation.

F. Jeffrey Platt
Northern Arizona University

John C. Briggs, Francis Bacon and the Rhetoric ifNature, Harvard University
Press, 1989, xii, 285 pp., $30.00.
In these days of full disclosure, I should admit that I declined to
review this book when it appeared in 1989. I received a review copy of
Francis Bacon and the Rhetoric if Nature from the editors of a journal in
rhetoric and composition who asked if I thought it would be of interest to
their readers. I answered in the negative. Francis Bacon is often named as
a precursor of the "new rhetoric," sometimes as the founder of a line that
descends through John Locke and George Campbell to I. A. Richards. He
is also sometimes treated as the villain who gave invention and arrangement
to logic, thereby reducing rhetoric to style. Because John C. Briggs says
nothing about these discussions, I thought his book would frustrate most
practicing rhetoricians.
I should also note that the review copy that arrived in September
1991 showed signs of wear. I fancied it had been passed over by a member
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of an audience identified in the publisher's blurb: the historians of science.
For Briggs could have bolstered and amended his argument by referring to
well-known work in that field-to Charles Webster on the millenarian
impulse in Baconian science or M. M. Slaughter on the Baconian legacy
of philosophical grammar. Briggs makes repeated reference to Bacon's
interest in alchemy but cites little of the scholarship on the subject. To
use a favorite Baconian adjective, I pronounce his scholarship on rhetoric
and nature "deficient." But I hasten to say that he writes something other
than scholarship and writes it well.
Briggs has written what seems to me a series of essays on rhetoric
and nature as Bacon might have seen them. When he is at his best, in the
long chapter on "The Timaeic Tradition in the Sixteenth Century," he does
not discuss Bacon's thought so much as he re-creates it, using a wealth of
primary sources. Like Bacon, he loves to tease out the implications of a
biblical verse, a classical myth, a Ciceronian maxim. Like Bacon, he can
coin a term and turn a phrase and suggest much in little space. Like Bacon,
though, he is weak in the transitions that hold such insights together.
Briggs wants to show that Bacon's rhetoric of nature represents a
hypertrophy of earlier tradition, occasioned partly by millenarian zeal,
partly by a duplicitous, even Machiavellian personality. He wants to
reveal a more devious rhetoric than other Baconians have found. But his
argument is strangely foreshortened.
When he has finished expounding the "Solomonic" and "Timaeic"
heritage, Briggs has provided Baconian readings of both, exploring the
myths and images into which Bacon looked for hidden meaning. The
rest is exposition, first of Bacon's dicta on nature and rhetoric, then of four
classical and modern texts on rhetoric and dialectic, finally of Bacon's
rhetorical strategies in the Essays and in the bribery trial that ended his
public life. The central chapter on Baconian rhetoric is anticlimactic,
because Bacon's position has been stated implicitly, and unconvincing,
because the "Timaeic tradition'' here discussed is so broad that it eludes
definition.
Thomas Willard
University of Arizona

Torquato Tasso, Rinaldo: Ediz ione critica basata sulfa seconda edizione def
I570 con le varianti def/a princeps (I562), ed. Michael Sherberg, Classici
italiani minori 16, Longo Editore, 1990, 332 pp.
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Torquato Tasso's first published work, the Rinaldo (1562), follows
previous Italian Renaissance epics that narrate the exploits of legendary
Carolingian knights. Like Matteo Boiardo's Orlando Innamorato and
Ludovico Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, Rinaldo develops themes of love,
magic, chivalric adventure, and combat between Christians and Saracens.
Tasso scholars have traditionally seen the Rinaldo as an imperfect, youthful
experiment, interesting primarily as a preface to Tasso's mature works
such as the Discorsi dell'arte poetica (1567-70) and the Gerusalemme Liberata
(1581). Sherberg's critical edition of the Rinaldo may not alter this evaluation, but it does provide for the first time a reliable text of the poem.
Michael Sherberg bases his approach on an earlier study by Cesare
Bozzetti (Studi Tassiani n [1961]: 5-44), who points out how "conjecture"
and "tradition'' have caused modern editions of the Rinaldo to accumulate
unjustifiable variations from the princeps edition. Sherberg departs from
Bozzetti, however, in stressing the value of the second edition, that of
1570, as the most authoritative text. As Sherberg systematically explains
in his "Nota al testo" (37-53), this second edition of the poem culminates
an eight-year process of correction, revision, and improvement of the
text by the poet. While Tasso remedied many of the mechanical and
typographical errors of the first edition, he also attempted to solve
numerous stylistic problems. These changes do not alter the broad lines of
plot or structure, but they do substantially affect the stylistic patina of the
p_oem (42). In choosing the 1570 edition as his base text, then, Sherberg sets
aside the initial experiments and mistakes of the young Tasso and offers
us the revised version the poet himself apparently preferred. Sherberg
standardizes capitalization, abbreviations, and contractions of articles
and prepositions, modernizes punctuation, and corrects obvious printing
errors. At the same time he preserves variations of usage and spelling
typical of the language in Tasso's time and carefully documents his few
conjectural solutions to textual problems. Sherberg's work is a careful and
responsible attempt to reconstruct a definitive edition of the poem. Tasso
scholars will doubtless welcome it as the most useful edition of the Rinaldo
to date.
Sherberg's "Introduzione" (9-53) also deserves mention as a contribution to Tasso studies. Using as coordinates the Renaissance themes of
unity, verisimilitude, beauty, and pleasure versus utility, he situates the
Rinaldo in relation to Ariosto's Orlando and to Tasso's later masterpiece,
the Gerusalemme. He also explores cultural, economic, and moral circumstances of the poem's genesis and publication. The Rinaldo, according to
Sherberg, represents Tasso's first attempt to bridge the gaps between the
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increasingly rigid poetic theories of his time, his own economic necessity,
and his audience's taste in poetry. If perhaps a youthful experiment,
Sherberg argues convincingly that the poem is by no means awkward or
poorly conceived.
The appearance of a reliable critical edition may not lift the Rinaldo
to the same status as Tasso's more famous works . Yet, Sherberg has
opened the way for studies that will offer a better understanding of the
poem and its place among Italian Renaissance epics.
Robert M. Johnston
Northern Arizona University

Dorothea Kehler and Susan Baker, In Another Country: Feminist Perspectives
on Renaissance Drama, Scarecrow Press, 1991, vi, 345 pp., biblio., index,
$37.5o.

In the last few years, feminists have paid much attention to English
Renaissance drama, particularly to that written by Shakespeare. In
Another Country: Feminist Perspectives on R enaissance Drama both adds to
this body of work and serves as a guide to it. The fourteen essays in the
collection are largely jargon-free and readable. The endnotes frequently
offer detailed and lucid explanations of previous feminist books and
essays. Also, a brief but helpful "Bibliography for Feminists" forms the
last chapter.
Approximately half of the book is devoted to plays by Shakespeare.
Jeanie Grant Moore provides a fresh analysis of the much-discussed
image of the mirror in Richard IL while at the same time asking us to
reconsider the importance of the character of C21ieen Isabel. "Through
her tears, the queen perceives the substance of what she feels; for her,
'looking awry' is the correct or 'right' way to look, and the centric view
or traditionally 'right' way is wrong" (25). Grant's essay does not merely
assert this but shows how decentering actually exists in the language
and action of the play. Thomas Moisan's somewhat psychoanalytic essay
on Romeo and Juliet raises more questions than it convincingly answers,
but the questions he raises are crucial. Are Romeo and Juliet really
"innocents ... making it especially difficult . .. to find in them
... depth, not to mention Aristotelian 'flaws?'" (118). Moisan doubts this
view but does not quite demonstrate the depth of character that some
might wish.
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Phyllis Rackin's essay on Shakespeare's history plays, one of the few
pieces previously published, asserts that in the histories "women were
keepers of the unspoken and unspeakable reality that always threatened
to belie the words that pretended to describe it" (151). That is, women
are something like the "presence" while men are the people who develop
historical record and lineage in order to gain power. It is certainly true
that Suffolk in the second part of Henry VI carries belief in aristocratic
legitimacy to absurd lengths. When he says that he cannot be killed by
someone of a lesser class, he demonstrates thinking typical of men in the
first tetralogy. Another essay in the collection discusses Measure far Measure
as it relates to the rhetoric of the Swetnam controversy, and still another
deals with bearded women in Macbeth.
The pieces on non-Shakespearean drama cover some familiar territory but also some plays not often considered. Carolyn Whitney-Brown,
in a treatment of Peele's David and Bethsabe, finds an interesting parallel
between David and Qyeen Elizabeth. David responds to the death of
Absalom with a eulogy praising his rebellious son; Elizabeth responds
similarly to the beheading of Mary, Qyeen of Scots, when she "denied
giving such an order, and grieved for her kinswoman'' (199).
Susan Baker makes an interesting distinction between Catholic (or
humanist) and Protestant (or Puritan) approaches to marriages and applies
it to Marston's Dutch Courtesan. According to Baker, Freevill, who has puzzled the critics, actually "moves toward a view that sanctions sexuality in
moderation" (225). Tysefew, on the other hand, is connected with "the developing bourgeois definition of marriage, identified with the Puritans, but
not exclusive to them: a union based on friendship, entered into primarily
for contentment (rather than ecstasy)" (228). Unfortunately, Baker doesn't
say as much as one might like about the courtesan of the title, a character
whose situation may resemble that of Aphra Behn's Angellica in The Rover.
Margaret Lael Mikesell's essay also deals with marriage in Stuart tragedy,
and Coppelia Kahn writes about "Whores and Wives in Jacobean Drama."
If the book has a weakness, it is its lack of attention to women
dramatists and women writers generally in the English Renaissance. For
instance, Elizabeth Cary's Senecan play, Mariam, Fair Queen ofJewry,
has received much attention as well as admiration in the last few years,
and it is therefore a pity it does not figure more prominently in a volume
of feminist essays. Mary Sidney Herbert's influential translation of
Robert Garnier's play on Cleopatra (though titled Antony in the translation)
shows that women writer were themselves interested in the depiction of
marriage in drama. (Cleopatra is married to Antony in Garnier's play.)
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Nevertheless, a book should not carry much blame for what it is not.
Rather it should, as with In Another Country, be praised for what it is.
James Fitzmaurice
Northern Arizona University

William Crelly, Marcello Giovanetti (I598-I6y): A Poet of the Early
Roman Baroque, Studies in Renaissance Literature 3, Edwin Mellen Press,
1990, iv, 379 pp., ill., $ro9.95 (library binding).
Marcello Giovanetti is a relatively obscure poet who was active in
Rome during the early decades of the Italian Seicento. Born in the town
of Ascoli Piceno in 1598, he was a member of the legal profession in
Rome but died prematurely in 1631. His poetic legacy is somewhat limited
in scope, in part because of his untimely death, in part because for
Giovanetti poetry was a secondary endeavor that, though pursued with
vigor and competence and at times with elegance, was never allowed to
pose any serious threat to his professional duties. His work has survived
in three editions: the Bologna edition of 1620 (113 poems), the Venice
edition of 1622 (122 poems), and the Rome edition of 1626 (223 poems).
In a significant preface, William Crelly justifies his decision to save
Marcello Giovanetti from oblivion by asserting that a full understanding
of a literary or artistic movement can be achieved only if due credit is
given to all its major and minor figures. By taking this position Crelly
opposes Giovanni Getto and others who downplay individual contributions
and present a picture of baroque literature as an emerging whole. This
does not mean, however, that Crelly presents his readers with a narrow
view of the baroque movement. Oliite the contrary, his highly informative
book lists the attributes most commonly associated with baroque poetry; it
reviews past assessments of the movement, ranging from positive evaluations
to Benedetto Croce's harsh equation of baroque art with non-art; and it
examines the social and artistic climate prevailing in sixteenth-century
Rome. Furthermore, Crelly approaches his topic not only as a literary critic
but also as an art historian-hence the addition of fifty-five illustrations
that demonstrate the close links between Giovanetti's poetics and the
visual imagery of the time. An extensive bibliography suggests the
breadth of Crelly's research.
Overall, the poems are presented according to the division proposed in the Rome edition: love poems, religious poems, panegyrical and
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nuptial poetry, sonnets. These selections are preceded by a discussion of
Giovanetti's prose work A Discourse on the Mirror and of his poetic style.
Translations of the texts attempt to preserve the patina of the original,
but some readers may prefer a more modern rendition. Translations usually
appear in the endnotes to the chapters, while three longer poems, including
facing-page translations, are placed in an appendix.
Frede Jensen
University of Colorado

Jacques Ferrand, A Treatise on Lovesickness, trans. Donald A. Beecher
and Massimo Ciavolella, Syracuse University Press, 1990, xvi, 709 pp.,
biblio., index, $49.95.
An editor might introduce an encyclopedic late renaissance treatise
to a new readership in several ways, none of which could possibly serve to
prepare everyone equally well to appreciate the riot of learning that constitutes such a text. Evidently working under the assumption that more
is better, Donald A. Beecher and Massimo Ciavolella have chosen the
arduous task of surrounding the minor medical treatise they have translated and edited, the 1623 revised edition of Jacques Ferrand's A Treatise
on Lovesickness (1st ed., 1610), with an encyclopedic treatise of their own
(much longer than Ferrand's) and an awesome critical apparatus. The
result is a fascinating miscellany of information relating to the history of
amor heros, the perceived condition affecting the body and soul in love,
which the Galenist Dr. Ferrand sought to explain, diagnose, and cure.
It would be simpler to situate Ferrand if his treatise had had any
noticeable impact, but the editors in their admirable modesty must
admit that only one early modern author, Robert Burton, cited him.
And as J. B. Bamborough notes in the new edition of The Anatomy of
Melancholy, it seems likely that Burton did not even read French, much
less Ferrand, since his descriptions of Ferrand's ideas are simply wrong.
However, there may be reason to be slightly more optimistic about the
impact of the treatise than the editors allow. A very casual search by this
reviewer has revealed, for instance, that there were two English editions,
not one as they state.
As a medical writer Ferrand was both unoriginal and eclectic, but
the editors' strategy is to treat this as a virtue. They chose to treat the text
as a cultural artifact, a crazy quilt of ancient, medieval, and Renaissance ideas
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about erotic melancholy and much else. Thanks to their painstaking
identification of and quotation from Ferrand's sources in the notes, this
volume will provide much instruction to anyone interested in the history
of medicine or in Renaissance intellectual history. Social historians will
find fascinating the discussion of Ferrand's reaction to the 1620 banning
of his book by the ecclesiastical authorities of Toulouse, though they will
regret the absence of the 1610 edition from this already large volume.
Rather than retreat from positions the church found offensive in his 1610
treatise, which was addressed to the lovesick courtier, in the revised edition
of 1623 Ferrand strengthened the anticlerical tone by categorically denying
clergy the capacity to effect a cure of this melancholic disease rooted in
somatic dysfunction. The editors' comparison of these two editions
seems full of subtle insight, as does their handling of the long history of
complex medical, philosophical, and literary ideas that underlie Ferrand's
pre-Cartesian work.
William Klein
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Kristine Koozin, The Vanitas Still Lifts ofHarmen Steenwyck: Metamorphic
Realism, Renaissance Studies 1, Edwin Mellen Press, 1990, 128 pp., ill.,
biblio., $59.95.
This book arises from a year spent in Holland by an American
painter whose aim was to explore the reading, or content, of the vanitas
still lifes of Harmen Steenwyck, a little-known Dutch seventeenthcentury painter. The result, more like an introductory essay on Dutch
seventeenth-century still life as exemplified by Steenwyck, is modest
and personal. While not an essential scholarly study on the subject, The
Vanitas Still Lifts of Harmen Steenwyck provides a subdued commentary
on a group of paintings that otherwise might have gone unnoticed.
The book opens with a brief chapter on metaphor, a chapter that
makes unexplained leaps between literature and art from Aristotle to the
seventeenth century, via the Summa Theologica of St. Thomas Aquinas.
Without logical transition, the second chapter opens with a discussion of
how the memento mori metaphor, through the presentation of objects
that suggest the transitoriness or brevity of earthly life, reminds one of
death. In citing the late sixteenth-century anatomical theater of the
University of Leyden as an example of the early "blend of science and
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spirit" that led in art to skeletons holding moralizing mottos (20-21), the
chapter makes no mention of the earlier history of this subject, which, as
Erwin Panofsky has shown, extends back to thirteenth-century tomb
sculpture. (Certainly also, Masaccio's fresco in Santa Maria Novella of the
skeleton with its accompanying inscription for the supposed tomb of Adam
deserves mention as an early and widely known expression of this idea.)
The reader's attention is again directed in the third chapter to the
subject of the vanitas still life. Here the discussion passes over possible
Italian origins of this theme and neglects to consider Spanish and FrancoFlemish traditions in order to discuss the works of Steenwyck, which are
the subject of the last chapter. The preoccupation with iconographical
analysis isolates each still life from its position in a wider perspective of the
vanitas theme as represented in works by Holbein, Steen, Titian, La Tour,
Vermeer, and others.
The author uses documentation only superficially and sporadically.
The quotations presented do not address difficult iconographic problems
but rather seem to be a conflation of textbook phraseologies arranged to
guide the reader quickly to the book's main focus. In this respect the
work is limited, for there is little attempt to set this work in the context of
the artist's career as a whole, which must have been more interesting than
merely his birth and death dates suggest. Likewise, stylistic developments
in Steenwyck's art are overlooked as are Steenwyck's relations with his
contemporaries and with other artists past and future. The author's inclination to concentrate on "reading" each painting object by object limits
the book to a dictionary-like format. This approach fails to persuade the
reader of the poetry in this series of metaphoric paintings. Though clearly
sincere, Kristine Koozin's contemplation of Steenwyck's paintings offers
little more than a basic explanation of a category of works by an artist who
probably will not become less obscure as as result of this publication.
Christiane L. Joost-Gaugier
University of New Mexico

Elizabeth D. Harvey and Katherine E. Maus, eds., Soliciting Interpretation:
Literary Theory and Seventeenth-Century English Poetry, University of
Chicago Press, 1990, 352 pp., $47-50.
Soliciting Interpretation, a collection of twelve essays by as many
authors, demonstrates the new historicism that "conceives the relationship
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between literature and history in a new way" (x). What characterizes this
way are concerns for gender, politics, culture, and economics as they
interact with, and are distilled in, artistic creation. New historicism is
thus opposed to formalist elements of New Criticism, to subjectivism,
and to what David Norbrook, in the best essay in the book-an impressive
refutation of the idea of Donne as an absolutist in politics and religionterms "simplistic notions of poetry as serenely transcending its society
and political structures" (5). Hence these essays reflect what Maureen
C2!iilligan calls "the renewed concern of contemporary criticism for the
social and political praxis of Renaissance poetry" (309).
The problem, of course, is knowing where text ends and context
begins. But such knowledge informs the best of these essays enabling,
for example, Arthur F. Marotti to emphasize the "material means of the
transmissions of Shakespeare's Sonnets" in order to "delineate sociocultural
issues" (144), Annabel Patterson to examine the "shared conditions of
material and intellectual practice" (42) of Donne and his friends and thus
demolish the subjectivist notion of Donne as expedient careerist, and
Stephen Orgel to explore how Johnson in The Masque of Queens uses the
gender and political implications of mythology in the service of "absolutist
mystification'' (133).
Significantly, several essays seem to take up the Foucaultian question
of "placement" (see Michel Foucault, Language, Counter-Memory, Practice,
1977, p. 138). Norbrook points to Donne's "sense of his difficulty in
achieving an independent place to stand in the world of courtly power"
(26). Stanley Fish defines Donne's histrionic problem in the love poems:
"By playing all the parts, ... he denies himself a part of his own; by filling
every space, he leaves himself with no place to stand" (235). Jane Tylus
shows how the pastorals of Drayton and his fellow poets reflect the
desire to "resituate England's cultural community outside of the Jacobean
court" (175), given the court's growing absolutism that sought to rewrite
England's past in its own interests. C2!iilligan concludes that Lady Mary
Wroth was "one of the first to determine the various placements initially
necessary for female authority in English; ... in her case within Petrarchist
prose fiction" (329). Jonathan Goldberg, opening up the "possibility of a
different way of engaging history" in literary discourse, offers an original
critical approach. Rejecting the traditional idea that Milton's sonnet 19
can be "resolved into a singular chronological placement" and suggesting
the sonnet "would have been written and re-written over a number of
years" (201) enables Goldberg to read the autobiographical prose "with
an eye to the subject-position in the sonnet" (206).
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This challenging book also relates gender to some discourses other
than the theological in Paradise Lost (John Guillory); relates Marvell's
Mower poems, although less convincingly, to the economic structure of
mid-seventeenth-century England (Rosemary Kegl); and relates Herbert's
The Temple to Petrarchan and erotic discourse ( Gordon Braden and
Michael C. Schoenfeldt, respectively). The latter has gender implications
for Deity.
David Freeman,
Sir Wilfred Grenfell College,
Corner Brook,
Newfoundland

Hilda L. Smith and Susan Cardinale, Women and the Literature of the
Seventeenth Century: An Annotated Bibliography Based on Wing's ShortTitle Catalogue, Bibliographies and Indexes in Women's Studies, No. ro,
Greenwood Press, 1990, xxi, 353 pp., $45.00.
The compilers of Women and the Literature of the Seventeenth
Century divide this annotated bibliography into two sections: the first,
works by women (637 titles), the second, works for and about women (973
titles). Also included is an Addendum, listing works not read either
because of unavailability or because they were located after the numbering
sequence had been finalized, and an index of female printers, publishers,
and booksellers. The inclusion of reel numbers for titles that appear in
the University Microfilm collection of Wing texts or The Thomason
Tracts should prove especially valuable to scholars using those sources, as
will the inclusion of works that do not appear in Wing.
Hilda L. Smith and Susan Cardinale's introduction discusses the
nature of the works written by women, emphasizing religious and feminist
works; they categorize various topics found in the literature for and about
women, such as advice to women, attempted religious conversion, and
misogyny in various forms. The introduction notes that the "most frequently published group of women writers of the period" were Qtakers
(xii), and the bibliography is at its most effective as a guide to the varied
texts produced by Qtaker women; the annotations of their works are the
clearest and most succinct in the bibliography. Unfortunately, the annotations seem less sure when one comes to works of imaginative literature.
The e.ntrv on a r6c,1 edition of the He1Jtamemn of Mar9'uer· te de Navarre
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(1492-1549) (82), for example, gives no indication that the author hardly
qualifies as a seventeenth-century woman writer. The works of well-known
figures such as Margaret Cavendish and Aphra Behn are competently
annotated; the work of Anne Finch, Countess of Winchilsea, however,
while cited in the introduction as evidencing feminist sentiment, is represented only by an unannotated listing in the addendum of a text entitled
The Prerogative of Love (1695). The annotation of literary works by unfamiliar women writers seems at times inconsistent, often providing plot
details but little sense of the overall nature of the work.
A minor irritation is the occasional stylistic infelicity of the preface
and introduction: we are told, for example, that "a wide net had to be
cast so that the wheat could be separated from the chaff" (vi). More significant is the emphasis in the introduction on the compilers' reaction to
the nearly fifteen hundred works they painstakingly reviewed in the
course of their labor and their no doubt understandable conclusion that
"reading these materials has not always been its own reward" (xi). Works
by Gliaker women were discovered to be repetitive, those by mystics
written "in nearly impenetrable prose," and "satirical work has also been
something of a letdown"-because of its misogyny (xi). Only occasionally,
it seems, did these works live up to the compilers' apparent expectations;
"feminist content" is treated as the sole desideratum of these works, an attitude that tends to limit the usefulness of the introduction and colors the
annotations throughout the bibliography.
Despite these problems, this bibliography will undoubtedly prove a
useful reference source and contribute to research into women's writing
in the early modern period.

Renee Pigeon
California State University, San Bernardino

Sherrin Marshall, ed., Women in Reformation and Counter-Reformation
Europe: Private and Public Worlds, Indiana University Press, 1989, 224 pp.,
ill., biblio., index, $35.00 (cloth), $10.95 (paperback).

In this small volume, Sherrin Marshall brings together an introduction and a collection of nine essays by different authors in order to
analyze European women of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation.
From Spain to the Baltic and from Hungary to the Netherlands, women's
lives, actions, and beliefs over a two-hundred-year span are revealed through
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extensive archival research. Arguing that "women were thus liberated as
well as enslaved during the age of Reformation and Counter-Reformation''
(7), the book has two unifying themes: first, the ways in which the great
religious changes limited the actions and lives of women and, second, the
relationship among religious changes, women, and the family.
This interesting group of essays, organized geographically, chronologically and topically, examines the variety of women's experience during
this crucial time. Merry E . Wiesner's essay shows that most women in
Germany experienced the Reformation as individuals without opportunity
for group action because they had no official voice within male society.
However, the strongest protests against the Reformation came from women
in convents, who were more used than were lay women to expressing
themselves. Her essay meshes nicely with those of Susan Karant-Nunn
on the marginalization of women working in Saxon silver mines and that
of Grethe Jacobsen on the limiting experiences of pastors' wives and the
lack of religious lives for single women in Nordic countries. Jacobsen's
research confirms that the only public roles for women were extensions
of their domestic capacities; however, there was a continuation of their
private world of pregnancy, childbirth, and recovery (60-63).
Two essays focus on individual women. One, by David Daniel,
concentrates on Mary of Hapsburg, Isabella Zapolya, and Elizabeth Bathory
(the Blood Countess of Cachtice)-all of whom influenced religion in
Hungary through the dynastic ambitions of their families. The other,
Milagros Ortega Costa's chapter on Spanish women in the Reformation,
studies Maria de Cazalla, Isabel Ortiz, and Luisa Carvajal, all of whom
-though deeply devout participants in the religious reform in Spainpresented at specific times in their lives very unfeminine behavior.
Marshall finds that Dutch women, whether Protestant, Catholic,
or Jewish, enjoyed more autonomy than other women as long as their
actions were in accord with familial goals, but once they threatened family policy their options were restricted. Diane Willen's piece on women
and religion in early modern England also looks at women's behavior
through the mirror of the family. For both Protestant and Catholic women,
household religion was the sphere of activity, and literacy was one of its
main tools. F. Ellen Weaver continues the discussion of literacy, erudition,
and spirituality with her strong essay on Jansenist women. Sherrill Cohen's
essay views alternative asylums for former prostitutes and unhappy wives,
poor women, and widows as part of a transition to modern social institutions
such as battered women's shelters, and programs to keep unmarried teens
in school.
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Each essay stands on its own as a scholarly work that gives us a
better view of women's experience during this crucial time. The book is
especially helpful because it includes essays that touch on geographical
areas often ignored or marginalized. Thus, it makes a valuable contribution
to both Reformation and women's scholarship.
Margery A. Ganz
Spelman College

